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AN EVALUATION OF 11IB LONG-'.l'IDUI BNBRGY ANALYSIS PJlOGRAII 

USED FOR 111B 1978 RIA ADJIINIS'l'RATOR'S RBPOK'r 1'0 CONGRBSS 

A. MOdel Identification 

The Long-Term Energy Analysis Program (LEAP) is a computer modeling 

system that has been used by the Energy Information Administration 

(EIA) to develop the long-term (beyond 1995) projections of energy 

supply and demand that appear in the EIA Annual Report to Congress. 

The LEAP system consists of the LEAP computer code, including data 

editing _and display systems, a data transfer system, and a data 

base storage system. The entire system was the responsibility of 

the Long-Term Energy Analysis Division (LTEAD) of the Integrative 

Analysis Office within the Office of Applied Analysis (OAA). • The 

particular version of the model and data base used for the 1978 

Annual Report to Congress (ARC-78) is known as Model 22C and was 

made available to Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) in June 1979. 

This model, representing the first published results using the LEAP 

system, was studied extensively at ORNL and forms the basis of our 

evaluation of LEAP. Through May 1981, the LEAP system has been 

maintained and used for projections in two more EIA Annual Reports 

to Congress (ARC-79 and ARC-80). 

B.. MOdel Purpose 

1. Statutory Requireaents 

The Department of Energy (DOE) Organization Act (PL 95-91) designated 

the EIA to carry out some functions of prede·cessor agencies. 

Included therein is the Federal Energy Administration (FEA) Act of 

1974, as amended [PL 93-275; Sect. 57 (a)(2)], which states that an 

annual report must be submitted to Cong'lress that includes (at least) 

projections of 

*As this report is being written, EIA is in the process of 
reorganization. 
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short-, medium-, and long-term energy consumption and 
supply trends and forecasts under various assumptions; 
and to the maximum extent practicable, a summary or 
schedule of the amounts of the mineral fuel resources, 
nonmineral energy resources and mineral fuels that can 
be brought to market at various prices and technologies 
and their relationship to forecasted demands. 

Section 657 of the DOE Organization Act expands on this mandate 

with specific requirements for separate estimates of foreign and 

domestic energy supply and a breakdown of the energy supply provided 

by different sources. 

2. Role of LEAP 

LEAP was developed to meet the statutory requirements cited above 

with respect to energy supply and demand in the long term. The LEAP 

results are important because they reflect EIA's in-house capability 

to explicitly analyze long-run issues related to (1) depletion of 

resource bases and (2) the complete turnover of the capital stock 

of energy conversion industries with new technologies available. 

LEAP is a member of a particular family of long-term modeling systems 

called "generalized equilibrium" process models. Essential concepts 

of this approach are (1) the market controls the long-term (SO-year) 

behavior of investment and operating decisions in the energy sector, 

and (2) agents in the market sense and respond to the discounted 

stream of future net-dollar flows. 

Model 22C is for the United States and represents explicitly 

nation-wide, time-dependent demands for energy in the industrial, 

residential, transportation, and commercial sectors. Energy supplies 

that deplete domestic fixed-resource bases include the coal, 

oil/gas, and uranium sectors. 

renewable resources and imports. 

Additional energy is supplied by 

Conversion processes are employed 

to represent transformations of energy form (e.g., electricity 

production). The various processes are linked together in a network 
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that models the flow of energy from primary resource to end-use 

demand. 'i 

c. Jlodeli.Jas Process 

1. lnpu~s 

In LEAP models, the relevant part of the economy is represented by 

a network of energy and dollar flows among generic energy-related 

activities. Each class of conceptually similar activities is. modeled 

in LEAP using a general "process" submodel; however, a unique set 

of parameters can be supplied for each particular activity. Such 

parameter inputs for LEAP can be generally categorized according to 

whether they correspond to (1) major assumptions of scenario; (2) 

historical data on the national energy balance, facility costs, and 

trends in financing and tax accounting; (3) engineering estimates of 

values of cost, efficiency, and availability parameters for generic 

processes that are not yet "commercial"; or (4) parameterization of 

the departure of economic behavior from that expected under perfect 

competition. 

Specifically, for each generic activity (e.g., space heating) that 

represents conversion of e'nergy form, Model 22C requires technical, 

historical, financial, and nonfuel cost data. These include process 

efficiencies, prices of material/labor, tax rates, etc. The electric 

utility conversion activities require these data and the portions 

of electricity generation devoted to .base, intermediate, and peak 

load service. In addition to the parameters requir~d for basic 

. conversion activities, the resources extraction activities require 

resource curves that quantify, as a function of cumulative resource 

commitments, the increasing effort required to recover energy 

commodities from depleting resource bases. 

Each activity that represents the allocation of an energy demand 

a~ong competing suppliers requires (1) the relative energy' flows 
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(market shares) at the various inputs from competing suppliers for 

the initial model year (1975), (2) the market shares that would 

eventually apply if the prices from all suppliers were equal. and 

(3) the parameters used in modeling the price- and time-dependent 

market penetration dynamic. The "transport" activities require 

price increments and transport efficiency factors. The final demand 

activities require, for each class of demand, the parameters to 

determine an exogenous demand path and the price elasticity and lag 

parameters to modify the demand-path quantities in the later model 

years. The oil and gas import prices, hydroelectric production 

quantity, and metallurgical coal export quantity are required for 

each model time point. 

input to Model 22C. 

Altogether, a few thousand parameters were 

2.. eo.putation 

An iterative algorithm is used to solve the coupled set of time

dependent nonlinear equilibrium equations for the energy and dollar 

flows that link activities. The economic processes· being simulated 

during iteration correspond to producers determining prices at each 

time point based on estimated future prices and operating oosts and 

present capital cost; intermediate and end-use consumers responding 

with a level of demand based on need, the price elasticity of end

use demand, and competition among producers; producers revising their 

prices, and so on. No explicit optimization is performed. 

In operation, the computer program begins with initial estimates of 

values for the energy and dollar flows and iterates with the goal of 

&ntisfying the price/quanlily ~quations in every process subroutine. 
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3. Results of Interest to Users 

For LEAP Model 22C, there was no unique set of results defined 

by any particular narrow goal of the model sponsors or by the 

documented needs of a specific set of model output users. Indeed, 

the audience for the Annual Report to Congress has quite diffuse 

interests. Analysis of (1) statutory requirements placed on the 

EIA, (2) the important conclusions stressed in the report to Congress 

containing the Model 22C_ results, (3) the statements of key users 

"of that report, and (4) modeler insight allowed selection of a set 

of important results that reflect some of the needs for public long

term energy projections, needs that may be addressed using a model 

like LEAP. 

Those subjects considered to be the great energy issu~s of the day 

include the cost of energy, especially the portions that affect the 

international payments balance, and the interplay between national 

energy independence and how liquid fuel demand can be satisfied. 

Issues of slightly less importance include the extent to which coal 

resource use can be expected to dominate the energy market, the 

projected degree of electricity use, and identification of the most 

important future demand sectors. In general, the main interest is 

in trends rather than in particular commodity and dollar flows at 

specific future times. 

To investigate these concerns within the LEAP framework, specific 

com,binations of ~lodel 22C results chosen for study in this report 

include: 

o Total Energy Cost to All End Uses in 2020 as a fraction of 

the Gross National Product in 2020. 

o Total Cost of Imported Oil, Oil Products, and Gas in 2020 as 

a fraction of the Gross National Product in 2020. 
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o Total Imports of Oil and Oil Products _in 2020. 

o Liquid Fuels Input to All Demand Sectors in 2020 as a fraction 

of the Total Fuel Input to All Demand Sectors in 2020. 

The authors estimated that these results needed to be known to within 

-10%, 100%, SO%, and 30% of the 1978 LEAP projections for year 2020, 

in order that substantive conclusions based on these calculations 

could be reached with confidence. These values may be user-dependent 

even for a given issue or problem. However.. it wa~ found useful 

in this evaluation to have estimated target accuracy requirements to 

which the results of the LEAP analysis could be compared. 

D. Fi.ndin&s aJUl Conclusions 

1. Usability 

Usability must be considered relative to the Congressional mandate 

on the DOE to provide projections of energy supply and use and 

to estimate the consequences of potential government actions. The 

LEAP system is very flexible as to what portions of the energy 

economy are ~evresented in tlP.tftil; the31eforo, it GAll \lw;: " IUit:ful tnnt 

for studying the effects of various resource and energy conversion 

development assumptions. At least for LEAP-78, the final (energy

related service) demand representation is essentially exogenous, 

and there is no 1'eal feedback between the energy sectors and the 

remainder of the economy that determines energy demand and the 

relative costs of labor, capital, and materials. Thus. in its ARC-78 

state, LEAP is most appropriate for addressing questions related to 

onorgy supply u.llernatives, given an assumed level of demand for 

energy services. For example, impact of loan guarantees and tax 

incentives could readily be modeled. 

Usability also depends on the capabilities available to a user 

to alter the model and to obtain new results quickly. Although 
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long-range models treat the time period of a professional career. 

results assuming modified policies or other data are often desired 

within a few hours of the time the idea is formulated. The 

overall turnaround time depends on the ease of preparing a revised 

model and the computer system turnaround. LEAP has the major 

advantage that only one program is required rather than a chain of 

programs representing supply. demand. and integration. Some minor 

network revisions could be rapidly introduced using LEAP-78. but 

major network modification for the LEAP program will be an· arduous 

process until additional software aids are constructed. However. to 

compensate for this difficulty. small models and partial models of 

any variety can be constructed from the available subroutine modules 

without any reprogramming. Data changes and process subroutine 

program modification (even for use in only a few activities) can be 

introduced very efficiently. 

Computer system turnaround is inhibited because of tpe large storage 

required and the slow running times. Computing time for LEAP-78 

depends on values assigned to input parameters. the quality of the 

starting guesses for price and quantities. and the convergence norm 

used. Typical rules-of-thumb for a model like 22C might be 25 

seconds per iteration and up to 100 iterations to convergence (il%). 

LEAP-78 appears to require about twice the computer memory estimated 

by the present authors as being necessary. but programming changes 

required to improve space efficiency are considerable. LEAP-iS is 

not easily transportable. The proprietary nature of the LEAP-78 

data base management system (System 2000) and the severe core memory 

requirements (-2 megabytes for l\1odel 22C) are the two principle 

detrimental factors affecting transportability. 

2. Understandability 

A model is more understandable as 

results can readily be traced to 

as its documentation is enhanced. 
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that represent identified industries and include their engineering 

parameters have a natural advantage in understandability. With the 

completion of the present evaluation project, the documentation of 

LEAP-78 is generally good and would likely be compliant with OAA 

except for the description of the data base. The data source 

information is, in the majority of cases, nonspecific, and it is 

not possible for the reader to determine exactly how a specific 

data value was chosen or hnw l!(l(l'Orate that val11e might be. Ove.1:all 

documentation for later versions could build on this existing 

1 iter a ture. 

The recent publication of sensitivity coefficients for Model 22C 

permits the behavior of the model to be studied more readily. 

Studies performed on LEAP-78 revealed high sensitivities of energy 

cost, import costs, and fraction of liquid fuels to process 

parameters that should be measurable. There can be a reasonable 

basis from which to estimate process efficiencies (e.g., electricity 

transport, oil refining, etc.), prices of materials and labor, 

resource cost curves (e.g., for Appalachian medium-high sulfur coal), 

plant load factors, and availabilities, even for the long term. 

Other important quanti ties that may be more difficult to estimate 

include ·the price of imported oil and personal or cultural preference 

for energy fuel choice. 

On balance, understandability is a potential.plus for LEAP systems. 

3. Realisa 

BeC!!.\lse J,.EAP functions by l>imulation Qf generio onJincc:riTig-ecouumi~o: 

activities, its limiting success must depend on whether the essential 

features of economic interactions have been included. Statistical 

estimation techniques have very limited application for this type 

of model, and as with all long-term models, global validation 

against empirical data is difficult. LEAP gains potential realism 
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by permitting whatever subdivision of generic industries of interest 

is deemed necessary for the problem at hand, even though. Model 

22C suffered from very uneven treatment of its various sectors. 

The model equations were obtained by modifying, on the basis 

of engineering judgment, a ·theoretical formulation of long-term 

economic equilibrium. The equations were not derived from any firm 

economic theory describing plant construction and operation decisions 

with competition among alternative suppliers in the complex energy 

network. For example, the form of the capacity factor function 

can lead to occasions where plants continue to operate for. normal 

lifetimes while constantly sustaining cash losses. The expression 

for the capacity factor could easily be changed to overcome this 

problem. 

LEAP does not march stepwise through time looking only at the past; 

endogenous decision makers look ahead at future prices. This feature 

adds realism if the forecasting formula resembles that used by the 

aggregate of reai decision makers. 

LEAP-78 realism suffered by failing to (1) allow input substitution-

for example, of capital for other production factors through plant 

retrofit; (2) provide significant coupling of demand to variables 

other than price; and (3) eliminate the plants with highest variable 

cost in periods when there is surplus plant capacity. The fixed-

coefficient production function assumption (no within-process input 

substitution)· is likely to introduce an upward bias in energy 

prices over time as relative input prices change. Substitution does 

exist, however, between competing types of processes. The supply 

of labor, capital, and materials is assumed to be infinite at a 

predetermined exogenous price. The effect of the rising cost of 

energy needed to produce these inputs is not included in the model. 

Cons~quently, a bias towards capital-intensive processes results. 

Although. sensitivities to the behavioral parameters seem modest, a 

rationale is required for choice of the various price sensitivities 
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and behavioral lags to permit belief that they represent real 

economic factors, particularly in the market penetration algorithm. 

Model 22C included an inadequate fuel import module, (unlimited 

oil imports available at predetermined prices), final demand that 

became elastic only for the next century, and electric utility 

pricing that was inconsistent with present pricing (but perhaps 

more representative of the future). The assumption of infinitely 

divisible plant sizes may be inappropriate for parts of the projected 

electric ntility and synfuel industries; nu provision was made for 

depletion of available sites as a finite resource, nor was any 

account taken of salvage values. 

The numerical techniques in the LEAP system were adequate for 

obtaining convergence of Model 22C, but they do not have a 

firm mathematical basis. The convergence test used provides less 

convergence than would be assumed to be achieved for a chosen 

value of the convergence parameter. The original LEAP-78 relaxation 

algorithm had at least two theoretical problems. The first problem 

refers to the neglect of off-diagonal components inherently present; 

the second refer$ to the mannP.r ;n which the rolnxntion ~v~rrl~i~nts 

were calculated (for which the evaluation group has not found a 

theoretical basis). A method for implementing a more rigorous 

relaxation scheme has been described, but must be coded and tested 

before assuming success. 

Using the uncertainties for data estimated in this report, the 

propagated uncertainties in results of interest (as defined in Sect. 

C.3 of this ~nmmary) jirt liatod helow. Nute thnt the estliihti.t's 

include neither the uncertainty in model specification, nor a 

complete set of uncertainties for all data elements, nor correlations 

among data elements, nor second- or higher-order effects. The 

full final uncertainty would likely be substantially larger than the 

numbers listed below: 
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Result of Interest 

1. Total Energy Cost to All End 
Uses in 2020 as a fraction of-the 
Gross National Product in 2020 

2. Total Cost of Imported Oil, Oil Products, 
and Gas in 2020 as a fraction of the 
Gross National ·Product in 2020 

3. Total Imports of Oil and Oil Products 
in 2020 

4. Liquids Fuels Input to All Demand 
Sectors in 2020 as a fraction of the 
Total Fuel Input to All Demand 
Sectors in 2020 

Batiaated 
Uncertainty (lfl) 

15 

45 

so 

20 

Because these uncertainties alone are comparable to the target 

accuracy requirements offered in Sect. C.3, the full uncertainty in 

these parameters when all effects are included may be substantially 

larger than those suggested in this report as goals. 

4. Credibility 

Model credibility depends not only on the level of documentation 

and a model's realism but also on the degree of familiarity with 

model characteristics enjoyed by potential users and other interested 

professionals. LEAP credibility is enhanced by the broad use of 

generalized equilibrium models, the public ·nature of its origin, 

the broad publication and review of its results, and the relatively 

complete documentation of the 1978 Model 22C accomplished with the 

aid of the present project. Credibility is reduced by the lack of 

a well-documented data base and by the fact that users outside of DOE 

have little ''hands-on" experience with the model. Public use would 

eventually lead to a variety of compatible subroutine packages with 

enriched intellectual content; this outcome requires that a future 

LEAP be readily transportable for use on smaller machines. 
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For the overall evaluation of LEAP credibility as a public 

information model, its apparently unbiased origin and the archiving 

system now used for input and results are strongly favorable factors. 

The chief negative factor is the lack of full documentation of 

input quantities, including their original sources and explanations 

of any modifications made. The need for comprehensive input data 

documentation applies to other public information models. 

B. Reca..eadatioas 

1. Suilaaq 

The economic representation of LEAP seems to reveal a sophisticated 

understanding of the interactions of various elements of the 

energy economy. The basic sectoral structure, the consideration of 

nonlinear interactions, and the modularity of the model are three of 

the elements that display this understanding. Many of the serious 

problems lie less with the LEAP framework than with the specific 

1978 version employed. The effects of these problems (see previous 

section) restrict the applicability of Model 22C for realistic long

term modeling, but do not restrict the potential of the LEAP system 

to provide the desired analytical capability. 

At present. LEAP is generally weaker than other long-term models 

with respect to energy-economy interactions and within-process 

substitution. but stronger than competitive models with respect to 

the dynamics of investment decisions and the ability to represent 

technological change. Rather than choosing another model. we believe 

it Lu be oont e£ feetlve to make the required improvements within 

the existing framework. Beyond the straightforward corrections, 

additional modeling effort should be directed toward better 

representation of demand, energy-economy interactions, capital-labor

material markets. the import sector, and within-process input 

substitution for selected activities. 
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2. Specific Issues 

The recommendations based on our study vary in scope from some that 

may apply to all EIA models to others that apply only to the 1978 

LEAP Model 22C. The recommendations are presented generally in order 

of decreasing breadth, not importance. 

a. Major conclusions from long-term analysis need not be developed 

annually. A 2- to 5-year cycle for generating markedly altered 

long-term projections would permit higher quality results, far 

better documentation of what was done, and more comprehensive 

evaluation. 

b. Evaluated standardized energy- and economy-related data should 

be developed along with associated software .to process the 

given data to particular forms used by alternative models. The 

generation and update of such data is costly; mechanisms for 

sharing such thoroughly reviewed information should be formally 

put into place. In any case, input data for programs like LEAP 

should have complete documentation that allows the information 

to be traced to its exact source and provides an explanation 

of any modifications to the source information. Evaluated 

uncertainty estimates shouid be provided for data that have 

high sensitivity with respect to important results. 

Standardized problems (benchmarks) similar to those considered 

by the Energy Modeling Forum should be developed as a means 

of comparing and evaluating results of alternative models. 

c. Special efforts should be made to make energy-economy models, 

used by EIA in its projections, transportable and usable by 

interested parties in the general public. The concept of 

the "open" code is relevant here and provides a mechanism for 

external review, feedback, and code maintenance that goes much 
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further than the simple archiving of models used for annual 

projections. A nonproprietary data base management system and 

considerably reduced core requirements seem to be essential 

development areas if LEAP is to enjoy wider use. 

d. Models exist because problems need to be solved that, because 

of the number and nature of the complex interactions, cannot be 

addressed precisely ~sing intuition and experience. HoweveT, 

analysis using these models is best focused by relating 

the issue of concern (e.g., cost of energy, satisfaction of 

liquid fuel demands) to an explicit combination of the model 

output values. Furthermore, target accuracies for desired 

results need to be developed to allow a determination of 

whether the model result with its associated uncertainty can 

meaningfully contribute to the resolution of the issue in 

question. Explicit use of this concept in future Annual 

Reports to Congress would strengthen their impact. 

e. The approach of calibrating the long-term output to match 

midterm model numerical outputs at year 1995, by adjusting 

various input parameters. is questionable. Rather than to 

adjust data, if mid- and long-term projections must agree, it 

would be more direct to start the long-term calculation at year 

1995 using the midterm results as boundary conditions. (This 

approach would not be trivial to implement.) Generally, model 

input data should not be "tuned" to obtain desired projections. 

When this is done, it is difficult to understand precisely what 

i~ uuLpuL and what is input! 

f. The fixed-coefficient production function in LEAP-78 energy 

conversion submodels (no factor substitution) appears to be a 

serious problem in model specification for a model designed 

to assess the long-term impacts of increasingly limited 
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supplies of energy. 

factor substitution 

Attempts to incorporate some measure of 

within processes should be considered; 

otherwise, the number of activities modeled may need to grow 

unnecessarily. (A problem will be to increase flexibility 

while maintaining the clarity of a simulation model.) 

g. The capacity factor specification of LEAP should be changed 

to correspond to a reasonable production function so as to 

avoid the situation of producers operating while sustaining 

h. 

cash losses. Making a change of this type appears to be a 

straightforward matter. 

In LEAP Model 22C, the unlimited supply of capital, 

labor, materials, and oil imports at predetermined fixed 

prices are major assumptions that appear to be inconsistent 

with expectations of reality. Similarly, the essentially 

exogenous specification of demand limits the possible range 

of applications. 

seems justified. 

Further model development in these areas 

The relaxation algorithm currently used is 

not soundly based; the groundwork for using a more complete 

Newton scheme (still time-dependent, but including off-diagonal 

elements) should be tested. 

i. The data specification errors discussed in the report for the 

ARC-78 version of the data base should not be retained in 

future LEAP versions. 

xxi 
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This report presents an evaluation of the ~ong-Term Energy Analysis 

Program (LEAP). a computer model of the e~ergy portion of the U.S. 

economy that was used by the Energy Informa'tion Administration (EIA) 

of the U.S. Department of Energy for the ,1;995-2020 projections in 

its 1978 Annual Report to Congress. An overview of the 1978 version, 

LEAP Model 22C, is followed by an analysis of the important results 

needed by its users. The model is then evaluated on the basis of 

(1) the adequacy of its documentation, (2) .the loc._l experience in 

operating the model. (3) the adequacy of the numerical techniques 

used, (4) the soundness of the economic and technical foundations of 

the model equations, and (5) the degree to wh~ch the computer program 

has been verified. To show which parame~ers strongly influence the 

results and to approaoh the question of· whether the model can project 

important results with sufficient accuracy to support qualitative 

conclusions, the numerical sensitivities of some important results to 

model input parameters are described. The input data are categorized 

and discussed, and uncertainties are given. for some parameters as 

examples. From this background and from the relation of LEAP to 

other available approaches for long-term energy modeling, an overall 

evaluation is given of the model's suitability for use by the EIA. 

Followin& pvblication of reports from the present evaluation efforts, 

most aspects of the documentation of the LEAP Model 22C meet DOE 

standards; documentation of the model parameters does not. Members 

of the evaluation team were able to learn to operate and make minor 

modifications to the model resident on the EIA computer system, but 

the model was not readily transportable to other computer sites. 

Published LEAP results were replicated. The numerical techniques 

used in the LEAP system were adequate for obtaining convergence of 

Model 22C, but they do not have a firm mathematical basis. 
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The LEAP modeling system is flexible and potentially useful 

for studying alternative energy supply patterns under (nearly) 

exogenously determined final demand. The usefulness of this system 

is conditional upon (1) the validity of future cost and economic 

behavior data estimated now; (2) the broad realism of the equations 
,' I 

used to sim~l~te market · iliteraction and investment; and (3) the 

ability to represent in· the model the alternative conditions and 

policies important to_an energy agency. Even if questionable input 
.J I ~ " ., ~ 

parameters are accepted, the LEAP system for ARC-78 did not fully 
.. ' 

meet conditions (2) or (3); for example, it did not permit the 

study of retrofit of capital plant for the purpose of achieving , 

improved efficiency, and not all regulatory policy options could 

readily be handled in the system's framework. The model equations 

were obtained by modifying a partial equilibrium analysis on the 

basis of engineering judgment. They were not derived from any 

firm economic theory describing plant construction and operation 

decisions with competition among alternative suppliers in the complex 

energy network. In the specific LEAP model used for the 1978 

Administrator's report, long-term regional issues other than those 

rela.ted to coal development could not have been addressed. 

The summary of sensitivity studies, performed on the LEAP model 

for ARC-78 through a novel application of adjoint sensitivity 

theory, shows relatively high sensitivities of total energy cost 

to parameters used in many activities and to others that affect 

demand and the e9onomic efficiency of important activities. Observed 

nonlinear effects were sufficiently severe in model reruns with 

altered parameters that second-order sensitivity coefficie.nts needed 

to be considered. The input data appear representative of data 

previously used in similar antecedent models, but they were not well 

enQugh documented to allow assessment of their appropriateness by the 

public. Proper input to the model at EIA was apparently inhibited 
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in a few cases by the imprecise data definitions. avail~ble. to the· 

a$ency. 

Long-term energy analysis in some form is required by the statutes 

establishing the. Departmen~ of ~ergy. The LEAP system should 
. . 

be. appropriate to help meet a portion of these analysis needs, 

particularly those involving alternative energy supply options for 
. . 

the early part of the next century. The LEAP modeling effort for the 
. ' 

1978 Administrator's repor~ was a reasonable fi~st attempt to obtain 

us~ful pro~ections from the LEAP system. A number of recomme,ndations 
. ...... 

are included for improvements in the LEAP system and the way it was 

used. 

·,. 
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I. lN'DOIJUcriON 

This report evaluates the Long-Term Energy Analysis Program (LEAP) 

computer model used by the Energy Information Administration (EIA) 

of the U:.S. Department of Energy (DOE) in preparing ARC-78. its 

1978 Annual Report to Congress (EIA79a). Long-run, nationally 

aggregated projections of energy prices and flows from the model 

were published for the period 1995-2020 in Chapter S of that report 

(EIA79a). The computer model was developed for and enhanced by 

the Long Range Integrative Analysis branch of the Office of Applied 

Analysis, EIA, under the direction of John Pearson. EIA named the 

modeling system LEAP (Long-Term Energy Analysis Program), and the 

particular model network and data base used for the ARC-78 analysis 

was designated Model 22C. (In this report, the modeling system 

computer program used for Model 22C is called LEAP-78.) The results 

summarized in ARC-78 were the first publi.shed results from the 

LEAP system, although, as described in Sect. II, there have been 

published results from earlier related models. The LEAP results are 

important in ARC-78 because they reflect EIA' s in-house capability 

to explicitly analyze long-run issues affected by (1) depletion of 

resource bases and (2) the complete turnover of the capital stock 

of energy conversion industries. These issues must be addressed by 

the EIA to fulfill the congressional mandate given that agency by 

the Energy Reorganization Act of 1977 (USC17). 

This evaluation was performed by the multidisciplinary team shown on 

the title page, and was sponsored by the Office of Energy Information 

Validation (OEIV) of the EIA. OEIV was established as an indirect 

result of the Congressional mandate to assure, generally, that the 

public can be confident that information released by the EIA is 

continually being assessed (USC77, PAR79). 

LEAP was the first model chosen for evaluation by the present team 

at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL); therefore, the work on 
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this model has acted as a focus for ORNL' s evaluation methodology 

research. As part of the overall evaluation effort, an approach has 

been synthesized by Weisbin et al. for evaluation of energy-economy 

models (Wei81). The present report follows this approach closely in 

coverage as well as in organization; the reader is encouraged· to skip 

sections covering evaluation components of less-immediate interest. 

A principal ORNL contribution to evaluation methodology has been the 

use of glo~al ~ensitivity studies and related input data analysis. 

The questions to be answered in a model evaluation· (Hal79) can 

usefully be organized in a style different from that employed in the 

present report; therefore, this paragraph provides the translation 

between the two forms. Readers not already familiar with generalized 

equilibrium modeling systems like LEAP may find the information in 

the overview of LEAP (Sect. ii and Appendix A) to be a prerequisite 

to understanding the answers to the following questions. 

1. Can the model,. considered as a computer device, be understood 

by third parties? 

See S.ects. IV (Documentation), V.D and V.F (Operatins 

Experience), VII.A (Economic Foundations-Assumptions), IX 

(Sensitivities), X.A and X.C (Data Classification and Precision 

of. Definition),· and the summary on this point in XI.B 

(Conclusions-Understandabillty). 

2. What are the modei's fundamental mathematical properties? 

See Sect. VI (Numerical Techniques). 

3. What is the model's logical structure? 

See Sect. II plus Appendix A (Overview) and Sect. VII.A 

(Economic Foundations-Assumptions) for answers from . different 

viewpoints. 
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II. AN OYBRV:iiw Oil '1BB 1978 LBAP .JilmJm. 

To facilitate understanding of the remainder of this report, the 

LEAP Model 22C of the U.S. energy economy is placed in context and 

described in this section and in Appendix A. Hansen et al. include 

an interesting overview that gives more emphasis to underlying 

assumptions (Han81, Sect. 2). Fairly complete reference is made in 

this section to the literature of similar models, but the references 

for LEAP itself are more thoroughly covered in Sect. IV. 

A. 'Daet Coueptaal llr...,.ork of RIA' a Loq-ToJra Baoru 
Aaalyala Prosraa (LBAP) 

Long-term energy models project scenarios for 20 or more years into 

the future. Long-term models differ from short- and mid-term models 

because in 20 to SO years (1) much capital stock will be replaced, 

(2) exhaustible .resources are expected to suffer majo'r depletion, 

(3) significant population migration may occur following altered 

patterns of economic activity, and (4) aggregate demand patterns 

may be altered through cultural shifts. Such cultural shifts have 

generally not been included in energy models, but capital stock 

turnover and resource depletion must be considered in any long

term energy model. The model complexities that may be required 

to meet these needs are somewhat compensated by the typical user's 

willingness to ignore seasonal and annual weather variaLions and 

in some cases to suppress regionality. History has shown that 

government policies do not remain stable for extended periods of 

time; but, for present and contemplated policies, one must study the 

possible evolutionary patterns of the energy system that may occur 

in response to relative price changes induced by resource depletion 

and technology development. 

Because government officials and the leaders of major industries must 

understand· the future implications of current knowledge and policies, 

a uuwber of lons-term models have been developed. LEAP is a member 
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of a particular family of long-term modeling systems, based on the 

motive of equilibrium in energy-related markets, called "generalized 

equilibrium" energy-economy modeling systems. 

The LEAP modeling system allows an analyst to form and operate 

sp~cific models to simulate interactions among generic activities 

within part or all of the energy-related portion of the economy. 

These selected generic activities (e.g., extraction of western low

sulphur coal) are simulated with respect to investment in productive 

capacity, energy flows, and dollar flows. The generic aggregated. 

activities (industries, often) that are modeled range from extraction 

of resources (e.g., oil) to conversions of energy form (e.g., 

synfuel or electricity production) and to representation of the 

time-dependent, end-use demand for energy services (e.g., space· 

heat, industrial direct heat, and freight ton-miles). Import and 

export activities can represent energy transfers outside the main 

geographi'c region of interest. · Each of the activities is modeled 

with a "process subroutine" that simulates with its formulae the 

intertemporal supply and demand functions for that activity. The 

major advantages of this type (LEAP) of modeling system are (1) 

that the modeler can ohoose a "network" (of generic activities 

and ·interconnecting links) appropriate to his problem and (2) that 

process subroutines from a relatively small computer library can 

be fed parameters to make them (arguably) represent the activities 

of interest."· The biggest disadvantage so far has been that model 

networks that have been detailed enough to seem realistic have often 

required large amounts of computer memory and considerable computer 

time. 

In ~peration, a computer model in the LEAP system begins with initial 

estimates of values for the energy and dollar flows. and iterates 

with the goal to satisfy the price/qu~ntity. equations contained in 

the process subroutine for each activity. These subroutines were 

developed with the ideas that (1) the market controls the long-
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4. What is the domain of model applications? 

See Sects. II (Overview), .VII. C. (Economic Foundations-

Applic.ability), and the summary in XI. B., (Conclusions-Strengths 

and Weaknesses). ·, 

S. What is the nature- of the data needed to implement, prepare 

forecasts, and test the model? I: ... 

See Sect. X.A (Input Data-Classification)· for 
• ;... i ' 

answers to the 

first two; the third point is covered, ~o the extent possible,, 

in Sect. VII.B (Economic Foundation-Comparison of Results). 

6. Are the individual· specifications and assumptions ·supported by 

data or theory? 

Sections VII.A (Economic Foundations-Assumptions) and XI.B 
,· 

(Conclusions-Realism) evaluate model specifications and assump-
' . . 

tions relative to economic theory~ Data from the'~conomy have 

not, to our knowledge, been presented in direct support of any 
• f 

of the model specifications and assump,tions. 

7. What can be said about the reliability or uncertainty of the 
...... 

forecasts? 

For different aspects of the answer, see Sects. VI (Numerical 

Techniques), VII.B (Economic Foundations-Comparison), VIII 

(Program Verification), X.B th1:ough ,X.E (Input Data-Quality), 

XI.A (Conclusions-Uncertainty), and XI.B (Conclusions-Strengths 

and Weaknesses). 

8. How is the model used? For what purposes is it sui'ted? 

The first question is answered in Sects. II (Overview), III 

'(Results of Interest), aBd XI.B (Conclusions-Strengths and 

Weaknesses). The second question is answered in Sects. II 

(Overview), VII (Economic Foundations-Domain of Applicability), 

and XI.B (Conclusions-Strengths and Weaknesses). 



Most of the central points can be found· in the conclusions portion 

of each section. 

Although no complete and unified evaluation of the 1978 LEAP model 

has been presented prior to this report, several relevant partial 

evaluations have appeared. One such evaluation, by Falk (Fa179), 

analyzes the methodology of the LEAP model. Another by OEIV (OEI80) 

was based on early results from this project and on a· qualitative 

analysis of model inputs and the ARC-78 fore.casts. An interim 

report (Als80) describes early phases of the present evaluation, and 

separate, detailed reports from this OBNL project are available and 

are referenced at appropriate points in the text. 

The portion of the real economy addressed by LEAP models is 

complicated by a maze of uncertainty involving political, other 

social, and ·technical interactions; by contrast, a LEAP model 

generates its projections in a rote fashion in which uncertainty 

plays no real role. A modeler or model user must employ subtle 

skills to learn anything from such a model about the real future 

energy supply or the interactions that will govern it. The models 

themselves produce numerical results, and the user learns what he 

can from the behavior of these outputs. In this report, we evaluate 

LEAP-78 and Model 22C, not the subjective skills, imagination, and 

wisdom of model users. The premise of this report is that models 

used to obtain published projections have identity apart from the 

modeler. 
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term (40-year) behavior of investment and operating decisions in the 

energy· sector, and (2) the agents in th:e market sense and respond 

to the discounted stream of future net-dollar flows to each of the 

activities in the network. These economic assumptions are more fully 

detailed below, as are the modifications to their strict application 

that are included in the process equations to capture the behavior 

in the r.eal marketplace. 

To recapitulate, 

program capable of 

a LEAP modeling system consists of a computer 

(1) recognizing the generic economic activities 

the analyst wishes to consider, (2) setting up the "network" of 

energy and dollar flows chosen by the analyst to interconnect 

these activities, (3) associating the selected "process submodel" 

or subroutine package with each activity to provide, the desired 

simulation over time of the supply- and demand-curve- behavior of 

that activity in the network, (4) providing to the process submodel 

the values of parameters selected by the analyst to r~present each 

activity, (5) "solving" the resulting model by successive trial· such 

that the computed energy flows and energy prices are compatible with 

the supply/demand relations for each activity, and (6) displaying and 

tabulating the resulting prices and quantities (dependent endogenous 

variables) in whatever -form is required by the analyst. The LEAP 
system also includes features for on-line editing of data and 

control of the set of . prices . and quanti ties to be varied during 

various stases of the iterative sequence of trials leading to a 

solution. In summary, 

which process subroutine 

the analyst defines the network, decides 

to use for each activity, and provides 

parameters (discussed later) required by each process subroutine for 

each activity it represents. The analyst is provided the quantities 

of energy/year computed to flow between activities, the dollar flows 

that pay for that energy, and (if desired) the new capacity put on 

line for each period the model computes values. LEAP models solve 

for several time points at once--usually ten points spaced at 5-year 

intervais. 
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LEAP was· developed from a demonstration model delivered by Decision 

Focus, Inc. (DFI). to the Office of Applied Analysis (OAA) of the 

EIA, along with preliminary versions of the DFI documentation (Adl78 

and Caz78). A. group led· by John Pearson (OAA) modified the program 

package. fncluding some of the proce'ss subroutines to form the ''1978 

LEAP Economic Modeling System"; Pearson et al. concurrently developed 

LEAP Mod'el 22C using this LEAP-78 framework. 

The reader who desires· .to obtain greater Understanding of the 

generalized equilibrium class of models may study documents covering 

other modeling systems that share a common origin with LEAP. Brock 

and Nesbitt (Bro77) show, for a much-simplified case, how supply 

and demand curves can be considered to be propagated, aggregating 

demand, through a network of commodity flows that resembles those 

for LEAP; in 'this case~ the elementary ideas of economic equilibrium 

are shown to·. apply. The Stanford Research Institute (SRI) Na tiona! 

Energy Model was described in Chapter 4 of Brock and Nesbitt (Bro77) 

and in ·more detail by Cazalet (Caz77). It ·is often called the 

Gulf-SRI Model because it was initiated within a study for Gulf 

Oil Corpor~~~on that . analyz~d opportunities for that .. corporation 

in synthetic gas. production. The model was later used to aid 

an analysis of President: .Ford's proposed synthetic · fuels program 

(Caz79a·). for a Council on Environmental Quality study lCaz76). and 

to produce a•documented set of ·fuel and energy price projections for 

the Electric ·Power Research Institute (EPRI) (SRI77). The last two 

references include information on the data base, and two of these 

report.s (Caz76; SRI77, Vol. 2) cover the model specification in 

some. detail·. The· Livermore Economic Modeling System is based on 

tho same concepts as the Gulf-SRI syste11,1, but is programmed to be 

very flexible for the user at that laboratory (Rou78). The Gulf-SRI 

idea was also reprogrammed and extendedat DFI, using a more detailed 

model of a generic industry. This modeling system and the supporting 

software were documented by Adler (Adl79) and Cazalet (Caz79b). The 

Adler et al. document (Adl79) includes plausibility arguments and 
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related derivations for the equations used in the process subroutines 

that simulate the portions of the economy considered important. 

In addition to the above general literature. two reports generated 

within the present project can aid the reader in understanding the 

general framework of the LEAP economic modeling system. Th~ interim 

project report by Alsmiller et al. (Als80 •. Sect. IV .A) describes 

in detail the functioning of the LEAP program with a very SDJ•ll 

test network; and Hansen et al. (Han81. Sect. 2). in their overview 

description of LEAP Model 22C. give simplified network diagrams 

and supply/demand curve representations that illustrate the model 

operation. 

The paragraphs above and the cited reports describe the class of 

models to which LEAP belongs. Because any of _th_e proce~s subroutines 

can be modified and because the links between processes .can represent 

flows other than energy and money (e.g.. specific materials). the . 
framework is so flexible that the rest of this report de~l~ prim•rily 

with the LEAP model as it was used in generating the projections 

contained in ARC-78 (EIA79a). 

Definition of DOdel 22C. Model 22C of LEAP was developed by EIA's 

Office of Applied Analysis to demonstrate the LEAP-78 stage of 

the evolving LEAP economic modeling system and to provide long-run 

projections of energy flows and prices suitable for inclusion in 

EIA' s 1978 Annual Report to Congress. To meet this particular need, 

it was decided that the input assumptions should be consistent yitb 

the mid-range (to 1995) base-case projections described in the same 

document (EIA79a). 
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LEAP Model 22C is precisely defined by the model input tables 

(identified here as MIT 3 t:Jtrough 22), which are input to the 

LEAP-78 program by the mocteler to (1) determine the model network 

of economic activities and energy flows, (2) identify the computer 

"proce~~" subroutine~ chosen to represent the various energy-economy 

activities, and (3) give numerical values for all the input 

parameters. Ford et al. (For81) identify the data sets on the 

DOE computer systsm that contain these input data and the FORTRAN 

programs, and they al.so PJ;OVide lists of the model program and input 

tables. The equations contained in all the process subroutines 

have be.,n listed by Goldstein et al. (Go181a). Although the 

input parameters can be found in the model input tables, their study 

·.is fJlcilitated by their presentation ~n the report by Stewart and 

Goldstein (Ste81). The material in the above references is necessary 

for a detailed study of Model 22C, but the .general description of 

the model (given here ·and in Appendix A) should be adequate for the 

reader of this evaluation report. 

%k' aetwork. Figure II-1, based on a figure supplied by the Office 

of Applied Analysis (Die79), illustrates the sector-level network 

design of Model 22C. Each link. (line in the figure joining two 

sectors) represents an annual energy or energy-related commodity flow 

and the corresponding dollar flow• for each of the ten time points, 

~975 through 2020 at 5-year intervals. The model is for the United 

State~, for' which the demand· for energy is represented by coal 

exports and·the four sectors illustrated at the top ot Fig. II-1. 

•ne model .variables are actually prices per unit energy, so that 
t~e doll~r flow is this price II)Ul tiplied by the related quantity 
variable. A shadow price for each link. is carried by the 
m9del; it always corresponds to the free market clearing price for 
LEAP-78.. For a controlled market, this price could differ from 
the transaction price that corr~sponds to the real dollar flow. In 
Model 22C., these prices are always equal. All prices and costs are 
in units 9f dollars of "fixed (1975) value." 
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Energy supplies that deplete domestic fixed-resource bases are 

represented by the Coal, Oil/Gas, and Uranium sectors at the bo·ttom 

of the illustration. Additional energy is supplied by import and 

by using renewable resources represented within the individual sector 

·networks diagrammed in Appendix A. The energy conversion facilities 

for central electricity "production are included in the Electric 

·Utility sector. The Distribution sector in this model disaggregates 

each class of energy supply to meet the requirements of the various 

demand sectors and corrects ·for the differences between the average 

prices paid by generic consumers in these sectors. 

Figure Il-l illustrates the central properties of Model 22C that 

do not depend on how the details of the individual sectors are 

modeled. The model is national in the sense that it considers 

only the national totals for most variables (coal production is 

an exception). Thus, population shifts and other changes in the 

relative production and use of energy in different parts of the 

country are .not acco~ted for. Materials, labor, and capital 

markets are no.t explicit and cannot ther~fo~e affect model ou~put. 

Outside the United States, the model assumes that oil. and g!ls will 

be available in unlimited quantities at exogenous. prices and that 

coal will be .exported in exogenous quantities at the asked prices. 

Therefore, the intertemporal supply curves for ~m~ort~d oil cannot 

reflect the diversity and volatility of oil-exporting countr:ies. 

Appendix A contains the detailed network diagr~s t~at show how 

indivi4ual aggregate activitie~ are linked within each of· th~ sectors 

illustrated as boxes in Fig. 11-1. 

The network diagrams of Model 22 in Appendix A indicate Qn the 

box for e~ch activity, using numerical codes, the exact process . . 

subroutine and parameter set used to simulate that activity. Table 

A.l in Appen,di;x A tabulates the number of activities in each se~tor 

that use each· process subroutine. Th~s table and the network 
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dhgrams themselves illustrate the diversity of application of the 

most-used submodels. 

For every inter-activity link shown on the network diagrams of 

Appendix A. the Model 22C solution yields quant~ty flows and prices 

for the ten time points 1975. 1980 ••••• 2020. The model results 

tabulated in ARC-78 (EIA79a) are in most cases selected aggregates 

of these variables. 

Note in the detailed network diagrams that all energy industries are 

not treated in equivalent detail. The original use of antecedent 

models. as well as current interest. has led to a quite detailed 

treatment of synthetic fuels industries, for instance. By contrast, 

there is a relatively aggregated treatment of established industries 

like extraction of domestic oil and gas. 

%be process aahaodela. The nature of the various process submodels 

used in Model 22C is indica ted in the discussions of underlying 

assumptions in Sect. VII and in a report by Han~en et al. (Han81). 

Very brief descriptions of the action of each process subroutine 

package are given below. 

The allocation process is used (1) to allocate demand for energy 

or an energy-related service among competing generic classes of 

suppliers and (2) to set the average price of the combined energy 

flow. The output market shares depend on the relative prices. the 

market shares in· the prior period. and the exogenous input parameters 

representing price sensitivity and behavioral lags. In the special 

ca·se,' in ·which only one ("common") supplier is linked to an allocation 

activity. the program simply combines dema.nds for each model time 

point and links them to the common supplier. Footnotes b and o in 

Table A.l (Appendix A) indicate how price increments can be included 

on the associated links • 
• 1 

I 
I • 
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The electric power loading process is used in modeling the electric 

utility industry to link an aggregate central electricity demand 

to the combined supplies froJQ electric utility energy conversion 

facilities separately optimized for base. intermediate. and peak-load 

service. 

The energy conversion processes are used to model all manner of 

generic energy conversion facilities. The ·~asic. conversion process" 

is used to model ~n enormous range of activities. from kitchen 

stoves to synfuel plants. The load-profile conversion mode handles 

the electric generating facilities designed for the various lqa~ 

classifications. As used in Model 22C. each basic conversion process 

has one input and one output link. and the vintage profile of 

installed capacity may be recorded. Prices of the energy form 

supplied by the modeled activity for each model year are computed 

from (1) the input P!'r~eters and (2) the price vector (vs. time) 

for. the input energy supply to the process. No explicit optimization 

(e.g •• of profjt) is performed ~ithin this subroutine package. The 

vector of input energy quantities over time depends primarily on the 

efficiency of the conversion process and on the quantities of energy 

demanded froJQ ~he process. (If an energy-related commodity such as 

freight ton-miles is the output. the process efficiency parameter is 

not dimensionless.) In Model 22C. the basic conversion process.(with 

no input link) is used to represent use of renewable resources such 

as solar power. 

The resource process for oil and gas is distinguished by the 

assumptiou: that production from each year's aggregate of new wells 

declines expo~entially in time. This submodel gives for its single 

link the vector of prices required to provide the demanded stream 

of quantities from the resource. The cost of the lease from 

the resource owner is included. and input parameters define an 

exponent~ally shaped resource curve for the cost of developing 

undiscovered resources into reserves. 
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The coal resource pr~cess is a similar resource submodel for coal or 

other resources for whfch production from a g~ven mine can be taken 

as being constant o~er the mine life. 

The transport process used in LEAP-78 is different from that 

described in the ~FI documentation (Acll79). The capital costs of 

transport facilitie~ are not explicitly included. but transportation 

price increments ~~d energy losses are represented. (Note that the 

transpo~t process is not used in the LEAP-78 Transportation ~ector. 

but is used elsewhere as in the Coal sector.)· 

The impo~t process models the imp~rtation of oil. gas. and oil 

products from ou~_side t~e United Sta.tes and assumes the avail~bility 

of any desired quantity at the prices (over time) specified as input 

parameters. Coal export is handled in an analogous fashion with 

prese~ quantities over time (seeD~). 

The demand subroutine gives the ~tream of final end-use demands for 

eneray-related quanti ties for the vector of offered prices. Each 

specific end-use demand is treated independently; JlodeJ 22C has 19 
' . . . ., . . . . 

separate cla.sses of demand divided among four sectors~ Although e~~-

use demand is par~eterized in te1'11ls of. increases in the real GNP 
and exogenous demand sensitivity coefficients. tJle formulae red~ce 

to specificatio~ at input time of streams of' demand ~ver t~m~ 

("quantity paths") that are mo4ified during iteration bf a la.ss~d 

price el.,ticity for times after 1995. 

The DUJIM! process. in this report. refe~s to the specification that . . ' 

no process sub.routine be ·called ~o·r a JJafticut'ar activity. This 

lack of ~~tion is specified for a few ac~iyities (e •••• expoft). The 
' ' 

precise effect depends on how an activity so represented ~its into 

the network. Obviously. a process subrou~ine that does not exist 
' . . 

cannot modify the initial estimates of· pfices or quantities on the 
' 

associated links. Therefore. dep~n~ins o~ p~ usage. either prices 

or quantities for all mo4el time poin~s are maintained at th~ values 
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estimated prior to the initiation of iteration toward a solution. 

They become exogenous variables. 

"Dae Paraaeter !Japut Data. For each resource extraction and energy 

~onversion activity, LEAP-78 requires the values of the exogenous 

parameters that are needed to estimate, at each model time point, 

the present value of plant additions and of the stream of expected 

future net dollar flows. The resource processes also require the 

data that describe real cost increases as the resource bases are 

depleted. The allocation processes require the relative energy flows 

(market shares) of the various inputs for the initial model year 

(1975) and the parameters modeling market penetration. The demand 

activities require for each link the (1) indexes of activity (taken 

as projected GNP annual percent increments) and the sensitivities 

of each individual end-use demand to these activity indexes, (2) 

price elasticity and lag parameters, and (3) the quantities for 

the initial year. Energy import prices, hrdroelectric pr~duction, 

and metallurgical coal export quantities are required for each time 

point. 

22C. 

Altogether, a few thousand parameters were input for Model 

Historical economic data, previous energy models, process cost 

estimates, the opinions of experts, and the outputs of other 

models were used to determine values for all these parameters 

(EIA79a, Die79). The models from which output was taken included 

macroeconomic projections through 1995, outputs from the EIA Hid

Term Economic Forecasting System through the year 1995, extrapolation 

of these projections~ and other more informal (simple, undocumented) 

models. Parameters ~ere taken directly from the macroeconomic model 

output, but were determined indirectly from the mid-term models 

through a process of data adjustment that caused Model 22C to g~ve 

about the same results through 1995. In LEAP-18, output limits 

on industries could be represented only by such· adjustment of costs 

or of demand allocation parameters. (This weakness was mitigated 
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in later LEAP versions.) See Sect. X of this report for more 

information about the Model 22C input parameters. 

The network. process model. and input parameter choices were made to 

enable nominal long-range projection of the U.S. energy system. The 

comparisons exhibited in the 1978 Annual Report to Congress (EIA79a) 

indicated that the results were comparable to those obtained from 

other models using approximately the same input data assumptions. 
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III. III»>L RBSUL'l'S OJ' Dl'l'BRBST '10 VSBRS OJ' LBAP 11mBL 22C 

To properly focus the evaluation of a complex model, "responses" 

(i.e., numerical results from the model) of primary interest to 

users must be explicitly defined (Wei81). A response is a specific 

mathematical combination of the model output values chosen because 

it expresses a user interest in a precise manner. The responses 

chosen should be attributes. of the projection(s) that are as close 

as possible to the central concerns. of us.ers (e.g., national cost 

of energy) so that the numerical values of the responses will be 

minimally influenced by parameter values or by parts of. the modei 

specification (formulation) that are not very relevant to these 

concerns. Careful choice of the response for study can minimize 

the chance that an analyst will be misled. For this reason, the 

responses selected for study :wili not always be simple sums or 

averages of the model outputs. (For LEAIL-78, the model outputs 

at the. solution point include capacity additions for the conversion 

and electric power activities, reserve additions for the resource 

activities, and all the prices and energy flows on all the links • 

. Summary tables are also generated.) This section discusses the 

sources of information used by the authors in assessing user concerns 

and lists and explains the responses selected for the present 

evaluation. A user interest may not resolve itself to any response 

based on a single projection, but for simplicity this report makes 

that assWDption. 

There was no unique set of responses for LEAP Model 22C defined 

by any particular narrow goal of the model sponsors or by the 

documented needs of a specific set of model output users. However, 

(1) the statutory requirements placed on the Energy Information 

Administration (EIA), (2) the important conclusions stressed in 

the report to Congress containing the Model 22C results, (3) the 
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statements of key DOE users of that report, and (4) expressions 

of modeler insight all establish criteria for s~lection of an 

important set of responses that reflects some of the needs for public 

information on long-term energy. projections, needs that might be 

addressed using a model like LEAP. 

Stateaeats of StatatOEy Goals. The Department of Energy (DOE) 

Organization Act (PL 95-91) (USC77) designated the- EIA to carry out 

new functions as well as some functions of predecessor agencies. A 

carry-over requirement of the Federal Energy Administration (FEA) Act 

of 1974, as amended [PL 93-275, Sect. 57 (a) (2)], states that an 

annual report must be submitted to Congress that includes (at least) 

projections of 

••• short-, medium-, and long-term energy consumption and 
supply trends and forecasts under various assumptions; 
and to the maximum extent practicable, a: summary or 
schedule. of the amounts of the mineral fuel· resources, 
nonmineral energy reso~rces a:nd ·mineral fuels that can 
be brought to market at various prices and technologies 
and their relations~:L.iP 1;o (ore_cast.e.d demands. 

Section 657 of the DOE Organization Act requires the annual report 

that is described as follows in Sect. 15 of the FEA Act: 

15(b) The Administrator shall prepare and·' submit 
directly to the Congress and the President every year 
after the date of. enactment of this Act a report. wh,i.ch 
shall include -

••• (3) a projection of the energy supply for the ·midterm 
and long term for each of the major types of fuel and the 
potential size and impact of any anticipated ·shortages, 
including recommendations for measures to-

(A) minimize deficiencies of energy supplies in relation 
to needs; 

(B) maintain the health and safety of citizens; 

(C) maintain produ~tion and . employment at · the high,est. 
feasible level; · · 

(D) equitably . share the burden of shortages among 
individuals and business firms; and 
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(E) minimize any distortion of voluntary choices of 
individuals and firms; 

••• (6) an analysis of the energy Jieeds of the United 
States and the methods by which such needs can be 
met, including both tax and nontax proposals and energy 
conservation strategies ••• 

Section 657 also requires annual rep.orting from DOE that includes: 

•• ·• 657(1). projected energy needs of the United .States 
io meet the requirements of the general welfare of 
the people of the United States and the commercial and 
industrial life of· the Nation, including a comprehensive 
summary of data pertaining to all fuel and energy needs 
of residents of the United States residing in- ••• 

(2) an estimate of (A) the domestic and foreign energy 
supply on which the United States will be expected to · 
rely to meet such needs in an economic manner with 
due regard for the protection of the environment, the 
conservation·of natural resources, and the implementation 
of foreign policy objectives, and (B) the quantities 
of energy expected to·· be provided by different sources 
(including petroleum, natural and synthetic gases, coal, 
uranium, hydroelectric, solar, and other means) and the 
expected means of obtaining such quantities; 

(3) current and foreseeable trends in the price, quality, 
management, and utilization of energy resources and the 
effects of those trends on the social, environmental, 
economic, and other requirements of the Nation; ••• 

Presumably, the reports required in the above portions of Sect. 

657 are part of EIA's responsibility. Although these statutory 

requirements are not cast in terms perfectly matched to the analysis 

of published LEAP results, they do define results that are of 

interest to the Congress. Note that the ma~n interest is in trends 

rather than in projections of commodity and dollar flows at specific 

future times. Model 22C directly provides the latter. 

Bllphaia iD. tile BIA ...._1 .Report To Collar•••· Because the public 

has ready access to the LEAP Model 22C results only through Chapter 5 

of EIA' s Annual Report to Congress (EIA79a), th.e results of interest 

to users within the scope of this evaluation must be related ·to 
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a subset of those results that are given some emphasis in ARC-78. 

Because the output- of EIA's Midterm Economic Forecasting System 

through 1995 was used indirectly to "calibrate" some of the Model 

22C input parameters (Ste81), the output values of major interest 

relate to the years 2000 through 2020. Table 111.1 lists some 

of the major conclusions of the long-term analysis that are given 

emphasis in ARC-78, along with the supporting numerical values from 

the model. The. qualitative findings are likely to be of greater 

interest to users of ARC-78, but the numerical values help one judge 

the quantitative variation that could occur in the output without 

substantial modification of the conclusions.· In choosing which 

conclusions to list in Table 111.1, "projections of total energy use 

were' avoided. Apparently, model responses focusing on conclusions 

such as those .presented in Table 111.1 can be defined and should be 

appropriate as a basis for evaluating LEAP Model 22C. 

IDterYi .. a wi~ Specific Users O.tai4o BLl. To assess the nature of 

interest in the LEAP program and in Model 22C results among DOE staff 

outside of EIA, interviews were held with two groups. Each interview 

stressed identification of important. long-term responses and the 

respondent's interest in information about the uncertainties in model 

results. The first group (Pow79), whose members were involved in 

R D strategic planning, was concerned-with issues involving interfuel 

competition and the allocation of national resources among competing 

technologies. Recommendations for such allocations were to be made 

on the basis of criteria such as potential market penetration by 

the end of the century, savings in future energy cost, and the 

quantity of imported oil. This group was considering use of a 

program like LEAP to obtain projections of the major energy flows for 

various fuel types. Simpler, faster, and less expensive techniques 

(not specified) would in any case be used for the group's decision 

making. The second group interviewed (Nai79) was from the Office 

of Analytical Services of DOE Policy and Evaluation. This group 

used the FOSSIL2 model (Nai77). However, they found LEAP Model 22C 
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TABU 111.1 

Gaalitailvo Coaola.loaa 
Boaroo Tablo N..bar 

(ARC-71 (BIA7ta)) 

1 •. Coal becomes the dominant primary eneray source. 

2. Industrial sector will increasingly provide the 
largest sectoral energy use. 

3. Gas and liquid fuels will decline t!) one half the 
total end-use consumption by year 2020. 

4. The relative electrification of our energy end-uses 
will continue to increase tllrough year 2020. 

5. Totai domestic natural oil production will fall below 
its present level before year 2020. 

6. Oil imports .will steadily decline, reflecting a 
.definite trend toward energy independence. 

7. The 1977 total utiliZation of liquid fuet's can be 
maintain~d (despite items 5 and 6 above) because of 
rapid production increases of shale oil and liquids 
from coal. 

s.:i 
5.2 

5.6 

s.6 

5.12 

5.12 

5.12 

ll!!!!jrtaal Jalut 1rY lou' 
U77 2~ 20iO 

20orob 3ft 46 .. 

39'ic 51 .. 60ft 

83 .. d 65 .. so.. 

Ut.e 1ft 23 .. 

20 quadf 23 quad 15 

18 quad 11 quad 7 

38 quad 39 qiaad 3!1 

quad 

qua4 

quad 

8. Total direct and indirect encl-use of renewable energy 
sources (including hydroelectricity and geothermal) 
is projected to grow slowly; efficiencies were 
approximated to obtain these. values' from ' data in 
ARc-78 (EIA79a). 

5.8, 5.9 0.8 quad 2 quad 4 quad 

9. By year 2020, 
generation is 
technoiogies. 

most of 
ezpocted 

the coal for electricity 
to be used in . the _new 

10. Primary enersy prices will rise at (2'11 per year 
from year 2000 to 2020; (a) crude oil, (b) natural 

·gas, and (c) coal. (Prices are in 1978 dollars per 
million Btu.) 

5.8 

5.4 (a) 
(b) 
(c) 

0 

1.6 
0.8 
1.0 

3ft8 Sll'i 

4.1 6.0 
3.4 4.8 
1.2 i.6 

8 These conciusions were drawn from the authors' reading of ARc-78 CEIA79a) and are based largely on the 
emphasis that seemed to be aiven there. A more complete list is aiven by Alsmiller !1...!!· (Ala80, 
Table 111.2). 

bThe percentage of t~e total primary energy consumption that is provided by coal. 

cThe percentage of total sectoral demand used by the industrial sector. 

dThe·percentage of all end-use consumption provided by gas and liquid fuels.· 

eThe percentaae of all end-use consumption provided by electricity. 

fl quad= 101• Btu= 1.05 z toia = 2.5 z 1017 cal = 2.9 z 1011 kWh. 
8ne percentage of all coal consumed for electricity generation that is proj~cted to be used in technologioa 
not p~esently available. 
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re~u.lts very helpfuL in pro:viding base'""case comparison points that 

supported the credibi~ity of their own projections.. Because LEAP 

can have greater . sectoral detail, it is ultimately capable of being 

useful to this g~oup. The respondents suggested that LEAP output 

on synthetic fuels and solar energy market penetration be considered l ., . 

key responses. More generally, the quanti ties of consumption and 

production by fuel type and economic imp~cts were considered to be 

the potentially important results of a long-run model such as LEAP. 

IJuil .. t o~ t1lo llodeler. Modelers can be expected to have insight 

about the most important results from their models. In reviewing 

the selection of· responses listed ~n a preliminary report of this 

work (Als80), M. Hutzler of EIA, who was the principal LEAP user and 

modeler for the 1979 and 1980 Annual Reports to Congress, suggested 

five responses that may be considered the most important (Hut80), 

at ieast for sensitivity studies of the type described in Sect. 

IX. These suggestions, quoted below, overlapped those listed in 

Alsmiiler's report (~ls80): 

. •\ 

1. ·Total annual. imports of c:;r,ude oil and oil products •. 

. 1. Total annual cost of energy to end-users per dollar 
of GNP. 

3. O.il. and gas import cost per dolla·r. of GNP. 

4. Liquid fuel consumption as a. fraction of total end
use. 

5. Primary _energy inputs to liquids as a fraction of 
total primary energy. 

In addition, Hutzler indicated (Hut80) that the treatment of 

renewable energy resources in Model 11C did not warrant sensitivity 

studies. (SOJile later models based on the LEAP system have a more 

detailed treatment of "renewables.") 
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B.. Seleoto4 a.apoaaea. aa4 .Aoo-.raoy Taqeta 

Because LEAP Model 22C was a public information model designed to 

cover the entire energy system. a great many responses of interest 

to users could be defined consistent with the criteria listed 

above. Table III.2 lists representative responses believed to be 

significant. Note that most of the responses are defined to be 

dimensionless. For illustrative purposes. they focus on various 

parts of the Model 22C network; complete supporting information is 

given in Appendix B. The highest priority was given to projections 

relevant to those topics considered to be great energy issues of 

the day: (1) the cost of energy. especially the portion that affects 

the international payments balance. and (2) the interplay between. 

national energy independence and how liquid fuel demand can· be 

satisfied. Issues of slightly less importance include: (1) the 

extent to which coal resource use can be expected to dominate 

the energy market. (2) the projected degree of electricity use, 

and (3) identification of the demand sector expected to be most 

important in the future. The last response in Table III .2 is 

a combination of derivatives of model variables with respect t·o 

a model parameter. Responses of this form should be useful in 

analyses of R&D priorities. Some important long-term model responses 

(e.g •• those involving explicit conservation efforts. solar energy, 

and othet" renewable energy resouroes) were omitted from Table III.2 

b~cause they cannot be supported in a Model 22C analysis (see But80). 

The list in Table III.2 is too long to permit completion for each 

item listed of a comprehensive adjoint sensitivity analysis within 

the time frame of this study for inclusion in Sect. IX; however. 

so.me "direct" sensitivity results. based on Model 22 reruns using 

altered input parameters. are given in that section for all but 

the last response. Note that the time dependence of the responses 

often carries the most interest. For this reason. numerical values 



·TML& ·UJ.2 
~t ••pouea: fOft LUP·IIodel 22C 

17 

35 

Short.· De.fini tion 

Total ener.ay-relatecl coat to .ea:d ·users per GNPd' e 
(dimensionless) 

Total eneray cost to the residential, c0111111ercial, 
··. tranfportation, .and industrial· demand sectors per 

GNP. (dimensionless) 

Cumulative eneray .coat to .the de11and sectors per 
cumulative GNP. (dimensionless) 

Total ·eneray-related 
(dimenaionleu) 

capital cost per 

2c. Fuel import coat per GNP. (dimensionless) 

ADDual domestic production of natural oil and aas. 
·Includes Alaska. (Bta) 

13c ADDual imports ,of,oil ·and·oil products. (Btu) 

15 ·ADDual. domestic, production· of shale oil, coal 

19 

11 

5 

liquids, and hiah-Btll synthe.tic aas. (Btu) 

Liquid fuel· consumption in the demand sectors af 
a fraction of total eneray use in these sectors. 
( dimenlionle as) 

Primary eneray inputsj to liquids as a fraction of 
total pd11ary ener&Y• · (dimensionless) 

Fraction of nonreneYablf ·domestic primary .eneray 
supply-provided by coal. (dimensionless) 

·Fractional industrial ·sector ener&Y 
· (dimenaionleu) 

i . 
Fracti·onal electri·city use. ('dimensionleu) 

, Sensitivity· of Response 17 to . the date of 
co111111ercial availabiUty of all 'new technoloaies.m 
(Relative "changes in lleaponle 17 per· year of chanae 
in the dates of colllilleroial availability.) (year-1 ) 

Mad!l ~~c H!!l!!e~~;~ul 
1980 1995 

0.17 0.17 

0.127 0.135 

0.129 0.129 

0.060 0.057 

0.017 0.016 

41 ll: 10:1.1 44 ll: 10:1.1 

13 ll: 10:1.1 .13 ll: 1011 

.o.o ll: 1011 1.8 ll: 10:1.1 

0.48 0.40 

0.44 0.35• 

0.21 0.33. 

0.34 0.44 

0.13 0.18 -· -· Lx 10 -1 x·1o 

I!l!!ls Accuracy Taraetab 
2010 .(year 2010) 

0.16 :!:0 .02 

0.131 ;t0.02 

0 .• 132 :!:0 .02 

0.047 :!;0.01 

0.010' :!;0.01 

35 ll: 10:1.1 Btu ±5 J:-10:1.1 Btu 

t-4 

9 ll: 10:1.1 Btu·· ±5 .i[ 10:1.1 Btu 
t-4 

"r 
00 

12 .J: 10:1.1 Btu ±5 ·ll: 1011 Btu 

0.34 :!;0.1 

0.29 :!;0.1 

0.45 :!;0.1 

0.53 :!;0.1 

0.22 :!;0.05 -· _ .. -1 ll: 10 y ±30'11 of value 



aThese identification numbers are the key to the explicit response definitions of Appendix B. 

bThese "accuracy targets" were estimated by· the authors· to orient the rea·der toward ·the general magnitude of projection 
accuracy necessary and are not firm data based on assertions by users. There is no implication that Model 22C did 
or did not· .achieve .these· targets. A mo'del would .not necessarily have to achieve these target accuracies to be useful, 
particulilrly ·for s·cenario · analy.ses contingent ·on . major stated assumptions. The accuracy targets for each response 
are defined such· that if :the·. square .root of the :variances of the model projection. of that response is smaller than 

·the estimated ac.curacy ·target, ,certain detail.ed conclusions from that r.esponse projection are expected to remain valid. 

cThese.responses for year Z020·were·used .for the detailed adjoint sensitivity analyses g~ven in Section IX. 

d Computed from link data· to ·end-use demand activities. 

eBased on 1975 ·GNP .of .$1.53: x 10u ( i~ 1975. $). Report of the (U.S.) Council of Economic Advisors, U.S, Government 
Printing Office, p, 183 (January 1979). The model .input .assumes that the 1980, 1995, and 2010 GNPs will be $1.9, 
$3 .o, and $4·.3 x 101 ~ . (1975 $), ·respectively. All model energy cost data are also in 1975 dollars. 

£Computed. from the fuel inpnts to the demand sectors and energy generation within the sectors. (The response values 
·here and for Response 24 are printed to unwarranted precision .to show how small the differences .are among the computed 
values.) 

gThe transportation sector is not. 
by Stewart. and Goldstein (Ste81). 
model's values of implied capital 
with the 1975 val.ues .. for capital 

· report, -especially footnote a). 
explicitly consider capital cost. 

included because of the parameter errors indicated in Se.ct. X and. in the report 
As calculated in Model. 22C, transportation sector capital costs are negligible. The 
investment for the resource and electric utility sectors appear to be inconsistent 
expenditures ·_in Table 7.1 of ARc-78 (EIA79a) (see Table B.l, Appendix B of ·this 

As indicated in Sect. II.B, the transport process (gas pipelines, etc.) does not 

~Adjoint sensitivity studies are reported in Section IX for the 2020· value of. a closely relate.d response in which 
total energy uae does not include renewable energy generated within the sectors or the pipeline gas· and electric 
line losses taken ,here to be transportation energy uses. Compared to a total projected energy use of 94 x lOU 
Btu in 20l0, these components are given by .the model as 0.00, 0.7, and 2.3 x lOU Btu. 

!Sectoral· electric·i ty"' inputs are valued at their heat. content. Total is based on residential,. industrial, commercial, 
and transportatfon s·ectors measured at the sector 'input, plus generation within a demand sector. Exported coal is 
not included. Pipeline .gas and.electric line losses are included (as part of the transportation component). 

jTotal primary. energy, incl~es that obtained from. both renewable and nonrenewable resources • 

. ~efers to energy supplies a sed do11estically. Thus, exported coal is excluded, but imported fuels are included. 
Reneyable reaources .are u:claded (geothermal· is considered renewable here). 

1No 111na~tivity .studies are presented in. this report .on responses of this type that are themselves approximate. 
derha.tivea or aenaitivity coefficients. The value here. -was obtained f:i:om ·the c~ange in Re~li'onse 17 from a. negativ~. 
,5-year change. in ·the date of availability u·sing Run 44 aa ·defined in Append ill: C.· 

II ·. ., .. ·.. . . . . . 
Incllldea "year of availability'' changes for aJiale oil, all synthetic· fuel technologies, and the following new electric 
generation tecbologies: central renewable&, low-Btu gai·· combined cycle, fluidized bed coal, biomau, coal-JIBD, and 
advanced nuclear. A sensitivity of -3 x 1o-• waa seen for year 1990. Note that in Model 22C domeatio oil production 
rhea through year. 1995, and iaported oil ia rather inexpensive. See Soot. IX.A, Case 44, for tho more definite 
offoota of this set of para~~otor changes. 
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are given for spaced time points through the year 2010.• Additional 

values are given in Table B.1 of Appendix B. 

Some qualitative points should be noted. Most of the responses of 

Table III.2 are structured as ratios to isolate particular projected 

behaviors from the overall growth of the economy. Because the values 

of the denominators are known, the absolute quantities (numerators) 

can be recovered. The numerical values presented suggest, in some 

cases, a placid or even dull energy future (e.g., the cost per GNP 

of energy to the demand sectors does not change)·. The near-constancy 

of the energy cost to the demand sectors (response 17) may obscure 

the future conservation efforts that were assumed by the modelers 

in formulating the input data (e.g., automobiles with four times the 

present vehicle miles/ gal). Other values, particularly for total 

energy-related capital costs, appear to be inconsistent with present 

information (see footnote g on Table III.2). 

To ind~c;ate in an approximate way how accurate the projections of 

the priority responses must be to avoid leading the user toward 

an unsupported i,nsight or conclusion.. "accuracy targets" have been 

estimated by the authors and are ·listed in' Table 11I.2·. If model 

specification tand input data uncertainties :iinply a· prQj ected ·response 

uncertainty• much larger than a target accuracy, ···the·· intormation 

formulated in LEAP Model 22C may not support the user need on which 

the target value was based. Note, however, that the target accuracy 

values in Table Il1.2 are author 'est1uii'tes 'rather 4 than hard. data 

based on uset'assertions. • f • 

•The year 2020 time point is not used in Table III .2 ~ecause, 

for some conversion activities (auto-Qil in the transportation 
sector in particular), the year 2020 prices and especially the 
capacity additions are inconsistent wlth extrapol'ated valu«;s b'ased 
.on the smoothly varying results for earlier· t-ime points·. · · · ·such 
inconsistencies may be expected·' from LEAP-78 ·because ~of the formi ~of 
the resource and ~nergy conversion submodelS. ·. · · · ·· .. ... : 
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The target values are important and valuable to establish the general 

magnitude of the uncertainty tolerable in the projected response 

values. These estimates of target accuracy were included in Table 

111.2 to permit the analysis in Sect. XI comparing these values to 

estimated data-related numerical uncertainties in key model results. 

The authors' previous experience in engineering studies suggests the 

desirab~lity of such comparisons even if the model is to be used 

primarily to gain "insight" through qualitative conclusions from 

model results. 

Note that the accuracy targets, as well as the minimum projected 

uncertainties given in Sect. XI.A, are much broader than the accuracy 

implied by the number of digits usually printed from a model· output. 

This outcome is fortunate because the underlying energy economy 

cannot be aggregated with a precision of 1%. A recent ''Topics" 

column on a New York Times editorial page (NYT80) makes this point 

nicely (emphasis added): 

We mean this year also to carry the Enemy Words battle 
onto a second front: numbers. Even if literally 
correct, they can be used as mindlessly and carelessly as 
words to undermine meaning and even truth. Consider this 
line from a current magazine: "According to the F.B.I.'s 
Uniform Crime Reports, violent crime rose 47.3 percent 
during the 1970's." 

There's no doubting the literal accuracy or the source 
of the figure. But what does that ".3" mean? 

It implies that crime rates over a decade can be measured 
accurately down to a tenth of a percentage point. It 
implies that the writer has found data of surgical 
precision. And it implies that the surrounding words and 
thoughts are as impressively exact as the number. All 
such implications are unjustified. 

Crime cannot be measured so precisely. no matter how good 
a job the F.B.I. does gathering statistics, for there is 
wide variation in the quality of reporting. 

And even if reporting were better, crime would still be 
understated.... Where does that leave the .3 in 47 .3? 
If crime is trut'y two times higher. would the "accurate" 
figure be 94.6 percent? 
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No. The .3 is not a significant number; the 7 probably 
isn't ·either; and even the 4 may be off. It would be 

. more accurately informative to say that "viC)lent crime 
increased by about SO percent in the 1970's." This is 
no· isolated ·e~ample; others arrive every day in, say, 
economic forecast~ carried out to even more deci~al 
places. They all look precise; in fact, they exaggerate 
truth. Banned. 

Convenience often leads to printing of digits that an author would 

not d:ef_e,n:d. The following detailed points explain . the choice of 

~.esponse~.- and the magnitude of the assign~d tolerances: 

o Total energ~related end-use cost per GNP (Response 1) is the 

simplest approach to a total energy-related cost per unit GNP • 
. '• . ~ 

This response . ~s CQIJlputed using price a~d quantity values on 

the network links that feed the final demand activities at the 

t~~ of each net~ork diagram in Appendix A. However, the cost 

of the furnace that uses the energy is includ~d here, although 

it. is not included in the commo~ understanding of energy 

cost. Also, the value is perturbed by the incorrect (too 

small) capital cost and nonfuel operating cost parameters in 

the'transportation sector, as indicated in Sect. X and in the 

r.epott by Stewart and Goldstein (Ste81). The accuracy target 

was· estimated from the great economic importance' ascribed by 

na'·t'ional leaders to oil' price deregulation, wh'ich 'added roughly 

t4···,x 1010 p'O'r year to the nation's energy ·costs compared to 

a:' i979 GNP of about $2.4 X lois in ·current' dol-lars • 
. . ' 

o Annual and cumulative energy cost per GNP for the four demand 
' . 

sectors (Responses 17 and 24) handle energy costs per unit 

"GNP based on model fuel costs at demand sec'tb'r · inputs, in 

agreement with the concept of total energy co.st· rather than 

total energy-'related cost. Response 24 deals 'with ·cumulative 

values for this ratio with '·no discounting. The values are 

printed in Table 111.2 to unwarranted precision to show the 

unexpect~d constancy of the 'numerical val~es for the Model 22C 
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analysis. Note that this constancy does not imply equality 

of the corresponding ~ensitivity coefficients. The· accuracy 

target is estimated ~sing the same values used for Response 1 

above. 

o The total energy-related capital cost per GNP (Response "35) 

addresses the question of whether energy-related facilities 

·will strain the capital markets. Scaling the values by use 

of the GNP is an approximation because the debt portion should 

be 

the 

net 

scaled 

equity 

profits 

against 

portion 

in tile 

the expected totals in that market, and 

should be scaled against the pr~jected 

industries involved. n·e form~r scaling 

factor is not available in the model. The response values a~e 

actually obtained from the net present value· of ·capital cost 

computed for each activity in the LEAP-78 progr~. . Because 

there is· "marked concern about differences in federal budset 

imbalance on the order of t20 billion, partly because of feared 

impact on the debt market, an accuracy target of 0.01 ·GNP is 

assigned. 

o The energY, import cost per GNP (Respon~e 2) e.ddres.~es fuel 

import cost (not net of coal export). ~This q~~ntity is 

considered. more sensitive than total energ,y. cost because the 

international payments balance is involved. and. c.h.anges as 

s~all as 0_.01 of GNP are regularly .co~;~.sidere~ ~uit~ ~ign~ficant 

(e.g. • at present. a change .of 0 .01 corresponds to a ~hange uf 
•••• • > • • • • 

about ilS per barrel of imported oil, assuming current import 

of about 2 x 10• bbl/year of oil)~ ~ ·· · 

o Responses measuring do~estic oil and g~~ production •. oil and . ,. , . . 

oil pro.duct import, an~ synfuel product~on including shale oil 

(Respon~es 12, 13, and 15). address th~ crucial que~tion of 

how liquid fuel . needs will be met. Ther are based on the 

assumption that imported sa~ will not ~ecome important and that 

domest~c natural gas and s~ngas can replace liqui~ fu~l. The 
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accuracy tar$ets of about S quadrillion Btuiyear are based on 

widespread concern that world oil supply can be unbalanced by 

world consumption (or production) changes of ·about 2 x 10• 

bbl/ day of crude oil. (This accuracy target value is most 

·appropri'ate for oil and·oil products imports.) 

o Val~es of the total liquid fuel consumption in the four.demand 

0 

' , . . . . . . . ,. . . 

~eci;ors (see top of Fig. Il-1), relative to total energy use 

in these sectors (Response 20) provide potential users with an 
i- !I 

.insight on the future relative dependence of the demand sectors 

o~ .liquid fuels. The accuracy target was assigned so that a' 

respon~e uncertainty larger than th'e ~aiue gi:Y'en would imply 

that a user would probably be misled. 

·Relative (1) primary energy to liquids, {2) energy supply 

from' co'al, (3) · energy use by the industrial . sector, and (4) 

elec'tr'i.ci ty use ·.(Responses 19; 11, S, ·and 7) were -also chosen 

to emphasize major relative energy flows, and, as is t~:ue 

for Response 20 above, the accuracy targets were assigned to 

assure that the numerical data for these responses' can support 

qualitative user conclusions. 

o The sensitivity of energy cost per GNP to the year of 

commercial availability of all new technologies, the last 

response in Table 111.2, has a form that· is important to R6D 

priority studies. It includes all the undeveloped technologies 

in Model 22C; therefore, this response addresses only the 

global quest;i.on of whether successful efforts to speed the 

development of new technologies could produce national energy 

cost reductions. The accuracy target was assigned on the basis 

that, in such analyses, one must have great confidence that the 

sign of the difference (benefit minus cost) is supported by the 

projection. If the response is extremely small, as indicated 

by Model 22C, the relative accuracy target should be broadened. 

Responses of similar form (sensitivity coefficients) would 
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likely be of greater interest if confined to particular classes 

· of new technologies. 

The responses listed in Table 111.2. together with their detailed 

definitions and components given in Appendix B, are representative 

of those that would be of interest in the output of any long-term 

energy model; but the list would be broader if Model 22C had wider 

applicability (see Sect. VII). More thorough analysis would likely 

lead to values of accuracy targets typically varying by SO~ or more 

from those assigned. but such refinement is unwarranted until full 

model output uncertainty analyses become available. 

Future evaluations would benefit from inclusion of response 

definitions designed to (1) focus directly on trends rather. than on 

point values and (2) relate more directly to policy options • 

. ·. 
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This section evaluates LEAP documentation from the perspective of (1) 

a reader of output information (e.g., ARc-78) who wants to understand 

the basis of that information and (2) a potential user of the 

LEAP modeling system. Documentation standards have been established 

for models used by the Office of Applied .Analysis (OAA) of the 

Energy Information Administration (EIA) (Lad78). A comparable set of 

documentation standards has been given by the U.S. General Accounting 

Office (USGA~) (GA079). These standards have been described by 

Weisbin et d. (Wei81), and a list of standards that includes the 

recommendations of both the OAA and the USGAO. is given in Tables 

4 and 7 of that report. To date, the documentation of few, if 

any, energy models conform in all particulars to these comprehensive 

standards. 

LEAP is a general modeling system. LEAP-78 is the version of the 

system and Model 22C is the specific model that were used for the 

1978 Annual Report to Congress (EIA79a). Documentation may refer to 

the LEAP system, to LEAP-78, or to Model 22C. However, the LEAP 
system is continually changing, and therefore document.ation :of the 

LEAP system may often be out of.date, at least in detail. LEAP-78 

and Model 22C, on the other hand, are static in the sense that the 

FOil'lllAN oode for LEAP-78 and the model inplJt hbles. for Model 22C 

that describe the network and all input .data are fixed (For81). The 

evaluation here will be primarily concerned with the documentation 

available for LEAP-78 and Model 22C, blJt at the end of this section 

some comments on the documentation of the general LEAP system will 

be given. 

A. Doc-atatioa by LiiAP lla4elera 

The Model 22C results and some discussion of the assumptions used 

in obtaining these results are given in the 1978 Annual Report 
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to Congress (EIA79a). This discussion is very general, and while 

i.t provides considerable information on the results, it provides 

relatively little information on the details of obtaining the 

results. Some of the discussion in ARC-78 (EIA79a) has been 

documented in the report by Kydes and Pearson (Kyd79). Con.siderably 

more information on Model 22C is contained in the work of Diedrich 

et al. (Die79). This document provides substantial information on 

the Model 22C network and some information on the sources of the data 

used in Model 22C. Unfortunately, the data source information is, 

in the majority of cases, nonspecific, and it is not possible for the 

reader to determine exactly where a specific data value came from or 

how it was chosen (Ste81). The numerical values used are available 

from the model input tables (For81), but considerable information 

about the operation of the code is required before it is possible 

to understand how these values are actually used in the FORTRAN code, 

a listing of which is also available (For81). The FORTRAN listing 

contains a goodly number of comments, and this helps considerably in 

understanding the code. 

A user's guide to the LEAP·· system u·sed in LEAP-78 is available 

(Coh79). This user's gui'de gives specific information on the 

operation of LEAP-78 and describes ·how data may be modified in the 

Model 22C data base to carry out sensitivity studie$. The -user's 

guide does not address the questions of how a completely ·new set of 

model input tables may be constructed to form a new network and a 

new data base. 

The mathematical methodology of 

detail by Falk et al. (Fal79). 

LEAP-78 is consider·ed in some 

This report describ·es th·e LEAP-78 

methodology and attempts to place it in the c~ntext of ·general 

economic theory. This is done rather generally·, "however. and "tlie 

report does not include a description ·of all the :equations used ·rn 

LEAP-78. This report also includes a ra:ther ext·ensive dis"cuss.ion 



of the solution techniques that are used to solve the large set of 

nonlinear equations that constitutes LEAP-78. 

The quite complex resource submodel s in LEAP-78 are documented in 

the work of Cherniavsky and Juang (Che80). One of these resource 

submodels (CESORC) is different from that used in any of the 

antecedents to LEAP-78, and thus documentation of this submodel was 

much needed. In this reference, the equations used in these LEAP 

submodels (RESORC and CESORC) are presented, and some discussion of 

the rationale behind the equations is given. 

The documentation described in the previous three paragraphs is 

essentially all. of the documentation of LEAP-78 and Model 22C that 

is available from the OAA. It is not quite all in t_hat there 

are several internal memoranda that are very helpful, but these are 

not considered here as· documentation because they are not publicly 

catalogued. It should be noted that much ·of the documentation 

discussed above (Kyd79, Die79, Coh79, and Che80) is available only 

in draft form and thus.may also not be readily available to everyone. 
·-

The documentation from the OAA is extensive, but does not, in 

our view, satisfy the standards set out by the OAA (Lad78) or by 

the USGAO (GA079). The documentation of LEAP-78 and Model 22C is 

deficient in that (1). the complete set of equations used in the model 

is nowhere available, other than in the FORTRAN listing, and (2) 
. . 

the information required to construct new model networks with new 

data bases is not available.. The forms of the DEMAND and TRANSPORT 

equations were not given at all in the antecedent documentation 

most pertinent to LEAP (Adl79). Finally, the OAA documentation is 

deficient in that sources of the large number of parameters in Model 

22C are not available in enough detail to allow a reader to determine 

independently whether or not the data values used were reasonable. 

Available OAA docume~ta tion does not include a· sample problem for 

LEAP-78. A sample problem (small model) that requires only very 
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modest amounts of computing time is a useful learning device arid 

should be included as part of the documentation. [Such a sample 

problem was developed at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) 

from material supplied by the OAA and was partially documented by 

Ford et al. (For81) and by Alsmiller et al. (Als80. Sect. IV). but 

was not documented for external use.] 

Some understanding of LEAP-78 and Model 22C can be obtained by 

studying the documentation of the other models of the same family 

as LEAP (Caz77. Caz79b. and Adl79). but because this documentation 

does not refer to LEAP-78. all material must be carefully checked 

for c_ompatibility with the FORTRAN listing of LEAP-78. Therefore. 

the reports on related models do not. in our view. serve as adequate 

documentation of LEAP-78. 

B. Doc-entation Aicls fraa th.e Evaluation Bffort 

As part of the OEIV work related to the ORNL program on the 

evaluation of LEAP-78 and Model 22C. considerable information on 

LEAP-78 has been published. This information effectively supplements 

. the documentation by the modelers. In particular. the Office of 

Energy Information Validation (OEIV) of the EIA has. by using some 

preliminary ORNL results and extensive independent effort. published 

an Analysis Quality Report of LEAP-78 (OEI80). This OEIV report 

attempts to assess the level of uncertainty of the Model 22C forecast 

and. in so doing. provides considerable information about many 

aspects of LEAP-78 and Model 22C. The documentation produced by ORNL 

is included in the numerous evaluation reports that form the ba~is 

of the present report. Much of the ORNL documentation is referred 

to throughout the present report. but for the sake of completeness. 

a very brief description of it follows. The complete equations of 

all the submodels used in Model 22C have been given by Goldstein 

et al. (Gol81a). Complete and. in some cases. corrected parameter 

definition.s (relative to Adl79). together with cross references to 
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the parameter names used in the equations of Goldstein et al. 

(Gol81a) and the FORTRAN code, have been given in the report by· 

Stewart :1nd Goldstein (Ste81). This report (Ste81) also describes 

in som~ detail the data used in Model 22C. The convergence algorithm 

used in LEAP-78 and the mathematical properties of the model are 

described by Oblow (Obl81), and the economic foundations of the 

submodels used in LEAP-78 are discussed by Hansen et al. (Han81). 

Experiences with replicating the results of Model 22C and with 

carrying out parameter variations have been described by Ford tl 

al. (For81), and the analyses of . the results obtained with these 

parameter variations have been given by Stewart and Goldstein (Ste81) 

and in Sect. IX.A of this report. The report by Ford et al;· also 

describes in some detail the problems that new users of the LEAP 

system might encounter. Finally, for several results of interest, 

the most important data parameters determined by applying adjoint 

·sensitivity theory have been given (Als81) (see also Sect. IX.B of 

this report). 

c. Doouaentation of tile BYolviq LBAP Syatea 

All of the documentation referred to above, with the possible 

exception of the LEAP user's guide (Coh79), refers specifically to 

LEAP-78 and.Model 22C and not necessarily to the current LEAP system. 

The evolving LEAP system has changed, at least in some respects, 

ainoe the 1978 Annual Report to Congress (EIA80). From the network 

diagrams provided. in the 1979 Annual Report to Congress (EIA80), 

it is clear that the model used in 1979 is somewhat more complex 

than Model 22C. From the discussion in the Appendix, it seems 

clear that some of the equations of the process submodels have been 

changed, but the changes are not specified in detail. Because the 

information contained in the 1979 Annual Report to Congress is the 

only documentation that is available (other than a FORTRAN listing 

of the LEAP code used and the model input tables), this model is 

essentially undocumented. The documentation of LEAP-78 is still to 
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some e~tent applicable, but the degree of applicability will not be 

known until the changes between LEAP-78 and LEAP-79 are documented. 
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TABLE IV-1 

ATailable Dooaaentation on ~78 and .udel 22C. 

Adl79•, Als80, Als81, EIA79a, 
EIASO•, Caz77•, Caz79b*, 
Die79, Han81, OEI80 

Adl79*, EIA79a, EIA80*, Fal79, 
Che80, Ban81, OEI80 

Adl79*, Als81, Che80, Fal79, 
Gol81a, Obl81, OEI80, Hal80 

Die79, Han81, OEI80, Ste81 

Caz79b•, Coh79, For81 

Coh79, For81 

c-ents 

Adequate 

Substantial information, 
completely adequate 
details. 

but not 
in all 

The description of Model 22C 
is adequate, but some of the 
generality allowed in LEAP-78 
and not used in Model 22C is not 
covered. 

Not adequate. Complete data 
base and def ini tiona have been 
published, but most parameter 
values have not been explained 
in terms of published or other 
specific sources. 

Information about constructing new 
networks and data bases for such 
n~tworks ls avallabl~ ouly lu 
Caz79b*, and this information is 
not specifically for LEAP-78. 

Adequate for operating the model 
on the EIA computer. but 
not adequate for implementins 
LEAP-78 on some other computer. 

*This documentation is very helpful in understanding LEAP-78 and Model 22C, but it does 
not apply specifically to LEAP-78 and Model 22C; therefore, specific information in these 
documents may not be applicable. 
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D. Conclusions aa4 Reca.aendations on Docu.entation 

When all of the documentation mentioned above is considered, it is 

our view that for LEAP-78 and Model 22C many, but not all, of the 

documentation standards of the OAA and the USGAO are satisfied. This 

view is summarized in Table IV-1, where a list of documentation 

standards (Wei81, Table 7), together with the references that 

apply to each element in the list and comments on that available 

documentation, is given. As indicated in the table, the most 

serious deficiency is in the area of input data traceability, where 

the information available is not adequate for a concerned user 

of the model output to determine if appropriate values of input 

parameters have been chosen and not adequate for EIA to evaluate the 

worth of a proposed change. In several other areas, the available 

information is incomplete, but the inadequacies are, in general, not 

thought to be nearly as serious as those in the area of input data 

documentaticfu. 

The full documentation of a model system as complex as LEAP-78 and of 

a model as extensive as Model 22C is an extremely time-consuming and 

expensive procedure. If the policy of improving the LEAP system and 

providing a new projection each year based on an extensively revised 

network and data base is to be continued, a very substantial effort 

will be required to keep the documentation current. If, on the 

other hand, the documentation is not kept current, the information 

required to assess the meaningfulness of the projections will not 

be available. To some extent, documentation of a new model would 

be easier if it could be referred to a well-documented previous 

model, but this is still a formidable task if the models in question 

are as different as Model 22C and the long-range model used in th• 

1979 Annual Report to Congress (EIA80'). In our view, a long-range 

projection by a public information agency is· useful only if it is 

accompanied by adequate documentation. Therefore, our recommendation 

would be that available resources be allocated between projections 
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and documentation so that adequate documentation can be ava:Uable 

with the projection, even if this means that projections ar~ not 

possible on a yearly basis. 
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V. OPERATING RXPBIUBNCB PROK 'DIE COMPUTBR ANALYST'S .PDSPRC'.riVB 

As· defined in the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) evalua

tion guidelines (Wei81), this evaluation component documents the 

experience obtained in actual operation of the LEAP-78 model from 

the point of view of a computer analyst--one who works directly with 

the model program and its input/ output. This evaluation component 

entails reporting "hands-on" experience, including: 

o Precise model definition. 

o Model access and assessment of model transportability. 

o Generation of sample problems. 

o Report of cost. computer running time, and learning investment. 

o Review of plans for continued model maintenance. 

o Experience in obtaining solutions and replicating results. 

The material in this section, which discusses each of these items, 

is drawn from the more detailed work of Ford et al. (For81). 

A. Precise Defia1tion of the Model 

The LEAP system consists of the LEAP computer code, including its 

data editine and display system; a data transfer syste~; and a data 

base storage system. The entire system was the responsibility of 

the Long-Term Energy Analysis Division (LTEAD) of the Integrative 

Analysis Group in the Office of Applied Analysis (OAA) of the Energy 

Information Administration (EIA). A frozen version of the LEAP-78 

program and the Model 22C data base were made available to ORNL in 

June 1979. 

Ford et al. (For81) provide a microfiche listing of the LEAP-78 

source program (211 subroutines) and input tables that characterize 

the Model 22 network and the Model 22C data. Also included in 
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the Ford report are subroutine hierarchical flowcharts that indicate 

the calling relationship between routines. Finally, Ford provides 

the job control language needed to execute LEAP-78, and Model 

22C in particular. Hence, complete information is presented which 

characterizes the ARC:-78 (EIA79a) version of the LEAP model being 

evaluated. 

B. Model Access and Assessaoat of Model Transportability 

The LEAP-78 system is not easily transportable. The LEAP data 

base is accessed by the LEAP code via a commercial data base 

management system, System 2000 (S2K). S2K is leased by EIA (MRI 

Systems Corporation) and is provided as a software package on the 

EIA computer facility. The proprietary nature of the LEAP data 

base management system and the severe core memory requirements (about 

2 megabytes for Model 22C) are two principal detrimental factors 

affecting transportability. 

Model 22C (and similar LEAP-78 models) 'is executed remotely by ORNL 

on the DOE Forrestal Computing Faci!'ity (FCF) in Washington, D.C. 

Project personnel must adhere to the DOE-FCF computer system security 

and privacy policy. Putting an acceptable remote configuration into 

place took several .months. Now that a remote system is in place, the 

communication link is proving to be an adequate system for executing 

LEAP and other .EIA models in connection with model evaluation. 

The precise config~ration of the ORNL segment of the ORNL-FCF link 

(including terminals, printers,. transmission rates, and maintenance 

of equipment) is described by Ford et al. (For81). 

c. Generation of Saaplo Probloaa 

The modular structure of LEAP allows construction of very simple 

models that, although much less complex than Model 22C, still contain 

major features of the LEAP system. Availability of such a model was 

deemed essential for the LEAP evaluation because research could then 
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be performed on a model that runs in less than 1 min CPU rather than 

the half hour sometimes required by Model 22C. Existence of such 

a model would be important to any new user of LEAP. 

"Model 88" was provided to ORNL by LTEAD as an illustrative example 

of a relatively simple network. LTEAD had used this model in early 

stages of gaining familiarity with LEAP. ORNL developed a simple 

two-sector model (denoted as Model 82) by combining the Model 88 

network representation with relevant data drawn from the Model 22C 

input tables (Als80, Chapter IV). This sample problem has the same 

core requirements as Model 22, but exhibits adequately short running 

time. 

It must be pointed out that, although many variations in data were 

conducted during the course of this study, there was no case in 

which the ORNL model evaluation team built an independent network. 

The team has significant experience with large (Model 22C) and small 

(Model 82) LEAP-78 networks, but the course and resources of the 

evaluation process did not afford the opportunity to explore first

hand the LEAP system with respect to model building. 

D. Cost. Ca.pater Tiao. aJU1 Learaiq Investaent to Operate LBAP-78 

Execution time for a LEAP-78 problem that is as complicated as Model 

22C depends on values assigned to input parameters, the quality of 

the starting guesses for prices and quantities, and the convergence 

criteria used. A typical rule-of-thumb is that about 25 seconds per 

iteration on the IBM 3033 at the DOE-FCF and 10 to 100 iterations are 

required to obtRin convergence (~1%), using the modified (constant 

a) relaxation technique suggested at the end of Sect. VI.C. 

Because of the computing region requirements (about 2 megabytes) and 

computing time required (>2 min CPU) to execute a typical case, the 

DOE-FCF computing system places LEAP in a job class that usually. 

:tesul ts in the job being executed after normal working hours. This 
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classification leads to a real turnaround of 1 or 2 days, depending 
~ . . ... ' ~ 

on the FCF workload and the operational status ~f equipment. 

Personnel with extensive experience in computing applications were 

selected to execute LEAP. We estimate that it now takes 

approximately 1 month for such an individual (at ORNL,. for example) 

with no prior LEAP experience, to gain expertise in running LEAP 

problems independently using the ORNL-FCF computing link. This 

estimate assumes initial familiarity with IBM operating systems and 

time-sharing terminals, but no prior experience with the several 

software systems associated. with LEAP and the FCF (e.g .•. Executive, 

S2K, PERUSE, DFI Computer Modeling Software, SUPERWYLBUR). 

Part of the significant ORNL startup time (-seyeral months) had to 

do with the time required to establish the computing link, the remote 

operation (lack of easy proximity to the modeler), and problems with 

documentation. 

Throughout the evaluation, the LTEAD personnel provided invaluable 

assistance to ORNL personnel. The LTEAD staff freely shared 

LRAP snn:w-~f.'! deck,, load modules, Ailu uKlll bases ana responded to 

innumerable questions. LTEAD provided draft copies of evolving 

documentation and provided job control language to facilitate 

exec'ution~ Without such cooperation, it is doubtful that this 

evaluation could have'been completed i'n its present form. 

B. ReYiew of Plan for Contiaued •iDteDallce 

. . . 
There is now a policy within EIA to archive versions of codes and 

data sets used in the generation of supporting material for the 

Annual Report to Congress. This policy was formally instituted after 

the ARC-78 effort. Although its effectiveness is not yet completely 

tested, archiving is undoubtedly . an important step toward assuring 

~hat t~e entire calculational proces~ could be reproduced. Archiving 

of LEAP models re~uires detailed information because it, is evi~ently 
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common practice to stop the calculation during execution, make a 

change (e.g., in a relaxation parameter), and restart. 

In· the , future, it would be desirable to take steps to make 

LEAP generally available because critical review and use by the 

private sector (e.g., universities, laboratories, industry) might 

add considerably to the credibility and improvement of LEAP. The 

documentation developed in the course of this project should help in 

this regard. However, a nonproprietary data base management system 

and considerably . reduced core requirements seem to be essential 

deve.lopment requirements. Through January 1981, the LEAP system has 

be.en maintained and used for projections in at least two more EIA 

Annual Reports to -~ongress (ARC-79 and ARC-80). Modifications have 

been made in the system, and a draft user's document for LEAP-80 is 

available (Coh81). 

P. BEperience ia ObtaiftiDa Solutions aad Replioatiaa Rea.tta 

Considerable effort was expended (For81) to verify whether ORNL could 

replicate the ARC-78 long-term results (EIA79a) by using the version 

of LEAP and data sets transmitted to ORNL by LTEAD. A constant 

relaxation parameter of 0.5 [see Sect. VI. A of this report, Eq. 

(VI-3)] was used to converge results of Model 22C to a relative 

change of 0.0005 (for quantities greater than 0.1 quad). Because the 

LEAP-78 system was never actually archived by LTEAD, it is virtually 

impossible (and probably unnecessary) to achieve the exact results 

of EIA for ARC-.7 8 because the number of iterations, input, and 

sequence of calculation were not documented. Hence, for purposes of 

this study, we considered results from ORNL runs to be in agreement 

with ARC-78 values if they were consistent within 3% because a .3% 

convergence criterion in Eq. (VI-S) was used to obtain the Model 

22C results at EIA. Because 3% differences between small energy 

flows were considered insignificant, a 0 .1-quad criterion was used 

for energy flows q such that 0.03 q < 0.1 quad. 
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Most of the numbers reported in ARC-78 can be found directly in the 

Model 22C report summary produced by the LEAP-78 program. However. 

results for residential solar energy use were obtained "off-line" by 

using logic that is not documented and is not generally available 

(see next paragraph). Furthermore. assumptions must often be made 

as to where ·prices compiled in ARC-78 (EIA79a) were computed, how 

they were aggregated, and whether they included transportation costs 

(see Sect. VIII of this report). l'ables 5.2. 5.3. and 5.6 through 

5.12 of ARC-78 were compared in detail with results calculated at 

ORNL. and the results are given in the report by Ford et al. (For81). 

With only a few exceptions indicated there. all the calculated prices 

and quantities in these tables from ARC-78 (EIA79a) were replicated 

within the criteria given above. 

The principal exceptions were that values for solar energy end

use consumption in the residential sector are not found (less than 

1 x 10-3 quad/year) in the Model 22C output for the solar heat 

activity; likewise, values for electrical energy usage are less than 

the value given in the model output by a corresponding amount. 

Diedrich (Die79) indicates that the lack of adequate data on solar 

installations led the OAA to ''drop" that activity from the model 

and correct the electric heater activity to cover the combined 

input. A subsequent communication of Pearson (Pea79) confirmed the 

modification of the solar and electric contributions based on an off

line estimate. 

One last comment related to operating experience is appropriate here. 

In the LEAP runs made (about 100) within the Model 22 framework, 

including those with significant differences in data. convergence was 

achieved in all cases. For most of this experience. the modified 

relaxation technique (with constant a) indicated near the end of 

Sect. VI was used. 
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G. Conclusions 

1. With respect to computer operation, complete information is 

available which precisely characterizes LEAP-78. 

2. LEAP-78 is not ·easily transportable. The proprietary nature 

of the LEAP data base management system (System 2000) and 

the severe core memory requirements (about 2 megabytes for 

Model 22C) are the two principal known detrimental factors 

affecting transportability. A remote communication link to the 

FCF computer complex has proven to be an adequate system for 

evaluating LEAP and other EIA models. 

3. Computing time for LEAP-78 depends on values assigned to input 

parameters, the quality of the starting guesses for price and 

quantities, and the convergence criteria used. A rule-of-thumb 

is that about 25 s/iteration on the DOE-FCF IBM 3033 and 10 to 

100 iterations to convergence (~1%) using a modified relaxation 

algorithm are required. 

4. We estimate that it now takes about. 1 month for personnel with 

extensive computing experience, but no prior LEAP experience, 

to gain expertise in running LEAP problems when independently 

using the ORNL-FCF computing link. 

5. With only a few exceptions indica ted here in the text and 

references, all the calculated prices and quantities in ARC-78 

(EIA79a), Tables 5.2, 5.3, and 5.6 through 5.12 were replicated 

at ORNL within 3% (or 0.1 quad). 

6. In the LEAP runs made within the Model 22 framework, including 

significant differences in data, convergence was achieved in 

all cases by using a constant relaxation parameter (see Sect. 

VI). 

7. If LEAP continues to be used by EIA, steps would be desirable 

to make the program generally available. Use of LEAP in the 
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private sector might clarify the credibility of LEAP and lead 

to its improvement. 

data base management 

For this, development of a nonproprietary 

system and reduction of the computer 

memory requirement seem to be essential. 
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VI. ADBQUAcr Oil HOIIBiliCAL 'J.'BCIINIQUBS 

A. 1Dtro4uotion 

This chapter evaluates the mathematical foundations of LEAP in 

general and LEAP-78 in particular. Following the Oak Ridge National 

Laboratory (ORNL) proposed evaluation guidelines (Wei81), components 

include a description of the numerical procedures, the criteria for 

convergence, the behavior of successive iterations and relaxation 

schemes, and research related to uniqueness of solution. The 

material contained herein is important to a user because it governs 

the meaning of "solutions" to the model equations; it is drawn from 

the topical report on the mathematical foundations of LEAP (Obl81). 

This introduction discusses the numerical algorithm and is followed 

by a description of convergence tests (Sect. B).. Relaxation 

techniques used in LEAP-78 are discussed in Sect. C. S~ction D gives 

what information is available about the potential for multiple LEAP 

solutions. Section E presents conclusions in the area of numerical 

techniques. 

The LEAP model constitutes a set of coupled. 

equations in prices and quantities over 

symbolically as 

N(p,q) = o 

nonlinear algebraic 

time, represented 

(VI-1) 

where N is a nonlinear algebraic function, and p and q are vectors 

representing prices and quantities at discrete time points for 

all links among a~t:ivities in the mo<lel. The dimensionality of 

p and q (i.e., the total number of components) is of the order 

of several thousand for Model 22. The time structure of Eq. 

(VI~l) is such that there are time intervals before and after 

the time period defining the solution space. The needed prices 

and' quantities· in these intervals are spec·ified· exogenously or are 
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modeled as functions of model parameters and act as boundary values 

for . the problem. Equation {VI-1) can therefore be characterized , . . . 

as a nonlinear boundary value problem. The numerical procedure for 

so1vi~g Eq •. {VI-1) is described. b.elow in general terms and is then 

clarified relative to LEAP-78. 

An iterative algorithm is used to solve the equations.• The physical 

processes being simulated during iteration correspond to producers 

determining prices {based on estimated future prices and operating 

costs and present capital cost) at assumed output levels; consumers 

responding with a level of demand for each year corresponding to the 

price {based on need and_ competition among producers); "and producers 

revising their prices. 

After a complete iteration in which prices and quantities are 

reestimated for each activity in the network, the quantity of some 
{o) . th 

commodity ~denoted as q ) computed at the n iteration is e~amined 
n {I) 

relative to the estimate q of the 
n 

. . t h th quant1 ty pr1or . o .t e . n 

iteration.. A decision rule is· then used in an attempt .~o improv:e 

the estimate for the next iteration. 

the form, 

This update procedure is of 

{VI-2) 

where A is a matrix of "relaxation parameters" {discussed below), and 

q {I) and g:<o) are the vectors of. quanti ties prior to, and at the 
n n th 

output of, the n iter~tion. 

•Falk {Fal79) notes that LEAP is not formulated explicitly as an 
optimization problem; standard numerical methods of optimization 
solution are therefore not used. 
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The two special forms of Eq. (VI-2) used in LEAP are the Gauss

Seidel and successive overrelaxation (SOR) cases. For the SOR case. 

the matrix· A is assumed to be diagonal so that the components of 

4 (i.e.. q . ) for all model links· and time points are relaxed 
n n.t 

individually by a relaxation coefficient. ai: 

(I) 
qn+l.i 

(I) 
= ~.i 

(o) ·(I) · 
+ ai (~ i - ~ i ) • . . . (VI-3) 

Gauss-Seidel is a specific case of Eq. (VI-3) modified further so 
(I) = (o) 

that ai = 1 and qn+l.i ~.i (i.e •• no-relaxation). 

In general. for all prices and quanti ties in modules other than 

allocation. the Gauss-Seidel version of Eq. (VI-3) is used. In 

all allocation processes. the Gau.ss-Seidel equation is used for all 

prices. and a particular version of SOR, deno'ted Newton-Secant [see 

Eq. (VI-6) below], is used for input link quanti ties. the solution 

technique updates prices and quantities for all times •for a given 

activity before proceeding to the next activity. In LEAP-78. market 

shares (fraction of total quantity demanded) rather than quantities 

[Eq. ·cvi-2) 1 are actually relaxed.- The reporte4 capacity additions 

are also relaxed. Later versions of LEAP (as for ARC-80) were 

changed in order to relax quantities rather than shares. 

When quantities into allocation processes have stabilized to within 

some user-specified tolerance. a uconverged" solution is said to have 

been attained. 

As indicated above. the convergence test was applied only to 

allocation process input quantities; thus, the degree of convergence 

of all other prices and quantities in the code was assumed to 

be adoqu• te or was checked manually. (These assumptions did not 

cause problems for the Model 22 versions studied.) The pointwise 

convergence test actually implemented in LEAP-78 for allocation 
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proc~_ss input quantities differed from that described in the originai 
~1:: . ," ; .· • ·: . '. ' .•. ~' ~. . .. ·. ~ . 

Decision Focus, Inc. (DFI), documenta-tion (Adl79). The LEAP-78 test 
. .:.. 1,: . ~ . . . 

was 
:· -,'-\ --~ 

\ ..... 

.> 

.' ... ,}.,,:. 

(o) 
'In, i ·' 

... , 

, ... ~ /" .. 

i 8 (VI-4) 

••' ·,o 

'j ... ·. 

(I) 
where e i.s .. ,the, exogeno~$-ly supplied convergence criteria .• and qn+i, i 

iS the, j.nput ,.quantU;y .to the il.+1 s_t, iteration. Use c;>f Eq-. (VI:-S), 

which- depend:s on the value of: the relaxation parameter '(li, ra_ther 

than the DFI s~ggested~norm, :r "· 

(o) (I) 
~.i- ~.i 

i 8 . (VI-S) 

a(o.~ . 
-n, 1 

. ) 

led to convergence of some quantities for ARC-78 to within e/(1- a..) 
1 

rather ~han. the_ desir.~4- convergence ,(e), where ai. is the relaxation 

paramet"r [.Sq. (VI-3) l. ;Beca:u.se ai was . about 0 .S. for _most ·of 

the , quanti ties, the reported converged · res:ul ts actual.iy satisfy a 

conv~rgence criteria,. of about 2a (i.e., about 6% in Modtl 22C 

as cJn:verged by EIA) ~- DUring:. the .. analysis of Model 22C resuhs~ 

Eq. (VI-4) · was changed to Eq. (Vi-S), and the ·resulting ~-converged 

quan~ities were compared with the Model 22C results~ No changes 

greater than 1% were observed in any major result. The change from 

Eq. (VI-4) to Eq. (VI-S) has been made in current versions of LEAP. 
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c. ael&ltatioa 

In an attempt to achieve convergence, relaxation techniques [Eq. 

(VI-2) 1 are applied within the LEAP' system~' 
... 

However, at least 

two approximations made while implementing Eq. (VI-2) introduce 

significant limitations, leaving little theoretical basis for 

presuming the resulting numerical scheme to be generally convergent 

(i.e., the accuracy of the result improves as the number of 

iterations increases). 

First, while the DFI documentation describes a Newton-Secant method 

[a particular scheme for implementing Eq. (VI-2)], each ~~l 
component is actually assumed to . act· 'independently on• only ~~j. 
This approximation reduces A~ of Eq. (VI-2), 'to a diagoD.al· matrix, 

with the following specification for a. in Eq. · (VI-3) ·based· on a· 
1 

secant approximation to the derivative aq(?) /aq~l)): ·.· ·.· 
1 i 

-1 
a i = 1 -

(o) 
- ~1.i 

(I) 
~-1,i 

(VI-6) 

This diagonal· approximation seems unwarranted because, '·at an 

allocation process, changes in the quantities on one allocation link 

will surely affeot quantities on another. 

Second, the .picture is somewhat more complicated because Eq •. (VI-6) 

was not the actual equation implemented in LEAP-78. Rather, what 

was actually done is: 
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= 1-

(o) 

'1n. i. 
(VI-7) 

ORNL· ·was not able to find any theoreUc'-1 justification. or. rat~onal.e 

for ·.the use of Eq. (VI-7)·.· Finally;.· in practice, .·the values for ai 
were constrained so that 0·.1 i a'.· i 0.9. Thus a." was always,positiv.e 

1 1 

and less than unity. 

The conclusion drawn is that the original LEAP-78 relaxation 

algorithm [Eqs. (VI-3) and (VI-7)] is not ~eoretically a convergent 

scheme because it has not been shown able to reduce the left side 

of Eq. (VI-S) with increasing iterations when LEAP-78 is started 

with price a~d quantity vectors that are close to the solution point 

(Le., within SCi for any model). This ~onclusion is supported br 

experience on a small test model, which showed that tightly converged 

results arlit often not achieved. [Model 82 is described by Ford ~ 

al. (For81) and by Alsmiller et al. (Als80) .] Numerical experience 

also seems to indicate that the most successful clloice for a is a 

constant (0.2 to O.S) rather. than Eq. (VI-6). or Eq. (VI-7) when using 

the scheme described in Eq. (VI-3). 

In his evaluation report, Oblow (Obl81) describes a technique for 

estimaU~g the A matrix [see Eq. (VI-2) 1 for a given time and 

activity using the given allocation process transformation functipns. 

Al tho~gh this technique appea.rs potentially attractive, it must be 

tested in practice before drawing strong conclusions. 

D. Ual•118Deaa 

For complex nonlinear problems, such as the solution of Model 22, 

it is well known that a general equation set can admit multiple 

solutions. Falk (Fal79) notes that even the mildest requirements ~o 

e•tablish existence, uniqueness, and stability (assumptions that are 
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relatively standard in the economic literatur~) do not seem to be met 

by.LEAP. Falk also discusses the possibility that LEAP can oscillate 

between distinct vectors, neithe_r of which is an equilibrium solution 

of the system equations. During the course of this study, we were 

not~·abh to identify alternative solutions to.·Model 22C. Paul Werbos 

(Wer81) has indicated that, under certain aS.sumptions, the existence. 

of solutions·. for LEAP-78 models can be: proven •. · 

.' 
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B. Conclusions 

1. The converge·nce test in the LEAP-78 algorithm was found to be 

weak in two respects. First, the norm used generally permitted 

larger changes between successive iterations than would be 

expected for an assigned tolerance; and second, the convergence 

test is used only for allocation process input quanti ties. 

so that the degree of convergence of all prices and other 

quantities in the code is not automatically tested. The first . 

problem was the more serious one. 

2. The original LEAP-78 relaxation algorithm had at least two 

theoretical problems. The first problem is the neglect of off

diagonal components (inherently present at allocation nodes); 

the second problem is the manner [Eq. (VI-7)] in which 

the diagonal elements were calculated (for which the present 

evaluation group has not found a theoretical basis). 

3. The fact that in Model 22C the relaxation coefficient [Eq. 

(VI-7)] was nearly constant (about 0.5) may have helped 

to achieve convergence in Model 22C to the nominal 3% 

level. However. this success seems fortuitous in the light 

of experience with a small model using LEAP-78. A method 

for implementing the Newton scheme, including off-diagonal 
.I 

elements, is described in Oblow's report (Obl81), but must be 

coded and tested before assuming suooess. 
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VII. BOONOUC JQUNDATIONS 

This section explains and evaluates the conceptual economic bases of 

LEAP in general and LEAP-78 in particular. The overview in Sect. 

II described briefly the structure of LEAP and the role of the 

conversion. resource extraction. allocation. and demand submodels. 

Each of these "process" submodels is investigated in greater d~tail 

in this chapter. 

Following the evaluation guidelines of Weisbin et al. (Wei81). the 

tasks involved in analyzing the rationale and suitability of the 

model specification include: 

o Assessment of major assumptions. structure. and theoretical 

basis of the model. 

o Evaluation of the statistical foundations for the model. 

o Testing of the model. where appropriate.· against historical 

observations. 

0 Assurance of correspondence between the conceptual 

mathematical model. 

and 

o Discussion of consequent domain of applicability and. if 

possible. comparison with alternative model formulations. 

Much of the work discussed herein is drawn directly from the final 

topical report on the economic foundations of LEAP Model 22C (Han81). 

In particular. Hansen (Han81) details the major assumptions and 
. ' . 

structure of LEAP and evaluates its theoretical basis. This subject 

is" covere·d' ''in Sect. VII.A. Hansen indicates the very limited use 

of statistical information; the model is an engineering-economic 

simulation'mo.del rather than a statistically estimated model. Only 

limited testing of the model against empirical data has been 

perf'ormed; the material reported in Sect. VII.B on such testing is 
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taken from the work of Gold~tein (Gol8lb). No work to assure the 

correspondence between the conceptual and mathematical model has been 

performed at ORNL; indeed, documentation other than the math~matical 

model formulation is rarely available to describe the original 

co~ceptual approach of the model developer. Information about the 

domain of applicability of LEAP and comparison with alternative model 

formulations is presented in. Sect. VII.C. The ~escription of these 

two areas is developed from the views of the ORNL Model Evaluation 

Team economists and of the authors of this report. Finally, a 

summary with recommendations is offered in Sect. VII.D. 

In any economic model, assumptions must be made about the nature 

of the underlying economic p~ocesses and the behavior of the 

economic agents. Items 1 through 4 below describe the~e assumptions 

for the LEAP-78 processes ( submodels) for energy conversion, 

resource eztraction, allocation, and demand, respectively. General 

considerations (discussed in P!lrt in Sect. II) include the minimal 

regional representation and the unlimited supplies of foreign oil at 

ezogenously specified prices (see S~ct. VII.C). 

1. CoiiYer•ioa Proc••• 

•• .&8•.-pti ... 

The conversion process is the mechanism used to model most 

production activity in Mod,l 22~· Inputs to each conversion process 

consist of capital, energy (feedstock), and labor-mahdals. A 

few conversion processes ~e.g., solar heat, geothermal, central 

ren~wables) hl:lve no ene~gy input because they are n0ndepletable

resource-eztraction pro~esses that require ~o primary feedstock. The 

electric power conversion process is a special case o( the ·generic 

~onversion process, wh~ch deals with several load categories (base, 

intermediate, and peak). 
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The economic assumptions that ~derlie ~he Model 22C conversion 

.processes are: 

o Long-run profit-maximizing producers. 

~ Fixed coefficient productio~; no within-process, capital labor

material substitutio~. 

q Constant returns-to-scale prod~ction and perfectly divisible 

capital stock. 

o Availabil~ty of infinite q~antities of capital and labor

materials ~nput at exogenously fixed prices. 

o Perfect foresight investment (s~e Sect. VII.A.l.b). 

o No within-process tec~ical change, except for exogenous time 

dependence of some thermal efficiencies. 

o Perfectly co~pet~tive m~rkets. 

o Minim~i governmental regu~ation of economic. activity. 

o An inflation rate th~t ~s commodity- and time-independent and 

that, for Model 22C, is set equal to zero. 

o No explicit recogniti~n of net salvage values. 

Although many of these assumptions are detailecJ in Hansen's report 

(Ban81). some of the majo~ ·ramifications of these assumptions are 

di,scussed below. 

~e~aus~ of the. assumption of fixed-coefficient prodl;lction, biased 
' ~esults can occur. This bias will appear in three f~rms. First, 

to the extent that technology permits firms to adapt their production 
' . . . ~ 

processes to changes in relative input prices. produ~tion costs will 
. ' : 

b~ overstated by the Model 22 fixed-coefficients specif~cation. In 

general, there seems to be little justification f~r assuming that 

the elastic~ty of substitution in LEAP processes should be zero; some 

aggregate re~resentation of substitution elasticities tor the .energy 
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sectors of the economy seems worth investigating. In particular, 

investment decisions currently associated with plant retrofitting 

(e.g., investments that make the existing plant more energy

efficient, investments that extend the plant lifes, etc.) could 

be incorporated if the capability for treating input substitution 

were available. If an aggregate representation of substitution 

elasticities· is not feasible, then it may be worthwhile to consider 

explicitly those processes where substitution possibilities are 

likely to be important and to add greater model detail in those 

areas. Although input substitution does not occur within ·conversion 

processes in Model 22, it does occur in substitution between 

conversion processes. 

Second, because the cost of capital is exogenously fixed and constant 

in Model 22C, the price of industrial goods used as input to energy 

production.processes does not rise as the energy costs of producing 

those units of capital increase. Consequently, as the price of 

energy rises, units of capital will appear to be less expensive in 

the model than they really are. 

Finally, the model use.s only one energy input· for each process (this 

has been changed for ARc-SO). This specification ignores the large 

quanti ties of secondary energy inputs that are essential to some 

processes. Treating this secondary energy-related input as a part of 

the labor-materials input (which has an exogenously fixed price) will 

tend to bia,s the moclel' s results in favor of those processes that 

require multiple energy sources because the se.condary sources will 

be underpriced. The LEAP structure itself incorporates provisions 

for several energy inputs; the decision to use only one of these 

provisions was made by the designers of version 22C. · 
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h. lnYeatlleat 

o Production in a Nondeclining Industry 

A nondeclining industry here is one for which product demand is 

large enough to require some capital addition at a given time. 

Total current period output is equal to the sum of output 

from existing plants and current period output from newly 

constructed plants. Output from an old plant is a function 

of its operating cost (which, in turn, depends on the plant's 

age), the output market price (based on new plants), and other 

model-related parameters (e.g., inputs that determine the shape 

of the capacity factor). Output from new plants is a function 

of the excess demand for energy (over available supply). 

In accordance with the underlying assumptions in LEAP-78, the 

following conditions are assumed: 

There is a range of vintages of plants. 

In any period, each old plant can produce at a constant 

input/output ratio up to its nameplate capacity and 

can produce nothing in excess of that capacity at any 

price. 

New plants can be constructed so as to produce any 

desired quantity at a constant input/output ratio. 

Specifically, the quantity of energy produced by the conversion 

process at time j is given by 

Prod(j) 

j 

= } Cf(k,j) 

k=l 

N (k) 
w 

, (VII-1) 
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where Cf(t.,j) repres·ents .the capacity factor (i.e., the ratio 

between actual and maximum possible production) of a plant 

built at time k and operating at time j. N (k) is the capacity w 
additions at time t.. (A unit of capacity will produce a unit 

of energy per year if the capacity factor is unity.) Hence, 

production is directly related to the capacity factor. 

One might imagine constraining production fos a plant built at 

time k and operating at time j as follows: 

if P(j) > t(k,j) 

(VII-2) 

if P(j) i +<t.,j) 

where 

+<t.,j) = variable operating cost of a plant built at time k and 

operating at time j. 

P(j) =price per unit of energy at time j, 

~ = maximum value of the capacity factor. 

The developers of LEAP believ.ed that, although this specifica

tion was theoretically consistent, it produced abrupt changes 

that were not generally observed in the real world. As a 

result, they designed a smoothing mechanism, which enables the 

user to specify the capacity factor of old plants as a function 

of price and opera tins cost. This mechanism is portrayed in 

Eq. (VII-3): 

(VII-3) 
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where a is a capacity factor cost multiplier taken as unity 

for Model 22C. 

In this expression, when at(k,j) is equal to P(j), the output 

from the aging unit of capital is equal to P/2. As ·price 

exceeds at(k,j), output increases, causing Cf(k,j) to approa~h 

the value of p. As price falls below average variable cost, 

the denominator in Eq. (VII-3) becomes larger, causing Cf(k,j) 

to approach zero. The rate of change of output with respect 

to the ratio of price and operating cost is governed by y; as 

y approaches infinity, Eq. (VII-3) becomes a zero/full capacity 

switch; that is, it behaves as does Eq. (VII-2). 

The relationship in Eq. (VII-3) was presumably added to make 

the model more realistic. Unfortunately, Eq. (VII-3.) also 

produces several contradictions with the apparent basic model 

assumptions. For example, Hansen (Han81) indicates that 

Eq. (VII-3) implies a marginal cost curve that is time

dependent, rather than the fixed-coefficient, constant returns

to-scale function discussed previo~sly. Thus, the only way in 

whlch ~78 can be made internally consistent is if the user 

specifies a y that is sufficiently hi"gh to make Eq. (VII-3) 

act u a zero/full capacity switch. If y in Eq. (VI1~3) iS 

relatively small, this outcome will not occur. In that case, 

the mechanism will reduce the output of all plants somewhat, 

rather than shutting down the more inefficient plants (i.e., 

those plants with higher variable operating costs). In Model 

22C, the value actually used is approximately 15. 

After determining the level of production from old plants, it 

is then only necessary to determine the level ~f output from 

plants instailed in the current period. This is accomplished 

by subtracting the output from old plants from the total 

demand. 
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The LEAP-78 model is based on the assumption that investment in 

one type of plant does not preclude other investments in either 

the current period or in future periods. Therefore, decisions 

that firms confront daily in the real world, such as choosing 

between capital projects or deciding whether to delay a project 

to increase its return, are not modeled in LEAP. 

o Pricing in a Nondeclining Industry 

Prices from the conversion process are computed from the set 

of Eqs. (VII-4). The present value of the capital cost for 

a unit of capacity is set equal to the sum of the discounted 

stream of net cash flow from that unit. (The capital cost term 

includes a return on each firm's equity.) 

where 

2N +N-1 p : 

-Nco(j) + ~ 
k=j+1 

(VII-4) 

+ [P'(j) - t(j,j)] CfG(j,j) D(j,j) = 0 

j = Np + 1 to NP + N , 

N = number of global time points, points at which 

results of interest are obtained, 

NP = number of local time points before the first 

global time (prehorizon points.) and after the 

last global time (post-horizon), 

P'(j) =price per unit of energy at time j, calculated 

from Eq. (VII-4), 

P(j) ""' price per unit of energy at time j, equal to 

P' (j) except for the iast global time point. 
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N00(j) = present value of capital expenditure for a unit 

of capacity at time j, 

+<J ,k) = variable operating cost 

time j and operating 

previously), 

of a plant built at 

at time k (defin~d 

Cf(j,k) = capacity factor of a plant built at time j and 

operating at time k [see Eq. (VII-3)], 

CfG(j ,j) = approximate capacity factor of a plant built 

and operating at time j, 

D(j,k) = discount factor to obtain present value at time 

j of net cash flow evaluated at time k. (This 

factor includes the spacing of the model's time 

points, usually S years.) 

It is assumed that industries setting the price on production 

from new plants know the vector of all future prices of their 

product and variable costs for production of their product

that they have perfect foresight. It may be possible to 

more realistically model investor. uncertainty in the future. by 

either (1) exploiting the foresight option in LEAP (not used 

in Model 22C), which effectively takes weighted averages of 

perfect and limited foresight in some user-defined combination, 

or (2) explicitly breaking the modeling period into two time 

frames-one before and one after a "shocking" event-by using 

different foresight rules or exogeno~s assumptions in difforont 

time periods. 

Note that, a1 though each year's production function exhibits 

constant returns to scale, marginal cost does not equal the 

average cost of production of plants from all existing vintages 

(embedded cost) in the model because the cost per unit of 

output will not be equal for plants constructed at different 

times. LEAP bases conv~rsion process pricing on marginal, not 

embedded, costs; hence, only plants built in the current period 
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are considered when calculating current-year prices. Also. 

electricity is priced to consumers in a manner that differs 

somewhat from the pricing mechanisms of other conversion 

processes. The three types of electricity (base. intermediate. 

and peak load) are priced separately. Following an allocation 

process. electricity is priced to consumers as a fixed-weighted 

average of the prices associated with each load category. 

In LEAP-78. the same price is computed for a declining industry 

as for a nondeclining one (Gol8la. Sect. II.B). although a more 

realistic model would allow the price to drop toward the variable 

portion of the operating cost. 

o. Teobical c.aaae 

Two types of technical change are available in LEAP--revolutionary 

~nd evolutionary change. Revolutionary technical change occurs as 

new processes become commercially available over time (e.g •• electric 

cars. advanc~d nuclear energy. solar energy). Evolutionary change 

occurs as more knowledge 'is gained about specific processes and the 

costs of these processes change. 

In Model 22C. revolutionary technical change parameters include the 

availability date of each new process. their initial costs and fuel 

efficiencies. and a "penalty" for early implementation. Thus. new 

processes can be brought on line before their commercial availability 

dates if a specific penalty is added to the initial cost. 

In LEAP. evolutionary technical change parameters are introduced 

as exogenous factors that affect the amounts of capital. labor

materials. and energy required to produce a given amount of output 

over time. In the LEAP-78 conversion processes. the amount of labor

materials input per unit of capital input is assumed to increase over 

time. This device. called an "aging factor." is built into the model 

to account for the increased maintenance costs associated with older 
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plants • It provides a method of allowing capital to "die" without 

explicitly modeling decisions about the levels of production from old 

plants. Similarly, by properly setting the parameters, a user cali. 

represent a wide variety of labor-augmenting, capital-augmenting, arid 

thermai-efficiency-augiDenting technical change scenarios. Although 

this flexible but exogenous structure of evolutionary technical 

change is available in the LEAP code, it was not, except for the 

allowed changes in thermal efficiency, much used in Model 22C. 

Revolutionary change is the main technical change element used in 

Model 22C. 

There are many conceptual similarities between input substitution 

and technical change. Both concepts refer to an alteration in the 

combination of inputs required to produce a given output quantity. 

Input substitution refers to a change in production techniques 

selected endogenously at any given time. Technical change refers to 

a change in the set of possible production techniques over time. 

4. Ill .. trati'Ye llodel 22C Coii'YeraiO. Prooeaa llalilerieal Yduea 

The purpose of this section is to present some of the numerical 

values that are used in Eq. (VII-4), the net present value equ~tion. 

Two nodes, automobile oil (Sector 8, Activity 2 in Fig. A~8 in 

Appendix A, called "Activity 8.2" here) and indirect heat from coal 

(Sector 2, Activity 16 in Fig. A-2), are considered. (In each case, 

the generic industry represented in the model is an intellectual 

construct; for auto oil, one can imagine that all auto transport 

is provided by leasing firms that charge only by the vehicle mile.) 

In the first case, the capacity factor is computed to be relatively 

low, whereas in the second, the capacity factor is significantly 

higher. With respect to units of measurement, prices and fuel costs 

in Activity 8.2 are expressed as dollars per 1000 auto-vehicle_miles; 

capacity factors are dimensionless;. and new capacity additions are 

expressed as units of 1000 auto-vehicle miles per year. In Activity 
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2.16. prices and variable oPerating costs are expressed as dollars 

per million Bt~'s. new-capacity additions in million Btu's per year, 

and· the capacity factor is dimensionless. 

Fo:i: purposes of illustration. consider first the case of the· 

automobile that is produced in 1975 (denoted as year j) ., We define 

k as the year of operation (i.e •• 1975. 1980. 1985) for an automobile 

with an estimated life of iO years. 

Table VII.1 presents prices [P(k)]; variable operating costs 

[t(J,k)]; capacity factors [Cf(j,lt)]; discount factors [D(j.k)]; 

differences between prices and operating cost _times capacity factor 

and discount factor; and the net present value of capital cost 

Table VII.1 shows .that in the years 1980 and 1985 the capacity 

factor is still significantly positive (0.19 and 0.03, respectively) 

despite the fact that the variable operating cost is greater· than 

the price. Prices decrease at later times because new autos are 

assumed then to have lower operating cost. The form of the capacity 

(actor function discussed above, even with a value of y = 15 [see 

_Eq. (VII-3)]. is such that plants. (autos) can continue to operate, 

even at a lossl [in this example. had capital costs been correctly 

entered (Ste81), prices would have been higher, and the anomaly would 

not have appeared as important.] 

Consider Table VII.2, which presents the same information for 

Activity 2.16, indirect heat from coal. Here, the results indicate 

that, with prices significantly greater than operating costs and a 

value of y = 15 in Eq. (VII-3). the conversion process estimates a 

relatively high and constant capacity factor. 

In conclusion. for "industries" such as indirect heat from coal, the 

LEAP simulation appears reasonable, with large capacity factors for 

industries that are profitable. However, the analysis for Activity 
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'DIILB \'11.1 

Ala ~m .. batioa of tile Caapoaeata o~ tile Net Preaeat Valu Btpatloa 
'. 

for AotiYity 8 .. 2 (AIIto. Oil) Slto:wa tlaat Plaata oaa Coatlaae to Operate 
la UIAP Bvea nea Prices are Del.., Varia1tle Operatlq Costa · 

Year of Operation (k)a 

Parameter 1975 1980 1985 

b Price , P(k) 44.2 40.4 37.0 

Variable operating costb, .(1975 ,k) 42.3 44.2 46.0 

Capacity c factor , Cf(1975,k) 0.59 0.19 0.03 

Discount d factor , DU975,k) 4.2 3.4 2.8 

[P(k)- .(j,k)]Cf(j,k)D(j,k), j=1975 4.6 2.5 0.8 

Net present value of capital cost, 1.2 1.2 1.2 
N

00
U975)e 

aThe years of operation specified in the table are defined by Cf(j ,k) > 0. 
For all years following 1985, Cf(j,k) = 0. · 

bExpressed in dollars per thousand auto-vehicle miles. t is esse~tially all 
fuel cost for the parameters chosen for Model 22C. 

cDimensionless. 

dDimensions of years. 

eExpressed in dollars per thousand vehicle miles per year. (Note that this 
value implies that for $12 one could by a car· with a "nameplate capacity'; 
of 104 miles/year. See Sect. X.) 
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'DBLB YII.2 

ea.poaeata of ~· Ret Preaeat Yalae Bqaatloa 
for Aatl•l~ 2.16 Appear Pla•alble 

Parameter 

~ice 
b P(k) • 

Variable operating 
b· cost , .(1975,k) 

c 
C~pacity fa~tor , Cf(1975,k) 

Dise?ount facto~ d D(1975,k) • 

(P(~) - .(j,k)~Cf(j,k)D(j,k), j=1975 

Net present value 
N

00
(1975)e 

of capital cost, 

a · .. 
For all years greater than 2000, Cf(j ,k) 

bElr.preued in dollars 
c ; 
Dimensi9nless. 

d ' . . 
Elr.pr~ssed in years. 

per million Btu's. 

l975 

3.0 

2.0 

0.90 

4.2 

3.7 

9.0 

= o. 

e Elr.pressed in dollars p~r million Btu/year. 

Year of Operation 

1~80 1985 1990 

3.1 3.2 3.3 

2.1 2.2 2.3 

0.90 0.90 0.90 

2.6 ~.6 1.0 

2.3 ~.4 0.9 

9.o· 9.0 9.0 

(k)a 

1995 2000 

3.3 ~.4 

2.4 2.8 

0.90 0.85 

0.6 - 0.4 

.0.5 0.2 

9.0 9.0 
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8.2 sJlows that the LEAP-78 model can produce results that are not 

feasible; plants can continue to run for most of their lives even 

whe~ they are sustaining losses. This behavior appears to be a 

direct result of the form of the capacity factor function and the 

particular Model 22C data. Oblow (Ob181) has recently shown that 

another form for the capacity factor function 

cf p(l - ·e-y(p-t)/w) • 

= 0 

p· 2. • 
p < • 

• and 

• 

where y and w are appropriately chose.n new parameters. would likely 

eliminate such problems. 

2. Be•~•• ktraotioa Prooeaa 

A resource process subroutine receives the amounts demanded over 

time and must calcul~te the prices necessary t.o bring forth those 

quanti ties. Conseque~tly. the~e are two functions that a resource 

process must perform: (1) it must compute the schedule according 

to which new reserves mu'st be found and developed to supply · the 

quantities 'demanded over time. and (2) given this schedule of 

resource commitments to reserves. the resource process must calculate 

the price necessary to bring forth this schedule of commitments 

without delay. 

The basic approach for simulating an industry that underlies the LEAP 

conversion process also serves as a basis for the resource extraction 

process. The fundamental difference between the two is that LEAP 

resource processes explicitly model the depletion of (1) existing oil 

and gas wells and (2) each in-place resource base. 
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There are four basic types of resources• represented in Model 22C: 

crude oil, natural gas, coal, and uranium. Domestic crude oil 

production is modeled by four resource activities: Alaskan oil, shale 

oil, enhanced crude recovery, and other domestic crude. Domestic 

gas production is modeled by three processes: Alaskan gas, enhanced 

recovery, and other domestic gas. There are six different types of 

coal in the model, with distinctions made on the basis of geographic 
' location and sulfur content. The six coal processes are Western 

low ' sulfur, Western medium-high sulfur, mid-continent, Appalachian 

medium-high sulfur, Appalachian low sulfur, and Appalachian premium. 

The resource activities are the principal examples of regional 

distinctions in Model 22. All uranium mining and milling is handled 

in a single process. 

Oil and gas production are modeled entirely in separate processes; 

there is no explicit treatment of associated and dissolved gas. This 

is a significant omission for two reasons: (1) it is difficult in 

reality to separate oil and gas exploration expenses as clearly as 

is indicated in. Model 22C; and (2) when gas is associated with oil 

in a single reservoir, the production rates and costs of each are 

not entirely independent of one another. 

A distinction is made between the -production from oil and gas 

reserves and the production of coal, uranium, and oil from shale. 

In the case of oil (except shale oil) and gas, after a well is 

opened, it is assumed that maximum production declines over time as 

the quantity remaining in the reservoir falls. This depletion is 

completely separate from the aging factor discussed in the conversio~ 

process section; it acts directly on output. In adciitio"n, depletion 

of th~'. resource base causes the costs of ·~pening a~r op~r~tin~.';.new 
~efls to rise over time. Once a well is in operation, Model · 22C 

assumes no increase in costs due to depletion. 

•See Appendix A: The LEAP-78 Network and Its Interpretation. 
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In the coal, uranium, and shale oil extraction processes, the 

resource base a~so declines over time, causing an increase in cos~s 

associated with production from new mines. However, once open, the 

maximum amount produced in each time period does not dwindle over 

time, as it does with gas and oil. Instead, maximum production is 

constan~ in each year until the mine is depleted. 

Producers• will view those resources that they choose to. leave in 

the ground as an investment; the higher prices they expect to receive 

in th~ future constitute the return on that investment. To induce 

producers to produce and sell a unit of resource now instead of 

later, they must be paid not only the cost of production but also 

a premium equal to the profit they would receive if they sold in 

the future instead of selling now. This ''user cost" is calculated 

in Model 22C on the assumption that producers have full knowledge 

of all future resource prices. 

The detailed equations for the resource process become quite complex 

when such factors as rents, depletion, and taxation are taken into 

account. In LEAP-78, the oil-gas resource market is not explicitly 

regulated. The interested reader is referred to the specific 

equations used in Model 22, documented and verified as part of the 

ORNL evaluation (Gol81a). 

3. Allocatioa Process 

Allocation processes are used throughout the model to represent the 

process in which buyers and sellers conduct market transactions. The 

allocation process is used in conjunction with supply and demand 
~ 

est·imates from the resource and conversion processes 4escribed in the 

previous sections. 

•Th~ owner and producer are 
this discussion. Note that 
owner, policy considerations 
optimizations occur. 

assumed identical for purposes of 
when the governm~;:~ut is tho recource 
may dictate that no lease payment 
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This is done to extend the modeling capabilities from treatment of 

representative technologies (resource and conversion processes) to 

th~ analysis of individual sectors of the energy eco~omy. Buyer 

preferences and policy are also incorporated in allocation through 

t~e introduction of various parame~ers. In the conversion process, 

a high cJegree of "clairvoyance" is assumed in the calculation of 

net present value (e.g., assumptions with respect to the exact 

level of prices at· aU future Ume periods). I~ the allocation 

process, the market share calculation is assumed to depend on current 

estimates and market shares in the immediately preceding period 

[see Eq. (VII-7)]~obv!ously a more myopic view t~an that assumed in 

conversion processes. 

In their simplest form, str~pped of lags, markups, and price

responsiveness pa~ameters, allocation processes are devices · that 

either (1) allocate a single demander's purchases preferenti~lly.bu~ 

not exclusively t~ward th~ lowest-:priced supplier or (2) altow each 

demander to . obtain what he needs at the supplier's pr~ce. This 

simple picture is complicated by equal-price market-share parameters, 

price responsiv~ness parameters, markups, and behavioral lags. 

Algebraically, these concepts may be re.lated in a fairly straightfor-

ward manner. Consider that demand for a commodity has to be 

allocated ~ong I competing suppliers. At some specific allocation 

node (the node index is suppressed below for co~venience), if the 

demand were allocated instantly (static allocatiC)n), the share of 

supplier on link i at time j is modeled as follows: 

~ si . -
•J 

f.(P .. ) 1 
1 1,J 

I 

} . ' fi(P. . ) 
1,J 

i=1 

(VII-S) 
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~ 
si,j = stati~ market share of each supplier i at time j, 

f~ = equal price share p~rameter for supplier i, 

P i,j = ~rice per unit energy for supplier i at time j. 

y = sensitivity parameter of share to price. 

~ 
~e quantiti~s si,l are computed from the i~itial-year quantities on 

the links. Market shares at equal prices, fi, need to be specified; 

these are sometimes ·used to repres~nt any bias the decision maker 

may have wit~ ~espect to the various supplie~s. If no bi~s exists, 

ia[l,I] (VII-6) 

The price responsiveness parameter, y, models the sensitivities 

(derivatives) of the market shares to prices. Specifically, larger 

values ~f y increase· the sensitivity of the output market s~:tares 

to price differentials. Very large y values correspond t9 the 

simulation of perfectly competitive markets (i.e., demander cost 

minimiz~tion). 

Behavioral lag parameters reflect the rate with which the economic 

agents r~present~d by the allocation pro~esses will be able to change 

the flow of co~odities from one source to another i~ response 

to relative pri~e changes. Sources of ~nertia may exist, such as 

investm~nt. ~n ca.pital goods or ~ll~plier ~oyalties. The behavioral 

hg p~rame~er ac.compli~hes the transition from static allocat~on, 

illustrated by Eq. (VU-S). to. dy~amic. allocation, wherein market 

shares serye as a vehicle for expressing t~e process dynamic~. 

In the spis;-i~ of simplification, excluding the relaxati~n· pro~edure 

for the mark~t shares mentioned in Sect. VI, the behavioral lag 
'· 
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treatment is implemented as follows to compute the final time-lagged 

market shares S. j: 
1, 

' ' 

=I 

6 
+ G(jUS .. 1 L ... I; J2.2 F<~> si,J , i = 

1,J-

si,J 
6 s .. i = 1, ••• I; j = 1 (VII-7) 

1,J 

where 

~ = behavioral lag coefficient (0 < ~ < 1) which 

is input in the c~de, 

F(~), G(p) = coefficients in Eq. (VII-7) that are complex 

functions of ~. 

~ share of energy defined in Eq. (VII-S). s. j = as 
1, 

LEAP-78 has provisions for several types of allocation processes. 

See Table A.1 in Appendix A. 

In Model 22C, the allocation process values of y range from 2.S to 

12.S, with S and 10 being common values. The ~ specification is 

typically arranged to provide a ScriJ adjustment in periods ranging 

from 3 to 20 years, with a typical value of about 9 years. 

Major changes have been introduced in the LEAP-80 allocation process. 

Although the detailed specifications for the new process equations 

are given elsewhere (Bar81), the most significant aspects include 

recognition of the different sensitivity to price differentials 

between existing demand and new (excess) demand and the use of 

constraints on market shares. 

The market share · formulation presented in Eq. (VII-S) is similar 

to the representation derived assuming that (1) producer prices are 

distributed in the form of a Weibull distribution (prices for the 
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same commodity will vary depending on site, etc.), and (2) the 

market share captured by a particular technology is considered to 

be the estimated fraction of instances in which that technology 

offers the lowest price among competitors (EIA80a). Although such a 

justification was not offered for ARC-78 methodology, the same basic 

formula is obtained; therefore, the important possibility of a firm 

theoretical basis is present. The relation of the average producer 

price to an average transaction price would have to be worked out to 

avoid inconsistencies in the dollar flows at allocation activities. 

4. llbal Dee••d Process 

The last type of activity considered in this section is the 

specification of energy demand. There are four of these final 

. demand processes in Model 22C: residential, industrial, commercial, 

and personal transportation demand. These activities separately 

calculate the demands for 19 specific energy uses, such as 

residential space and water heating, industrial indirect heat• 

commercial lighting, and vehicle miles (see Appendix A). 

The basic LEAP-78 demand equation states that the quantity demanded 

in any period is a function of the value of an exogenously specified 

quantity path for the period, the departure of the previous period's 

act11al demand from the exogenously specified path, and the departure 

of the present period market price from a specified price path: 

Q(J) = Qp (I)~ Q(J-1) ) s c(J)f 
Q (1-1) p (J) 

p p 

(VII-8) 

where 

Q(J) = quantity demanded in period 1, 

Q (1) = value of a specified demand quantity path p 
in period. 1. 
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P(1) =market price in period 1. 

P (1) =value of a specified price path in period 1. p 
s = use~supplied "sensitivity" parameter. 

Et = user-supplied sensitivity parameter· related to price 

elasticity. 

The price path P..(J) is set equai to P(J) ·for years ,i1995 and is 
. P. . . 

held constant at P(199S) for all subsequent year~. The quantity path 

is constructed from several exogenous components: 

IIi the above. 

f(J) 

y(1) 

A 

=Q 
0 • 1 = 1. for the initial mode1 year. 

= 

= 

-

parameter related to national. income •. 

sector-specific parameter (Gol81a. pp. 64-65). . . . 

length of time between model years (5 years in Model 

22C). 

The filial demand.process contains some of the. most serious weaknesses 

in Model. 22C. The period 1 value of the quantity path is set equal· 

to the initial quantity. demanded; thus. unless the price deviates 
.. 

from the price path. demand will be. completely determined by the 

exogenous quantity path. Because duri~g the first five periods 

(25 years) P (i) is defined as being· equal to P(JL there is no 
... P_ . 

demand pr~ce elasticity within this time frame. During the last five 

periods of the modei horizon. p. (1) is set equal ~0 the market price p 
in period 5; consequently. quantity diverged from the exogenous path. 

Bence. in Model 22C. final end-use demands are nearly user-specified 

quanti ties. 
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.t\n inherent weakness in the form of the final demand specification 

is the lack of cross substitution effects. For instance, the 

specification of the transportation end-use demand is one of the 

weakest in the model. This weakness is . caused by both the 

neglected substitution possibilities among final demand categories 

(e.g., shipping freight by. rail is clearly a close substitute for 

tr~cking) ~nd the exclusion of relevant. determinants. These problems 

may be particularly serious because of the relatively large portion 

of energy consumed by this sector. In particular, one half of the 

oil use in the United States is accounted for by transportation. 

Much of the policy analysis now being undertaken in the 

transportation sector is related to conservation (i.e., measures 

to reduce liquid fuel consumption associated with transportation). 

Such conservation might be achieved through a shift from automobiles 

to mass transit, an improvement of vehicle fuel efficiency, cost 

reduction of electric vehicles, or a shift from highway vehicles to 

rail for transport of freight. The effects of some of these shifts 

could be only partially captured by the Model 22 transportation 

sector. 

To permit modeling substitution, the basic demand variable should 

be passenger-miles rather than vehicle-miles. An allocation process 

could then be used to apportion passenger-miles among the various 

options such as single-occupant automobiles, car pools, .buses, and 

trains. 

B. c.parbon of Selectocl LBAP .,..1 22C lteaulta win llulepn4eat Data 

In a recent study by Goldstein (Gol81b), a. comparison is made of 

the LEAP Model 22C output for years 1975 and 1980 with compiled 

historical data drawn from Volume 2 of ARC-79 (EIA80) and Volume 

2 of ARC-78 (EIA79b) for the years 1975 through 1979. Although 

this type of comparison against extrapolated historical data is not 

very secure, it is. the only available historical check on Model 
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22C. Because neither ARC-79 nor ARC-78 could include observed data 

for 1980. the analysis was performed by. comparing LEAP Model 22C 

results with smoothly extrapolated values of ARC-79 for the years 

1975 through 1979. The results may depend on the extrapolation 

law used. Care was taken to ensure that the EIA compilation in 

Volume 2 of ARC-78 and ARC-79 and the LEAP Model 22C output were 

compared on the same basis (i.e.. minor variances in assumptions; 

such as imports of coal or exports of crude oil, were corrected so 

that the information could be compared). The conclusion is that most 

of the quanti ties output from LEAP Model 22C for 1975 and 1980 are 

in. reasonable agreement (within about 2'111) relative to Volume 2 of 

ARC-79. 

The energy flow results of LEAP Model 22C for 1975 are smaller. in 

general. than the 1975 data in the ARC-79 report. That is. the data 

for the Model 22C initial-year energy balance does not appear to be 

equivalent to the 1975 historical data in the same series of reports. 

(Recall that 1975 end-use demands and market shares for all multiple~ 

supplier allocation activities are input quantities in LEAP-78.) The 

main differences are that 

o Domestic gas production is lower in LEAP Model 22C by 1.6 quads 
(SCI&). 

o Domestic coal production is lower by 1.0 quad (7%). 

o Oil consumption is lower by 1.4 quads (4'111). 

o Passenger car fuel rate is lower by 0.5 mile/gal (3%). 

o Total energy supply is lower by 2.4 quads (3%). and the total 
energy consumption is lower by 1.9 quads (2%). 

The difference in miles per gallon is attributable. to the off

highway gasoline usage. which although taken into account by LEAP. 

is not included in the figures provided by the Federal Highway 

Administration. 
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Assuming a smooth low-order extrapolation of 1975 through 1979 data 

from ARC-79, the following quanti ties predicted by LEAP Model 22C 

for 1980 appear to be in reasonable agreement with that compiled 

historical data: 

o Total domestic oil production. 

o Imported refined products. 

o Coal supply (including exports). 

o Imported gas. 

o Nuclear supply and consumption. 

o Hydropower supply and consumption. 

o Domestic coal consumption. 

0 

0 

Passenger cars fuel rate (miles/gallon). 

All primary electric input fuels. 

o Consumption of energy by residential and commercial sectors. 

o Consimption of energy by transportation sector. 

o Total consumption of energy. 

The following projected quantities appear to be higher than the data 

from Volume 2 of ARC-79: 

o Domestic gas production (by about 4%). 

o Gas consumption (by about 10%) (Fig. VII-1). 

o Consumption of energy by the industrial sector (by about 2.5~). 

Finally, three projected quantities are lower in comparison with the 

ARC-79, Volume 2, compiled data: 

o Imported oil (by about 3~) (Fig. VII-2). 

o Oil consumption (by abotit 10% for linear extrapoiation) (Fig. 
VII-1). 

o Total energy supply (by 2.5%). 

Apparently from this work of Goldstein (Gol81b), there is no 

straightforward connection between the predicted vs "real" data 
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differences in 1975 and 1980. In other words, the differences 

between the predicted and (extrapolated) real data encountered in 

1980 are not always accompanied by similar differences in 1975. · For 

example, the· domestic ·gas production and the gas, consumption are 

predicted to be higher than the real data for 1980, whereas in 1975, 

the Model 22C results are lower and equal to the real data. On 

the other hand, the Model 22C quantity for imported oil in 1980 

is lower. whereas in 1975 it is in good agreement with the real 

·data. Therefore, the differences between the model projection and 

extrapolated real data encountered in 1980 cannot be explained on 

the basis of the 1975 differences. Further work is needed to fully 

understand the reason for these differences. 

c. C..ariaoa witll AlteZDAti'Ye llo4els awl CcmaeqaeDt 

Doaaill of ;.Appliouility · 

The purpose of LEAP is to produce long-term energy forecasts for 

DOE/EIA• Among the models that address similar problems are the 

Decision Focus. Inc. (DFI) Generalized Equilibrium Modeling System 

(Adl79); the Stanford Research Institute-Gulf Oil Corporation 

National Energy Model (Caz.77); the DRI-Brookhaven, Hnyilicza, Hudson

Jorgenson. Kennedy~Niemeyer, PILOT, and Wharton Models (EMF77); the 

ETA and ETA-Macro Models (Man77); and the Nordhaus Model (Nor79). 

Comparisons of LEAP with the aforementioned models that would 

involve actual model runs based on standardized input scenarios were 

impractical for the purposes of this report. However, in terms of 

the broad comparison criteria used in the analysis of six models 

by t~e Energy Modeling Forum (EMF77), some useful comparisons can 

be made. The results of that comparison are presented in Table 

VII.3, augmented by the authors of this report only with respect 

to the added LEAP-related information at the bottom of the table. 

For a detailed explanation of the table, the reader should consult 

its source (EMF77). In Table VII.3, LEAP and the six models 

considered by the Energy Modeling Forum are compared oil the basis 
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of aggregation, substitution, dynamics, and exogenous trends for 

producers and consumers. Furthermore, a comparative assessment in 

terms of the systems' objectives and dynamics of the model solution 

is presented. The table is drawn from the Energy Modeling Forum 

report (EMF77, pp. D-16 and D-17) with features of LEAP added for 

comparison. Comparison of models that have inherently different 

objectives, algorithms, and data is difficult. Nevertheless, Table 

VII.3 indicates that LEAP (Model 22) is generally weaker than other 

models with respect to energy-economy interactions and within-process 

substitution, but perhaps stronger than competitive models with 

respect to the dynamics of investment decisions and the ability to 

model technological change. 

A detailed comparison of long-term energy models is beyond the 

scope of this report. For comparative assessments of long-term 

energy models, however, the interested reader can consult (1) the 

aforementioned volume produced by the Energy Model Forum (EMF77); 

(2) a similar study conducted by Charles River Associates, Inc., 

for the Electric Power Research Institute (EPR79); and (3) a report 

prepared by Planco, Inc., for the Department of Energy (DOE79). Bach 

study consists of a detailed assessment of approaches to energy

economy modeling and analyzes the approach, strengths, and drawbacks 

of various well-known energy-economy models. 

Consideration of the economic scope of these alternative energy-

economy models may be informative. In general, such models can 

be categorized as macroeconomic growth models, interindustry models, 

energy sector models, market segment (i.e., individual industry) 

models, or a combination of the four. The Hudson-Jorgenson 

(H-J) Model is a neoclassical macroecon~mic, variable-coefficient 

interindustry model embracing the first three model categories 

presented above. In the H-J specification, energy is analyzed in the 

context of the long-run equilibrium of supply and demand for goods 
/ 

in the entire economy. It was designed, in part, for the purpose 
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of integrating the energy sectors with the macroeconomy over a long 

time frame with emphasis on equilibrium in the entire economy. The 

Bnyilicza. Wharton. Kennedy-Niemeyer. and PILOT models are similar 

in scope and content to the B-J framework. except that the Kennedy

Niemeyer and PILOT models incorporate fixed coefficients in the 

production process. The DRI-Brookhaven and LEAP models, on the other 

hand. are much more limited in scope with respect to the linkage 

between the energy sector and the economy. The DRI-Brookhaven model 

is essentially a static 110-sector. fixed-coefficient. input-output 

model. It has been used primarily for linking the H-J and Brookhaven 

energy sector models. 

LEAP is a detailed, dynamic formulation of energy supply ~nd demand

in the Uni t~d States. It is a model of the energy sector only 

and, as such. does not represent the economy in a general equilibrium 

framework. Although the possibility exists that it could be linked 

with other macroeconomic and interindustry models. it has been used 

as a self-contained unit. Consequently. LEAP and other models of 

the energy sector must use information from other sources for its 

exogenous· parameters because the model does not reflect the myriad 

interactions of a complex economy. 

All these models share several common deficiencies. including 

treatment of government regulation. modeling the end uses (e.g •• 

home heating rather than aggregate quantiti~s of energy). recognition 

of the availability of capital for financing. and representation of 

regional dependence. 

LEAP's reliance on exogenous inputs notwithstanding.. the model is 

used to address issues of national significance (see Table III.l) 

in the U.S. energy picture. Important results available from the 

model. which include those listed in Table 111.2. deal with energy

related costs (fuel and capital). alternative sources of domestic 

energy supply, and energy fuel inputs. With the major exception 
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of the resource extraction sectors. the domain of LEAP is such that 

energy costs and supply are apportioned on a national basis for a 

given model of demand. 
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D. Su.aary and Reca.aendations 

The economic representation in LEAP seems to reveal a sophisticated 

understanding of the interactions of various elements of the energy 

economy. The basic sectoral structure and the modularity of the 

model are two of the elements that display this understanding. Most 

of the serious problems in the representation of the energy economy 

lie less with the LEAP modeling system than with the specific 22C 

version. Several specific deficiencies may be summarized: 

o The final demand representation is essentially exogenous in 

Model 22C. Price elasticities are in effect too close to zero. 

,o The prices of all commodities are assumed to increase at the 

same rate. The inflation rate in LEAP-78 does not depend on " 

either the type of commodity or the time frame of the model; 

and for Model 22C, the inflation rate was set equal to zero. 

o Investments in Model 22C are made with perfect foresight with 

regard to prices. No attempt is made in LEAP-78 to model 

unexpected events or investment decisions under uncertainty. 

o Unlimited oil imports are available in Model 22C at 

predetermined prices. Without modeling oil imports explicitly. 

one could input a· quantity-dependent price. 

o The fixed-coefficient production function assumption in LEAP-78 

(no within-process input substitution) is likely to introduce 

an upward bias in energy prices over time as relative 

input prices change. This assumption also inhibits modeling 

of conservation and retrofitting. Substitution does exist. 

however. between different types of processes. 

o In LEAP-78. the supplies of labor. capital. and materials are 

assumed to be infinite at predetermined exogenous prices. The 

effect of the rising cost of energy needed to produce these 

inputs is not included in the model. Consequently, a bias 
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towards capital-intensive processes results. Little use is 

made in Model 22C of the available capital and labor "learning" 

representation. 

o Net salvage values are not explicitly represented in LEAP-78. 

o Although the resource process in LEAP-78 does contain a complex 

treatment of economic rent, there are specification errors in 

the oil and gas sector. No pl'ovision is made for modeling 

the costs of associated or dissolved gas. Also, the t:rade-

off between production rate and total recoverable reserves is 

not modeled. 

o Because perfect competition and unlimited availability of 

capital at a fixed price are assumed in LEAP-78, real-world 

investment choices are not modeled. It is unnecessary in the 

model to order potential projects by profitability or to assess 

the optimal timing of investment expenditures. 

o Because only one energy input is used for each production 

process in Model 22C, the price escalation of secondary energy 

inputs is not modeled. The result is a bias in favor of those 

processes that actually do have significant secondary energy 

sources. 

o The output price from a declining industry in LEAP-78 is 

computed just as if new capacity were being added; the price 

from a real industry might be expected to drop. 

The effects of the above assumptions and limitations inherently 

restrict the applicability of Model 22C. However, most of these 

limitations could be overcome within the existing LEAP framework. 

Significant additional modeling would be required to well represent 

energy demand, capital and labor~materials markets, the import 

sector, and w1thin-process input substitution. 

-------
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VIII. LEAP-78 COJIPU'l1!K PROGRAM VBRJlliCATION 

This section summarizes our knowledge about the extent to which the 

numerical values from the LEAP-78 computer program in ARC-78 (EIA79a) 

correspond to the documentation of the LEAP-78 model. The LEAP-78 

mathematical model was precisely defined by its computer listing and 

documentation based on that listing (Gol81 and Ste81) rather than 

through d~finitive documentation by the modelers. For this reason, 

the discussion below follows a pattern that differs somewhat from 

that recommended in the Weisbin et al. report (Wei81). For example, 

here it would not make sense to seek an " ••• explicit listing of all 

departures from model specifications," as recommended in that report. 

A. Consistency of the LBAP-78 Co.puter Proaraa with the 

Bxistiag Docuaentation 

For those cases in which the basic equations are given, the 

discussions in Sect. VII and in the report by Hansen et al. 

(Han81) define the form of the mathematical process models of 

LEAP-78. Except for the coal resource, IMPORT, TRANSPORT, and DEMAND 

submodels, the forms of these models are fairly consistent at the 

solution point with the documentation of earlier models referenced 

in Sect. II (e.g., Adl79). Note, however, in Sect. VI and in 

Oblow's report (Obl81) that the solution algorithm used by the Energy 

Information Administration (EIA) in LEAP-78 was not consistent with 

the documentation of earlier models of the same family. 

Except for the resource models documented by Cherniavs~y and Juang 

(Che80), the detailed model equations and input parameter translation 

equations for LEAP-78 are documented and publicly available only in 

the reports by Goldstein et al. (Gol81a) and Stewart and Goldstein 

(Ste81), prepared as part of the present. project. The authors 

of these reports used the LEAP-78 computer program reproduced in 

Ford et al. (For81) as their basis, relying on documentation of 

earlier mod~ls as a guide for what might be found. In the study 
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leading to this report, no conflicts were noted between the LEAP-78 

subprograms and the detailed mathematical resource models description 

by Cherniavsky and Juang (Che80). The de facto detailed mathematical 

models for basic and electric power conversion must be taken as 

those reproduced in the equations of Goldstein et al.* These detailed 

equations have the form of the equations of Sect. VII. The IMPORT 

program was very simple, corresponding to the word description given 

in ARC-78 (EIA79a). The DEMAND routine is consistent with stateruents 

in that reference, but it and the simple TRANSPORT subprogram were 

not documented before preparation of the Goldstein et al. report 

(Gol81a). 

Numerical output values of the quantities and prices from the DEMAND, 

TRANSPORT, and ALCHNO (allocation) submodels were checked against 

hand calculations. Hand calculations were not performed within 

the present evaluation effort to check the more complex basic and 

electric power conversion submodels or either of the two resource 

extraction submodels. 

Also, no hand calculations were performed to demonstrate, on the 

basis of the DATA REPORT edit from the LEAP-78 program. (see below), 

that an equilibrium solution was in fact obtained for any major 

portion of the Model 22C network. To the extent that direct 

and adjoint-method derivatives of model outputs with respect to 

the parameters are shown to agree in Sect. IX.B below, there is 

independent verification of a definite, but difficult to define, 

portion of the LEAP-78 computer program. 

*Note that Goldstein et al. (Gol81a) give the equations for the 
energy conversion processes for the case of one "short periodrr per 
S-year model "long period." This is the value used for Model 22C. 
The LEAP-7 8 program can be used with larger integers NSHORT, but 
such cases were not studied. 
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In summary, the LEAP-78 computer program is consistent with the now

documented set of detailed model equations and is consistent in form 

with the short form of the LEAP-78 model equations discussed in 

Sect. VII. Numerical results from the energy conversion and resource 

extraction submodels have not been checked against hand calculations. 

B. eo..aaication of Input Par .. eter Values to the Process SUhao4els 

Because the portions of the LEAP-78 computer program that communicate 

parameter values from the input tables (given in For81) to the 

main submodels discussed in Sect. VII are complex and were not 

studied in the present effort, it was necessary to demonstrate 

that the input data reach the appropriate submodels. If they are 

properly communicated, the translation equations included in Stewart 

and Goldstein's report (Ste81) show how the actual LEAP-78 program 

converts input data to the form corresponding to the model equations· 

listed by Goldstein et al. (Gol81a). Stewart and Goldstein do show 

that one of these translation equations was programmed in error 

relative to documentation of earlier models (e.g., that for CFSENS, 

the capacity factor price sensitivity parameter). However, this 

difference may have been compensated by the Model 22C parameter 

choice. 

A check on data communicatil)n hRs nr.cnTTed during the course of 

our work because the PERUSE subprogram (Coh79) that is used to 

modify parameters for sensitivity tests accesses the computer data 

storage arrays by using the same utility routines used by the process 

submodels. Thousands 

performed during this 

of parameter accesses and changes have been 

study, including alteration of every model 

parameter in the adjoint sensitivity work of Sect. IX.B., without any 

evidence of utility subroutine malfunction. 

A second check was made possible by the DATA REPORT feature of the 

LEAP-78 program (Coh79). On request, this surveillance edit prints 

the values of the input parameters and the model variables from most 
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activities as the model migrates, activity by activity, up and down 

the network on a selected complete iteration. If input parameters 

are correct as printed in the DATA REPORT, then correct transmission 

of data is assured. Such a check was performed and did demonstrate 

that the parameter values co~municated to the submodel were the same 

as those in the model input tables and in the report by Stewart and 

Goldstein (Ste81). 

C. Were MOdel 22C Output Data Co.piled for Publication 

as Intended? 

As suggested above, the prices, quanti ties, and capacity additions 

for each model y~ar may be found in the DATA REPORT edit, which can 

be printed for most activities during the final iteration. No values 

of the aggregate capital cost of capacity additions from Model 22C 

have been published except those in Tables III.2 and B.1 of Appendix 

B. 

Prices from Model 22C are given in two tables of the ARC-78 report 

(EIA79a, Tables 5.4 and 5.7). In an early study, K. Tech (Tec79) 

determined that most of these prices could be obtained from the 

DATA REPORT outputs from appropriate activities after compensating 

with a factor of 1.19 for the ratio between 1975 and 1978 dollar 

values. The oil prices in Table 5.4 were difficult to reproduce 

because a note on the table was ambiguous as to, the points in the 

network at which the prices were m~asured. The average prices for 

"raw materials" in Table 5. 7 were reproduced in spite of the table 

caption's failure to define the types Qf average taken. 

The energy flow quantities given in ARC-78 can be 'obtained from the 

RPORT (Coh79) edit of aggregated quantities discussed by Ford et al. 

(For81) and in Sect. V of this report. By reading the portions of 

those referenct:s dealing with replication of published results, one 

can appreciate the difficulty of determining whether the intended 

and labeled quantities were properly compiled. Three criteria are 
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available for verifying the energy flow aggregates used in the RPORT 

program. 

a. Is the aggregation reasonable for the labels on the quantities 

in ARC-78 (EIA79a)? All the aggregations of the RPORT program 

seem plausible, except for the inclusion as an industrial 

use in Table 5.9 of some· electric utility combined-cy.cle gas 

production. 

b. Is the aggregation consistent with the input data documenta

tion? Based on the Appendix to ARC-78 (EIA79a) and the 

draft report of Diedrich et al. (Die79), many consistencies 

and few inconsistencies were found. For example, the RPORT 

aggregations are generally consistent with the fractions of 

natural gas loss attributed to various causes (Die79). 

c. Were the text and table 

sufficiently clear to define 

tabulated values in terms of 

.always. 

captions of ARC-78 (EIA79a) 

uniquely the meaning of the 

Model 22C energy flows? ·Not 

The difficulty noted in item c above, which plagued the present 

authors in defining the responses of Sect. III and Appendix B 

of this report, is inherent in the energy problem. The language 

does not provide a sufficiently precise meaning for the various 

energy sectors to allow a determination, for instance, of whether 

refinery losses are in the oil/gas or industrial sector, or of 

where energy transportation costs belong. Thus, while the text and 

table captions of ARC-78 (EIA79a) contain considerable definition 

of the tabula ted items, the evaluation team found great difficulty 

in reproducing the published tables from model flows before the 

detailed operation of the obscure and incompletely documented RPORT 

program was understood. This important finding indicates the need 

for even more careful labeling of material tabulated in EIA reports. 

TQ provide explicit definition of tabulated quantities, tables 
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eq~ivalent to (but possibly simpler than) Table B.2 of Appendix B are 

required. Table captions and footnotes should at least clarify major 

points. such as whether oil production includes synthetic liquids 

from coal as well as shale oil. By extending the pr?gram RPORT or 

its equivalent. such tables could be produced on request and could 

have certain consistency with the RPORT tabulations themselves. As 

indicated in the New York Times quotation in Sect. III.B. tabulated 

quantities are not more precise than their definitions. 
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D. Conclusions on LEAP-78 Verification 

The LEAP--78 mathematical model was defined only by the c.omputer 

subprograms themse.lves rather than by documentation by the mode1fers, 

although the principal submodels representing· generic energy-economy 

activities· do· have the general form specified in the documentation 

of earlier models of the same family. (The equations have. now be.en 

document.ed as part of the present project.) 

The model parameters entered into its input tables were prop·erly 

communicated by the program to the model subroutines. 

The evaluation group experienced difficulty in reproducing the tables· 

of aggregated model results. in ARC-78 (EIA79al because the table 

captions and table footnotes there did not uniquely define. what 

the tabulated values represented. It is recommended that future· 

published tabulations of LEAP· results be more c.arefully defined and 

that the subprogram (RPORT in LEAP-78) that provides the aggregated 

results for the published summary tables be programmed to· provid'e, 

a readable list that explicitly· identifies the components. of· e.ach, 

tabulated quantity. 
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IX. 'JBB SBNSrriVlfi Oil DIPOR.TANr IIODBL 22C JmSULTS TO INPU'I' 

To gain understanding of a model's behavior as inputs are altered, 

to project the uncertainty in model results induced by input data 

uncertainty, or to focus input da:ta analysis efforts toward those 

parameters for which greatest accuracy is needed, it is useful to 

know at least the first derivatives of important model results with 

respect to model input parameters. The first two of these purposes 

are essential goals of a model evaluation (Wei80). (Some important 

model results, or "responses," for Model 22C are defined in Table 

111.2 and Appendix B.) 

Even for the complex and rather slow-running Model 22C, one 

may "measure" by program rerun the derivatives ("sensitivity 

coefficients") of desired responses with respect to input parameters 

believed to be important. This "direct (recalculation) sensitivity 

study" technique has the advantage that, following a rerun, one has 

the information needed to approximate derivatives of all responses 

to the changed parameter, provided that the observed response 

differences are ~arge enough to be significant with respect to 

the model convergence tolerances. With more reruns, some higher-

order derivatives can also be obtained. However, use of the direct 

sensitivity method to obtain all the first derivatives is not 

practical, for long-running programs with thousands of parameters, 

to obtain values of large sensitivities to parameters that were 

not previously recognized to be important. The alternative. "adjoint 

~en~itivity technique" can, in principle, give the derivatives with 

resp~ct to each of thousands of input parameters, especially if 

sensitivities are needed fn:r only a few critical responses (Obl80). 

For the present evaluation, both types of studies have been 

performe4. Subsection A below describes sensitivity studies for 
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responses from Table 111.2 for a number of important parameter or 

parameter-group changes. The idea was to obtain indications of the 

model response to a few parameter changes comparable in magnitude to 

the uncertainty in those parameters. Subsection B gives the main 

results of a novel and comprehensive first-order adjoint sensitivity 

study for four responses. 

A. Sensitivities of ~1 22C Reapoaaea to aa.e 
C:O.pled Par-ter Claaqea 

In· the direct rerun studies, the approach was to test sensitiviti~s 

to parameters used· in groups of similar activities. In the case 

of "global" parameters that automatically apply to many activities, 

th'is was e~sily done. In other cases, simultaneous changes were 

made in the same parameter for a number of related model activities. 

This strat~gy tended .to assure that some of the observed response 

changes would be large relative to the model convergence uncertainty, 

but it left open .the question of the relative .contribution of any 

specific activity to the measured derivatives. Some other parameter 

changes w~re made to test the consequences of apparent inpu~ errors 

~nd questionable parameter values. 

in this ~ubsection, tables of respo~se changes or sensitivities. are 

given for three mod.el years for responses from Table 111.2. These 

responses are precisely defined in Appendix B • 

. . 
·~· To perr'orm the studies summarized in this ·subsection, 

the '''base" case Model 22C (i.e., original parameter set) was first 

converge4 to a (relative) tolerance. of S .x 10-4 us'ing Eq. (VI-S) 

(s~e Sect. V.F). The parameter cha~ges for a particular rerun, 

specified in detail and identified by "case number" in Appendix C, 

were then entered, and the rev;sed model was run to convergence 

with a tolerance of 10-3 • The "response" values were computed f.or 
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normal and pert~rbed cases, and the response change AR was obtained 

by subtracting the normal from.the perturbed.• 

Effects of sa.e par-eter alterations. Table IX.1 gives response 

changes for some marked alterations in parllJDeters. The results of 

Table IX.1 are not useful for estimation of derivatives (sensitivity 

coefficients) because the parameter changes (for this table only) 

show th~ ~mpact of what we inte~ret as input errors or other rather 

major input ~1 terations that are inconsistent with the definition of 

a derivative. Values of change that approach the magnitude of the 

accuracy targets of Table 111.2 are jlnderlined. For ~rientation, the 

value of the response itself from Model 22C is 'listed at the r~ght 

side of each sheet for year i010. Note that the response changes 

listed in this table are in the same units as the response itself; 

for example; Case 1 indicates that setti~g the operating cost as.ing 

rate to 0.03 results in a decrease in y~ar 2010 t~tal energy-re~ated 

cap.ital cost per GNP (Response 35) of Q .011, over 1/5 of the va.l:ne 

itself. Unless la~eled, the values in the table are dimensionless. 

Th~·cases are discussed in turn below. 

*The parameter modifications given in Appendix C for each case were 
entered using the PERUSE· option of LEAP-78 (Coh79). The prices, 
quantities, and capacit.y additions for all activiti~s (after. the 
p~rturbed model run) were rolled. onto disk files using a minor 
modification of the subprogram . caped by the DISPLA command ·of 
PERUSE. The present values of capitAl cost per ~~ t -of ~apaci ty 
(NPCC) for all conversions activities and the resource lease values 

. were obta~ned using one of the ·de.b~g edits of LEAP-78.. The need~d 
portion of the outp~t informatio~ was edited using the SUPERWYLBUR 
utility. This extra effort was required only for the b.,_se (Model 
22C) ~ase and those other oases that altered the capital cost 
and owner's profit calculations. Because tlie"se unit c0st factors 
are computed directly from input parameters, 'model ih;ration was 
not required to obtain numerical values. All calculations were 
performed on.Dopartment of Energy (DOE) Forre$tal Computing Facility 
(FCF) computer systems. 



TABIB !1.1 

Oaaaoc la •- t.portaat ros,.a.se fo: salaoto4 aajor pcraaeter altoratloaa • 

Ca11o ~ Caoa a ~om al! Caao U 
Oporatl.q Coat ~ Prloe Blaatlolty lao- Blaatlolty · lllpal llarket Dtroa at l.eapo!Uie 
· ·Rate Correotlcna ·' Corrootloa0 BKtrrapolattoa B«ul Prlo .. Yalu 

Clluulae · 
llollpOilae 

Namher Short lloaponse Defla!tloa8 1980 '"' :2010 !titS 2010 "" 2010 lt80 "'' 2010 2010 

1 Total energy--related cost -3x10 -4 -3x10 -4 +4xl0-4 -0.0001 -0.0014 0.001 Or015 ...;o.oo5o -0.0093 -0.0098 0.16 
to end users per GNP 

17 Total ener_gy cost .to. the 0.0024 0.0057 0 .• 0068 .-0.0001 -o.0013 0.001 0.013 -0.0056 ::l!...ill -0.014 0.13 
four demand sectors per 
GNP 

:24 Cumulative 0.0021 0.0036 0.0053 -4 -4 0.0006 0.0037 -0·.0041 -0.0090 -0.0113 0.13 energy cost to -lxlO '-6:d0 
the demand se·ctors per 
cumulative GNP' 

1-4 

35 Total energy--relat;d capi- -o·.oi3 -o·.o1.o -o.ou -4 -4 
2.....2.2ll -0.0041 -0;0055 -0.0044 0.047 ~ O.OxlO -2.6x10 -0.0 

tal cost per GNP ... 
.2 Fuel import cost per GNP 

·. -4 
3.9:1:10 ·-4 -4 -4 11.7zl0 11.5zl0 -0.2zl0 -4 -l.lzlO 0.0002 0.0012 0.0021 2....Q.!!l1. 0.0084 0.010 

12 Annual domestic production 0.28 1.49 1.41 0.05 -o.23 -0.30 1. 71 -1.41 -2.21 -0.49 35 quad 
of natural oil and gas, 
including Alaska (quad) 

13 Annual .imports of oil and 0.29 0.74 0.83 -0;01 -o.09 0.16 1.00 0.42 2;87 Lll 9 quad 
oil-products (quad) 

15 Annual domestic production 0.00 -0.10 -0.12 -o.012 -o.22 0.046 1.59 -lxlO -0.75 -2.68 12 quad 
of shale-oil, coal liquids, 
and high-:Btu synthetic ·sas 
(qu!ld) 

7. Fractional electricity use -0.0014 -0.0026 -0.0008 -o.oooo 0.0015 0.0001 -o.0017 -o.OlO -0.035 ~ 0.22 



··~· Jtw.be:l' Slo:l't JleapoAM Defb.ltlOD• 

1 

17 

24 

35 

2 

12 

13 

15 

7 

Total energy-related cost 
to end users per GNP 

Total energy cost to the 
four demaad sectors per 
GNP 

Cumulative energy cost to 
the demand secto~s per 
cumulative GNP 

Total energy-related capi
tal cost per GNP 

Fuel import cost per GNP 

Anaual doematic productlon 
of natura: oil and gas, 
including Alaska (quad) 

Anaual impo=ts of oil and 
oil products (quad) 

Annual domestic production 
of shale oil, coal liquids, 
and high-Btu synthetic gas 
(quad) 

Fractional ~lectricity use 

ea •• 32 
Saa11 a11ooatlODtP:I'loe 

.... utyltlea 

1!110 1!195 2010 

ea .. 33 
La:l'ae a11ooatloa.,..loe 

aOilaltlYUlea 

1!1110 2010 

0.0022 0.0044 0.0049 -0.0042 -0.0098 -0.0119 

0.0023 0.0045 o.ooso -0.004 -0.012 -0.014 

0.0017 0.0032 0.0041 -0.0026 -0.0073 -0.0104 

-o.ooo• o.oo14 o.ooo5 -o.oo19 -o.~046 -o.oo28 

La:l'ae a1looatlOD prlo. •&aal
tlYltlaa • .._..te:l' laaa 

1!110 2010 

-0.0059 -0.0103 -0.0104 

-0.006 

-o.oo5o -0.0100 -0.0123 

-0.0042 -0.0052 -0.0043 

4.~x10-4 -4.0xl0-4 0.0025 0.0073 0.0075 

1.03 1.50 -0.07 -0.43 1. 71 0.28 -1.61 -2.15 -0.76 

0.26 0.68 0.59 -0.37 -0.52 -0.64 0.48 2.60 

2x10-:S 0.42 1.61 -0.00 -1.34 0.29 -lxlO -0.52 -1.34 

-0.0001 -0.0034 -0.0045 -0.011 -o .033 -0.026 -0.010 -0.035 

2010 

0.16 

0.13 

0.13 

0.047 

0.010 

35 quad 

9 quad 

12 quad 

0.22 

aFor complete response definitions, see Appendix B. The complete definitions of the parameter changes are given in Appendix C. All values 
are dimensionless unless units are assigned. 1 quad = 10•• Btu. 

bCase !--operating cost aging rate= 0.03. 

cease 2--Price elastiJity of demand = -0.34. Milintained long-term price elasticity at -0.5 by a corresponding change ill SENS. 

dCase 28--income elasticities at 1995 values for later years. 

eCase 31--market shar's at equal prices are all equal. 

fCase 32--no allooati·Jn price sensitivities above 5.0. 
8case 33--No allooatiJn price sensitivities less than 12.5. 

hCase 41--same as cas' 33, but also decrease supply-side allocation behavioral lags 3~. 
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Case 1 reduces the variable- operating cost aging rate (VOAGRT) to 

the intended value of 0.03; it was entered incorrectly by EIA as a 

3. in Model 22C (Ste81). The effect of the error was that increased 

costS ascribed to aging occured precipitouSly in Model 22C when 

plants reached their nominal lifetimes. 

for energy-related capital costs, the 

from setting VOAGRT = 0.03 were all 

accuracy targets given in Table 111.2. 

Except for ·those changes 

response changes resulting 

less than one'-third of the 

Therefore, for the selected 

responses, the VOAGRT input error had significant, but not dominant·~ 

consequences. Recall that Responses 1 and 17 · represent two ways 

of measuring total energy cost per GNP in the model. (Response 

1 includes the capital and operating costs to consumers of end-use 

equipment such a!! furnaces, boilers, etc.) It is interesting tha·t 

these responses react so differently to this particular parameter 

change and, therefore, ca~ot be considered equivalent. 

Case 2 indicates the changes in the values of selected responses 

on correction of the likely error made at EIA by inputting the 1-

year short~term price· elasticity of demand instead of a value for 

one (5-year) model period as was indicated. The table shows that 

the correction made no significant change in the selected responses· 

for year 2010. Recall that the price elaSticity in the· end-use· 

dem.and model takes effect only after year 1995 ;- therefore, changes 

up through that time should be very small. As expected, the general 

effect of the correc~io~ is to reduce demand. 

Case 28 investigates an alteration of the income elasticities of 

demand tabulated in ARC-78 (EIA79a) to hold them at the_ir 1995 

values for years beyond that time. Some of the elasticities used.to 

estimate the demand quantity paths were scaled down markedly toward 

year 2020 in Mode~ 22C to reflect -the low population growth rate 

and the saturation of per capita demand that were assumed (Ste81, 

graphs in Appendix C). The underlined changes for relative total 

and capital cost approach the accuracy tar-gets of .'l'able 111.2. As 
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expected, this change increased energy demand· in the late model 

years. 

Case 31 tests the effect of setting the market shares at equal prices 

(FREQPR) to be the same for each link at each multiple-supplier 

allocation activity. Although the use of very different equal-price 

shares is questioned in Sect. X, the arbitrary use of equal values 

in Model 22C would also have been inappropriate. The idea here is 

to test what the maximum effect would be of changes toward equal.ity. 

Relative to the accuracy targets previously established, the primary 

impacts were to (1) greatly inc~ease energy import quantity and cost, . ·., 

(2) decrease electricity production, and (3) reduce the projected 

overall energy cost. Although the tested case was an extreme 

one, it illustrates that the Model 22C unequal FREQPR values did 

significantly impact important responses. 

Cases 32 and 33 test the importance of the variety of values for 
·. . . 

the allocation price sensitivity parameter that is used throughout 

the.model. Case 32 sets the parameter for all allocation activities 

to S .0, the lowest value used in Model 22C; whereas in Case 33. 

all lower values were changed to the highest common v~lue of 12 .s. 
Reducing the high sen~itivities in Case 32 increased projected energy 

costs, but had .no impacts larger than about one-third the accuracy 

tugets of Ta~le 111.2. Increasing sensitivity values in Case 33 

toward the ideal of more perfect competition reduced projected costs 

by an amount significant for changes in a single class of parameters. 

Case 41. in which shortened supply-side allocation behavioral lags 

were combined with the higher price sensitivities of Case 33, shows 

the general energy cost reductions of Case 33 plus greatly increased 

fuel import projections and yet~smaller electricity use. These cases 

illustrate that the hard-to-estimate allocation behavioral parameters 

can have significant impact on model results. In particular.·· the 15-

to 20-year behavioral lags in the oil resource area apparently acted 

to reduce significantly the projected impott.nce qf oil import$. 
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Sensitivity coefficients for coupled parsaeter chaDBOS. Results are. 

given below for sensitivity coefficients estimated iil two different 

ways from model reruns detailed in Appendix C. 

For some of the examples of coupled parameter changes below. only one 

perturbed case was run and the first-order sensitivity coefficient 

Sl = dR/dx was approximated by the ratio AR/Ax. where the numerator 

is the change in the response that was "measured" when stated Model 

22C parameters were altered by an amount Ax. (Because some responses 

may not be linear functions of the parameter x. the size of the 

perturbation Ax used is significant.) For other examples. two 

or more magnitudes of perturbation Ax were studied so that both 

first- and second-order sensitivity coefficients could be obtained 

by fitting a parabola to the observed response changes according to 

the expression 

AR =·Sl ·Ax+ (82/2) (Ax) 3 +(higher-order terms) (IX-1) 

Here. Sl is the first-order s~nsit1vity coefficient previously 

defined. and 82 (::;;;d 3 R/dx 3 ) is an approximate value of the second._ 

order coefficient. The Ax in Eq. (IX-1) can correspond to an 

absolute change AP in one or more parameters (e.g •• dollars per unit 

of capacity or years) or to a relative change AP/P. depending on the 

example. Note that Sl and 82 are absolute sensitivity coefficients 

rather than the relative ones that are often defined as in Sect. 

IX.B. below. 

Table IX.2 gives twelve sets of absolute sensitivity coefficientS 

of important model responses with respect to changes in selected 

parameters~ For the first five and for the 12th examples. values of 

both Sl and 82 were obtained; for th~ others. only 81 was determined. 

In either case. the number of figures given assures that the last 

figure has some numerical significance if the relative uncertainty 

in the converged responses is· i 1 x 10-4 • (Experience shows that 
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~ool•to .... ltlYitloo do- lllportut roopoaaoo to par ... tor ....... • 

Bullplo1 (Az•o .... o Ia .. IMP laorouo/JWar) ........ 
S1 a vat-... .,.... lJSO lJfS 2010 1t80 1'" 2010 2010 

1 E-relatod cost to DEMAND per GNP 0.0024 0.004g 0.0045 0.0002 0.0015 0.0040 0.16 

17 E cost to demand sectors per GNP 0.0124 0.005g o.oo6g 0.0002 0.0012 0.0033 0.13 

24 eum· E cost per cum. GNP 0.0022 0.0035 0.0057 0.0002 0.0006 0.0019 0.13 

35 5-related capital cost per GNP -0.34:110 -3 3.29:110 -3 0.43x10 -3 -0.02(1)xl0-3 0.49:110 -3 1.35:110 -3 0.047 

2 Fuel import cost per GNP 0.3h10 -3 1.04:110 -3 o. 73x10 -3 o.04xlO -3 -3 0.30x10. 0.7x10-3 0.010 

12 Domestic oil/gas production, -0.53 !..!! iJ. -o.oog(5)b 0.22 1.1 35 quad 
1011 Btu 

13 Oil/oil product imports, 0.244 2.45 Ll. 0.012 0.54 1.5 9 quad 
1011 Btu 

15 Synthetic oil and gas prod., 5(2):>:10-5 0.74 !..! O:d0-5 0.19 1.1 12 quad 
1011 Btu 

20 Fractional liquid B to demaad 0.19'z10-3 -o.0060 -0.0162 0,09x10 -3 -0.0003 -O.OOO.H2) 0.34 

19. Fractional primary E to liquids 0.14:d0 -3 -0.0039 -0.0090 O.lOxlO -3 o.oooo -0.0014 0.29 

11 Coal fraction of doa. primary B -3 1.371<10· O.OOg7 0.0144 
. -3 

-0.15:110 0.0006 -0.0037 0.45 

7 Fractional electricity use 0.36d0 -3 4. 7:d0 -3 5 .3x10 -3 -0.01(1)xl0-3 -0.5x10-3 -2.0x10 -3 0.22 

Caaos 3, 4, 11, 12 

8 Tho responsoa are dofiaod precisely by number i::l Appondi:l: B, and the parameters are precisely defined by case number in Appendix C. Numerical 
response values are ia Table III.2·and Table B.1 ln Appendix B. 

bVah•ea in pannthesea are the uncertainty in tbe last figure, given if failure to fit an intermediate data point is taken as equivalent to a 
convergence tolerance (only given when large). 

1-C 

'1 
10 



TAIIUI U.2 (oOJltblud): Abaol•te .... ltlTitiea of aaE. t.portaat reapoaaea to par ... ter ....... 

Bzaple 2 (A& • relatl•a o .... e AP/P la all .arbt abre prioe aeaaltlTltlea) ... ,_.. 
S1 82 Talu ... ,_ .. 1910 1995 2010 1910 1995 2010 2010 

1 E-related cost to DEMAND per GNP -0.0074 -0.0112 -0.0114 0.008 0.009 0.005 -0.16 

17 E cost to demand sectors per GNP -0.0075 -0.0111 -0.0100 0.009 0.009 0.002(2)b 0.13 

24 C~ E cost per cum. GNP -0.0046 -0.0089 -0.0097 0.006 0.008 0.007 0.13 

35 E-related capital cost per GNP -0.0026 -0.0035 -0.0014 0.0007 0.0012 0.001(2)b 0.047 

2 Fuel import cost per GNP .. -0.0007 -0.0006 -0.0015 0.000 0.002 0.003 0.010 

12 Domestic oil/gas production,· -0.91 1.2 -0.9(3) 2.0 1 5(2) 35 quad 
1011 Btu 

13 - Oil/oil product imports, -0.39 -0.70 -1.35 0.0 0.3 1.6 9 quad- 1-1 
1011 Btu ~ 

15" Synthetic oil -and gas prod., -0.004 -1.8 -0.5(3) 0,02 0.6(8) -1(3) 12 quad .... 
1011 Btu 0 

20 Fractional liquid B·to demand· -o;014 -0:028 -o.026 0.002(2). 0~012 0;02 o·.34 

19. Fractional· primary B to liquids -0.007 -0.018 -o.023_. 0.004(2) 0.032 0.060 0.29 

11 Coal fraction of dom~ primary B 0.017 -0.006 -o.048 -o.Ol -0.02(1) 0.02(2) 0.45-

7 Fractional electricity use -0.017 -0.028 -o.oo8 .- 0.011 0.001(1) -0.013 0.22 

Cases 34, 35, 36 



Bul91• I (Aa • reletl .. •baa•· AP/P Ia all ~aU. 1t.._lual allooatloa laaa) 

.. spoaa •. 
81 m Yalaa ........ 1MO "" 2010 1J80 1Jts 2010 2010 

1 E-rela ted eost to III!MAND 111er GNP 0.0·)38 0.0087 0.0098 -0.005(2) -0.006(2) -0.003(2) 0.1~ 

17 E coat to •emand:aectors per GNP O.Ool35 0.0087 0.0103 -0.004 -0.006 -0.003(1) 0.13 

24 Cum B.coat per cum •. GNP 0.0029 0.0054 0.0081 -0.004 -0.005· -0.005 0.13 

35 E-related capital coat pe~ GNP -0.0006. 0.0016 0.0036 0.003 -0.006 -0.000 0.047 

2 FUel .import cost per GNP O.OGll 0.0034 0.0023 -0.002 -0.003 -o.ooo 0.010 

'12 n_OiDeatic oil/8&8 producti•)ll, 0.6 M 2.7 -o.8(4) ~.8 -2.4 35 quad· 
1011 Btu 

13 .Oil/oil product imports, 0.80 1.99 1.46 -1.7 -2.2 -0.3 9 quad 
1011 Btu 

15 Sy11.thetic c·il and 9aa .prod., 
. -5 
6 .zlO 0.91 L.!l. 

-5 -12d0 -0.41 1.9 12 quad 
1011 Btu 

20 Fa:aotioul liquid B'to ·demand 0.010 0.027 0.033 -o-.03 -0.04 -0.03 0.34 

19 Fractiou-1 primary B to liquid&• 0.021 0.050 0.050 -o.o5 -0.05 -0.02 0.29 

1.1 C:lal fractioll of doa. primary B· -0.013. -o.048 0.021 0.021 0.049 0.008(4) 0.45 

7 Fractional electricity uae -0.003 -0.017 -o.024 0.007 0.023 0;007(2) 0.22 

Caees 37. 38 

; 



... poue 
ll a Value ....... ltD 1tJS 2010 1!110 1Hs 2010 2010 

1 E-related ·colt to DEMAND p~r ··mw 0.0037 0.0054 0.0032 O.OOl(~?b 0.005., .. 0.007 0.16 

B: coat to demand aec"to~a: pei .. GNP 0.0036' 
--.'i 

0.001(1) 17 0.0056. 0.0032' 0.005 . 0.007 0.13 

24 CUm E ·cost per clllll. GNP 0.0035 0.0046 0,0045 0.001(1) 0.003 0.005 0.13 

35 E-r·elated capital cost per GNP -0.0011 -0.0002'(1) 0.0001(1) 0.002(1) 0.005 0.002 0.047 

2 .Fuel ~port co1it per GNP . 0.0002. 0.0012 0.0023 -0.0012 -0.0069. -0.0081 0.010 .. 

12 Domestic· oil/saa· production, -0.4 -0.9 2.4 1 3 -2 35 quad 
1os• Btu· ~ 13- Oil/oil. pr~~uct· ·impo'rt~. 0.10 0.91 1;99 -o.8 -5.4 -7.7 9 quad .... 
lOU Btu ...., 

15 Synthetic oil and sas prod., -2 .6:1:10""'4. -0.95 -5.39 7.2:1tl0 -4 2;77 9.7 12 quad 
'lOU Btu 

20 Fractional liquid B to demand -0.001(1) -o.004 -o.005 -o.oo -o.oo -0.006(4) 0.34 

19 Fractional -primary B to liquids -0.002(1) -0.006 -0.010 0;00· 0.00 0.014 0.29 

11. Coal. fraction of dom. primary"!.· 0.003 0.006 -0.013 -0.002(2) 0.014 0.08 0.45 

7 Fractional'electricity use· 0.0004(2) 0.0020 0.0015 o.oo 0.00 0.002(2) 0.22 

Cases 39, 40 

...... 



TAIII.B :m.1 <-u.iau4): Abaolute aoaaltlvltlea of aame Urpclrtaat reapoaaea to pu:-t.r ...... II 

BuBDle S (b • ...... AP Ia de11t rate) 

....... 11 

81 8Z Valu 

leapoau ltiO 1!195 2000 ltSO 1995 2010 .2010 

1 E-related cost to DEMAND per GNP 0.117 0.105 o.on o.oo -0.06(3) -o.13 0.16 

17 E coat to dema•d sectors per GNP 0.015 0.022 0.027 -0.03(2) -o.o8 -0.12 0.13 

24 Cum E cost per cum. GNP 0.014 0.018 0.022 -0.03(2) -o.os -0.08 0.13 

35 E-rel'ated capit.al co.t per GNP 0.062 0.047 0.050 0.03(1) 0.02(1) -0.05 0.047 

2 Fuel import eoa.t per GNP 0.0006 0.0038 0.0085 -0.005(3) -o.024 -0.011 0.010 

12 Domestic oil/gu production, -1.1 -o.4(1) 22.2 6(6) -26(7) -66 35 quad ~ 10;'' Btu 

o·u/oll product importl, 
... 

13 0.44 2.84 6.5 -3(2) -14 -2(1) 9 quad ~ 

1011 Btu 

15 Syuthe tic oil IIDd gas prod., 9&10-s -6.41 -34.4 -o.0007 53 98 12 quad 
. 1011 Btil 

10 Fractional liquid E to.demaud -o.002(1) 0.004 0.001[1) o.o o.o o.o 0.34 

19 Fractional priaa·ry E to liquids -0.009 -0.036 -o.058 o.o 0,1 0.0 0.29 

11. Coal fractiou·or dom. primary E 0.016 ·-0,038 -o.243 o.o 0.4 0.3(1) .0.45 

7 Fractioual electricity uae 0.019 0.060 0.061 0.0 . -o.05(3) -0.13 0.22 

P iD base case = 0.04 
Cases 46, 47, 49 



·TM~&. u.2 c-u .... ,:. Daolato -lti•ltiea of· •-:~t ~eapouoa to.~tu_ ....... 

..... Ia 7 (Aa 

Bulrplo ' (Aa • · • nlatin ....... ..... lo I (Aa • o .... o ........ 
.c .... o-4P·ia '4P/P ia O&JUltJ' fao- · 4P ia. · oad7. iatr:odutloa .:Yalu 
oipltJ'.nto) ·t• -ltl..rltJ' ~-t•d . pnaltJ') 

II II II ........ : 1910" ltJS . 2010 1910 . 1tt5 2010 1910 1tt5 ..... ·2010 2010 

1 . E•re'lated ·cost to o:2.46 · 0.2.36 ·'o.2.37 0.0131 0.0112. 0;0069 .-0.0014 0.0007(3) 0.000 0.16 
DEMAND· per GNP 

17 E ·coat to dem~~nd 0.068 c o.osi 0.088 0.0117 0.0117 o;·oo75· -0 •. 0005(3) 0.0010 0.000 0.13 
·sect on per GNP 

2.4 Cum. E coat -per cum. GNP 0.062. 0.075 0.082. 0.0088 .0.0111 . 0.0104 ·o.oooo 0.0007(3) 0.0005(3) 0.13 

35 E-related capital -o.149 ~ -o .12.2. 0;0050 '0.0030 0.002.0 ..:.0.0011 -0.0000 0.0000 0.047 
: coat· per GNP 

2._ Fuel· import coat 0.0045 0.0172. 0.02.52 ·O.OOlS 0.0016 0.0008 0.0018 0.0010 .• 0;0002 0.010 
per"GNP · '· 

12. Dome'suc oil/8as -8.2. -12.6 45.5 1.83 1."53 -0.14 -0.9 -0.3 0.4 35 ~uad 
production, lOU Btu 

13 Oil/oil product 3.0 12.3 2.1.3 1.2.1 1.2.5 0.65 1.47 0.72. 0.17 9 quad 
imports, lOU Btu 

15 Synthetic oil and 0.0049 -14.7- ::11 ·6.7d0 
-5 

0.43· 1.78 -0.099 -0.176 -0.14 12. quad 
sa• prod., 1os• Btu 

2.0 Fractional liquid E -o.006(5) 0.007 -0.017 0.0197 0.0161 . 0.0112 0.007 0.003 0.002.(1) 0.34 
to. demand 

19 ,Frac"tional· primary -o.o3 ·-o.u -0.2.0 '0.0171 0.0140 0.0102 0.005(1) 0.002. 0.001 0.2.9 
B .to liquids 

11 Coal fraction.of dom. 0 .• 04. -o:14 -0.71 -o.0075 -,-0.0043 0.0047 -0.014 -0.004 0.000 0.45. 
. primary E 

7 Fractional eleotrici ty 0.070 . 0.196 0.170 -o:0076 -0.0115. -o.0100 0.0019 ·0.0019 ·0.0007(4) . 0.2.2. 
use 

p =·.!1.10; &P "'· -0.01. AP/P = -o.104S~ p .. 0.10; P.":",-,0.05 
.~ase ~8 .. ·case· 43 · Case 42. 

0 Thla i•i the 'l·araest change. per~~tted iD tfle model of the basic. conv~rsion and eleot~ic po:..er conversion processea, The Ch1Ul8e initiated at the 
input was actually AP/P "' -0.2.0, .and this change was pel'lllitted by the resource .extraction submodela. ·The indicated value of -0.104 waa uaed 
to estimate sensitivity ooefficienta beoauae iD Model 2.2.C the reaource prooeues operate aear unity capacity factor. 

-~ 
I .... • 



) 

........ 
1 · E-rehted co&t to 
D~ per GNP . ----f7 E cost to demand 
sectors per GNP 

. 24 Cum. E cost per cum • GNP 

35 ·E-related capital 
cost per GNP 

2 Fuel import cost 
pu GNP 

12 Domestic oil/aas 
production, 1011 Jtu 

13 . Oil/oil- product 
imports, 1011 Btu 

15 Synthetic oil and 
8&1 prod., 1011 Btu 

20 Fractional liquid E 
to demand· 

19 Fractional primary 
E to liquids 

11 Coal fraction of dom. 
primary E 

7 Fractional electricity 
use 

Bu.plo ll (Az Q obqo 
· . U ·ta par of -nlal 

LYallallilltJ') 

81 

1!110 1llfS· 

··o::8C3>xto-5 . -1.h:10-s 

o.8<3>xto-5 -1.h:10-s 

·o.8xto-5 -l.h:lO -s 
-O.J:dO -s S.9:d0 -5 

0.2:d0 -s 2.8:1:10 -s 

-0.0026 0.0300 

0.0016 0.0239 

-0.00037 -0.0491 

-o.3(1):d0 -s . -s 
-1.0:d0 

-o :3 < 1 > xto -s . -s -14.h:10 

0.03:d0 -3 -1.46:d0 -3 

0.3:1:10 -s 3.7xto-s 

AP ~ -5 years 
Ca.se 44 

.. 2010 

-1.3i<10-s 

. -1.3:1:10 -s 

-1.2:d0 -s 

-0.4:d0 -s 

-s 0.8:d0 

-0.0210 

0.0080 

0.0108 

-2.0:i:lO-s 

-s -:lO.OxlO · 

-0;35:d0 -3 

2.6:1:10 -s 

Baa~&tlo 10 (Az • 
roiatl•• obqo U/P 

i.a. apful -oapltal· u4 or
oraU.., ooata) 

81 

1tl0 · 1li!IS 2010 

0.0019 0.0036 0.0085 

0.0019 o.oo37 0.0089 

0.0018 0.0026 0.0049 

-0.0004 -0.0028 0.0038 

0.0004 0.0024 o.ooss 

-o.60 0.22 !.!..1. 

0.29 1.89 4.63 

. 5.7x10 -s -3.39 ~ 

0.000 --o.oou -o:o088 

0.00(1 -0.0099 -0.037 

0.0036 -0.0283 -0.148 

0.0005 0.0028 

AP/P = 0.1 
- Case 50 

0.0077 

Baa~&tlo II (Az 
•obqoUi.a. 
owaor•a latoreat rato) 

81 

ltiO If liS 2010 

~0.2.2.2 -0.103 -0.012 

-0.228 ·-0.108 -0.009 

-0.238 -0.173 -0.106 

-0.147 -0.077 -o.019 

-0.0346 -0.0694 -0.0392 

53 100 6.5 

-22.5 -47 -34 

·-0.0044 -6.9 33 

-0.03 o.oo -0.016 

-0.025 0.026 0.021 

-0.111. 0.109 0.47 

-o.038 -0.061 0.004(3) 

P = 0.080; AP = -0.008 
Case-27 

, .. 

........ 
Valua 

2010 

0.16 

0.13 

0.13 

0.047 

0.010 

35 quad ~ 
~ 
Ul 

9 quad 

12 quad 

0.34 

0.29 

0.45 

0.22 



.DIUl U.2 ,_tt.a.d): Allao1•t• ..-altl~l~oa,of aam. iaportaat zoapoaaoa to pu-tor ~~~· 

..._.1• 12 (.tb • ralatl~• luroaae 4P/P per s-yeu perlo4 
la prloo of l..porto4 oil u4 aoa after ~u 2000) ........ 

81 S2 Valu 

... DfOUO 1910 1995 2010 uao 1995 .2010 -2010 

1 E-related cost to .DEMAND per GNP ·.0~0003 0.0014 0.0203 -0.006 -0.019 -0.076 0;16 

17 E coat to demand sectora ·per GNP 0.0002 0.0014 0.0213 -0.006 -0.019 -0.082 0.13 

24 Cum, E cost per cum. GNP 0.0002 0.0006 0.0058 -0.005 -0.010 -0.030 0.13 

35 !!-related capital :cost per·GNP .o .oooo o.oooo 0.0096 0.001 0.000 -0.082 0.047 
-3 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 

0.010 2 :EneJ;gy import cost :Per· GNP 0· •. 05%10 0.50%10 6.03:1:10 -1.1%10 -6.h:10 57.6:1:10 .... 
12 D.omestic oil/.gas .production, -0.09 -o.40 1.40 1.7 8.1 -30.5 35 quad '1 1011 •Btu .... 
13 -OU/oU product imports, 0.02(1) .0._.32 -9.56 -o.8 -4.1 60.8 9 quad Cl\ 

1011. Btu 

_15 Synthetic ··Oil and gas prod., -1.5%10 
-5 -0;200 10.2 O.OdO 

-5 -0.05(1) -62.0 .12 quad 
.1011_;Btu 

20 F.ractio~~a1 liquid I! to. demand 0.0005(2) 0.0015 -0.0105 -o.002(3) -0.005(2) 0.012 0.34 

19 Fractional pri111aey E .. to ·.liquids 0.0005(2) 0.0007 -G;0023 -0.002(2) -0.001(2) -o.oo8· 0.29 

11 -C:ooi!-.!ucUon .of dom •.. pr.imary E ·.·0.0001(1) -o .oo53 0.070 -o.004(1) 0.006(2) -0.35 0.45 
-

7 Fractional.ele.ctricii-7· ::~~ 0.0001(1) 0 •. 0005 0.0089 -0.002(1) -o.007 -0.047 0.22 

Cases 29, 30 
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the major flows in the model are much more tightly conyerged than the 

value of the convergence tolerance.) Where more than two parameter 

changes of the same type were made. results were checked to assure 

that they were consistent with the indicated significance. In 

reading Table IX.2. one must note whether the parameter variations 

were absolute (Ax = AP) or relative (Ax = AP/P); the AR of Eq. 

(IX-1) is always absolute in the sense that it has the same units 

as the responses defined in Table 111.2 and listed for year 2010 

at the right side of each sheet. Column headings and footnotes 

differentiate between these possible interpretations and give the 

Case numbers from Appendix C that led to the tabulated values. 

Example 1 in Table IX.2 states, for instance. that if the post-1980 

real GNP increase per year assumed in Model 22C (2.4 to 3.5%/year) 

is increased by 1'!b/year for all years 1981 to 2020 (to 3.4 to 

4.5'1&/year), domestic oil/gas production (Response 12) in year 2010 is 

projected to increase by AR = 81 ' 1 + 1/2 • S2 • 1 3 = 4.7 + 1/2(1.1) 

= 5.2 x 1015 Btu/year. For the same case, the 82 term is relatively 

much more important for Response 1; for the same Ax = 1%/year. 

the 2010 response change would be 0 .0045 if only 81 is considered 

and 0.0065 if both terms are included. By contrast •. · in Example 

2 of Table IX.2 on market share price sensitivity relative change. 

Ax = O.S corresponds to a 50% increase in all allocation price. 

sens.itivities. This change would increase the year 2010 domestic 

oil/gas production by AR = (-0.9)(0.5) + 0.5(5)(0.5)3 = +0.2 x 1015 

Btu/year (if third-order coefficients are not important), even though 

the value of 81 for Response 12 is negative. 

It is evident that Table IX.2 contains a Jreat deal of informatioP. 

both about the sensitivity of Model 22C responses to synchronized 

parameter changes and about the degree to which first-order 

sensitivity coefficients can be applied for relatively large 

parameter changes for Model 22C. Based on the form of Eq. (IX-1). 

one can estimate the relative importance of the 82 coefficient at, 



n-1s 

say. Ax = 0.5 by noting the relative magni1:ude of S1 and S2/4. To 

study the tables. it is necessary to have in mind the magnitude of 

interesting parameter changes ~or the case of interest because ~hese 

values range in magni~ude from 10 years for a date of commercial 

availability to 0.02 for· one of the d~scount rate$. It is also 

necessary to have in mind the magnitude of interesting changes in 

each respon~e. . If the target accuracies of Table III.2 are taken 

as a guide. magnitudes of interest v~ry from 0.01 for oil import 

cost/GNP to 5 quads for the oil production and import responses. 

Table IX.3 tabulates sensitivity coefficients for six combinations 

of parameter changes in the oil/gas resource extraction activities. 

These are particu],arly interesting because the ability to handle 

resource deple~ion is .. quite important for a long-range model. For 

changes in the parameter values comparable to expected uncertainties 

(see Sect. X.E). it appears that sign~fica~t changes would occur in 

projections of natural oil and synfuel production and sometimes in 

capital C9St/GNP. 

Estimation and use of· sensitivity coefficients is easier in cases 

where only the first-order coefficients S1 are required. The second

order ·derivatives for. some of th~ cases in Tables IX.2 ~nd IX.3 

permit a judgment of t~eir degree qf importance., Behavior with GNP 

increase was relatively linear except that the second-order term is 

important for the energy-related capital cost. Dependence on debt 

rate •t>pears adequately linear. Dependence on market share price 

sensitivities is roughly linear. except for domestic oil production. 

if parameter changes of about SO% are cqnsidered. For o~her. cases 

tested~ the second-order derivatives appear to be important for some 

parameter changes that are consonant with the approximate parameter 

uncertainties shown in Sect. X. If similarly. large values apply for 

those examples where only a single rerun was made. the interpretation 

o~ AR/AP as an approximate derivative i$ in jeopardy. 



TAII.B u.s 
.&ltaolsto ·a ... ltbltloa•of. ·•-~t napoaua to ...._ •• ta 

oll/-l&a r••~•• o-.rYO •ar-tora 

S.U..I• ·2 (b • rolatln 
-:B.u-.1• I (b • rolatlft' ..._,. AP/P b aatual ...... AP/P :la ·&kale oll 

oll u4. l&a :r••-• ·•- _.laatloa) r••-• ooat soz.allaatloa) ......... 
'Yalu . 

I! a ........ UIO ,. :lfH 2G10 lfiO IJH 2010 lfiO lfH 2010 2010 

' . -3 -3 -3 
1 £-related cost-to 0.02.7 0.019 0.009 -0.016 -0.02.4 -0.02.2. 0.1h10 0.93&10 2..25&10 0.16 

DEMAND per GNP 

·17 E cost to demand 0.02.8 '0,02.0 0.009 -0.016 -0.02.4 -0.02.2. 0.19d0 -3 0.94&10-3 2.32.d0 -3 0.13 
sectors per GNP 

24 ·CamE cost per cum. GNP 0.031 0,02.4 0.019 .-'0 •. 013 -0.02.1 -o.02.2. 0.1,d0 -3 0.42d0 -3 1.17d0 -3 0.13 

35 E~related capital 0.0192 . . 0.0164 .0.0062 ,-Q,012 -o .012. -o.003 -3 -o.OhlO . -o.2.5d0 -3 0.65do-3 0.047 
coat per GNP 

~ 2 Fuel import •cost per Gh~ 0.0048 O.:J1Q4 0.0046 0.0000 ·.0.000 -0.0005 -3 -3 -3 . 0.010 0.08d0 . 0.72.d0 1.00d0 

.12 Domestic oil/8&a -7.8 ~- ::!!.._q 7.2 12 25 -o.07 0.66 1.42 35 quad .... 
10 

production,,1011 .Btu 

13 Oil/oil product 3~44. 7 .o 3.8 -2.3 -1.8 -o.8 0.07 0.63 0.98 9 quad 
imports, 1011 Btu 

15 Synthetic oil and 0.00086 . 3.:13 8.8 -o.00064 o.:u -14 
. -3 

-o.7d0 -1.34 '-2.71 12.· quad 
sas.prod •• 1011 Btu 

' -3 
10 Fractional liquid E o.·oou ~0.103 -o.002.0 -o.001(3) o.oo9 0.017 -3 -3 0.34. -O.OdO -0.5d0 -2..1d0 

to de11and 

19 .Fractional· pri~ary .. 0.0008(3) -o.o~ 0.0051 -0.003(2) 0.016 -o.004(2) -o.l(l)d0-3 . 3 
-0.7z10 -3 

-o~3d0 . 0.19 
E to liquids 

11 €oal fra.otion of ·dom. 0.033 ·0.072 0,0,8 -o.06(1) -o.06 -o.13 0.0&10 -3 1.3:1:10 -3 .12..4&10 -3 0.45 
·priury E .. . -3 0~07(4).d0-3 0.66d0-3 7 .Fractional electricity . 0.0058 0,()167 '.:o.oio7 -~.003 .,.0.018 : -o.016 . 0 .• 00&10 0.12· 
uae 

Cases 13. 14. 15 PIP a 0.5 
Cue 16 



TABLE IJ:.3 (oontiaullll): Alloo!ato ooaoltlv~tloo of eamo ~taat roopoa••• to ·~~· la ol1/aas roaoaroo osrvo.paranetora 

l!.alljplo 3 (.b • rdo-
tbo ollaqe 4P/P la ~1o·4 ·c.u • ro1atlwe ...... 4P/P la o..alatlwo 

all baob.top oll roaowoo roaer.o o-lt.e11t ~t · dcnlll1ae rooovoe ooat for oao• aatval 
ooat aO-li.aatloa) o~ aa4 aaa roaoaroo) a.epcnuo 

.... ·-·· -.";< ~ 
Ya1u 

I! Iii. R 
bopcnue ltiO lJ!JS 2010 l!JIO 1!J!JS 2010 1910 l!J!IS 2010 2010 

1 E-related cost to 0.0083 0.0115 0.0167 -0.016 '::2..QU. -0.024 0.048 0.031 -o.036 0.16 
DEMAND per GNP 

17 E oo&t·to demand 0.0087 0.0119 0.0179 -o.01S ::2....lli. -0.026 0.049 0.033 -0.041 0.13 
sectors per GNP 

24 Cum E cost ·per cum. 0.0087 0.0098 0.0129 -0.015 -o.023 -0.027 0.043 0.042 0.015 0.13 
GNP. 

35 .E-related capital 0.0020 o.oooo 0.0066 -0.03 -0.03 -o.ooa 0.1 0.03 -0.06 0.047 
· cost 11er GNP · · · 

·~ 2 Fuel import cost per GNP -3 -3 -3 -0.0023 -0.0063 -0.0031 0.0062 0.57:d0 2.64:d0 3.87d0 0.0117 0.004 0.010 w 
12 Domestic oil/aas 0.95 2.54 5.60 3 18 ;!!. -a -37 -9(6) 35 quad 0 

·production, 1011 Btu 

13 Oil/ oil product 0.31 1.66 3.12 -1.6 -3.2 -1.8. 2.7 1.9 2.8 ·9 quad 
imports, 1011 Btu 

15- Synthetic oil and -4 -2.10 -8.16 -4.0:d04 -5.5 -u 5.6do-14 -7.1:d0 18 21 12 quad 
gas prod., 1011 Btu 

20 · Fractional liquid 2.h10 -3 7.7d0 -3 5.71<10 -3 0.002(1) 0.005 -0.002(2) 0.02(1) 0.004 -0.01(1) 0.34 
E to ·demand 

19 Fractional primary 0.0003 0.0004 -0.0099 0.003(1) 0.004 -0.014 0.02(1) :0.020 -o.oos 0.29 
E to liquids 

11 Coal fraction of dom. -o.059 -o.160 -o.2o8 -0.010 -:0.088 -0.188 0.06 0.24 0.03(3) 0.,45 
primary E 

7 Fractional electricity -0.0027 -o·,o042 0.0027 -o.oo3 -o.018 -0.026 0.014 0.025 -o.OS(l) 0.22 
use 

P/P = +0,5 Cases 17, 18, 19, 20 
Case 26 

aThe observations were not well described by a parabola. 



TABLB U.3 <-uae4): Allaolata .... ttlyltloo of oa.a t.portaat.roopoaaoa to ...., •• Ia oil/a•• rooo.Eoo ~ par ... tora 

kalplo S (.b • rela-
tbo ohqo IJ.P/P Ia 

ut.lral oil ro .. r.o -'t-
-t• l8Yel tbt doUloo bl- Bulqplo 6 (.b • roiatln ohqo 4P/P Ia dopa par.-

tlal oollt) -toro (0] of aat.lrlll oil ud 111• roao.EH OW'I'oa) .. ..,.... 
Yalu 

~ 
aeapoaao UIO UtS 2010 lJIO 1!1" 2010 INO lJfS 2010 2010 

1 £-related cost to -0.0139 -0.0220 -0.0105 -3 -O.B:r.lO -3 2.h10 -3 6.7:d0 o.oo -0.010 -0.019 0.16 
DJ!HAND per GNP 

17 B cost to demand -0.0139 -o.0227 -0.0106 -3 -0.9:d0. 2.9:d0 -3 7 .3:d0 -3 o.oo -0.010 -0.020 0,13 
sectors per GNP 

24 Cum E cost per cum. GNP -0.0132 -o.0177 -o.0175 -0.6:d0 -3 0.4:d0 -3 3.3:d0 -3 -o.oo -0.004(2) -0.011 0.13 

35 E-related capital -!Wlm -Q...!Ull 0.0041 0.0028 0.0056 0.0039 -0.003(1) -0.012 -0.015 0.047 
_cost per GNP 

~ 2 Fuel import cost per GNP -3 -3 -1.4lxl0-3 -3 -3 -3 0.000. -3 -3 0.010 -2.04:d0 -3.28:1110 -0.16:d0 -0.26:d0 -0.29:d0 0.7:d0 1.9:d0 

12 Domestic oil/3as 2.12 10.1 !!..1. 0.31 -o .08(3) =L1. 0 1(1) 14 35 quad 
to.) .... 

production, 1011 Btu 

13 Oil/ oil product -1.75 -2.67 -1.14 -0.10 -o.J:5 -o.54 0 0.9 2.3 9 quad 
imports, 1011 Btu 

15 Synthetic oil and -4.7:d0 -4 -5.76 ::!!..J. 
. -5 

-3:d0 -0.01 5.39 -2x10 -5 -0.66 -10.4 12 quad 
sas prod., 1011 Btu 

20 Fractional liquid 0.0070 0.0227 0.0142 -0.3(3):d0 -3 2 .O:dO -3 0.7x10 -3 o.oo o.oo 0.005(5) 0.34 
E to demand 

19 Fractional primary 0.0074 0.0113 -0.0092 o.ooo 0.0013 0.0022 o.oo o.oo -o.o1 0.29 
E to liquids 

11 Coal fraction of -0.0022 -0.060 -0.089 -0.0018 0.0021 0.0465 0.004(3) -o.oi2 -0.09 0.45 
dom. primary E 

7 Fractional -0.0002. -0.0026 -o.OOll -0.0002(1) 0.0016 0.0063 o.oo -o ;003 <2> -0.013 0.22 
eleotricit' use 

P/P = -0.30 Cases 22, 23 
Case 21 1 
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In these tables, the values are underlined for which parameter 

changes comparable to the uncertainties of Table X.1 ~ould -lead 

to response changes comparable to the accuracy· targets ot Table 

111.2. At this level of change, several of the 'parameters strongly 

influenced the liquid. fuel responses, whereas only the· resource base'. 

parameters and equity rate had a strong influence 'on the global 

energy cost responses. Note in Example ~ of Table IX.1 how different 

the results .would have been if these costs had. not been measured 

relative to the GNP; a 1111/year change for 40 years induced large 

changes in the costs themselves. (In defining the responses, it 

was assumed that the costs were important largely_ in relation to the 

current GNP.) 

Throughout Tables IX.2 and IX.3, the sensitivities are almost equal 

for the total energy-related costs per GNP (Response 1) and·the total 

cost of energy to the ·demand sectors per GNP (Response 17), except 
' 

that they differed greatly for the sensitivities to debt and equity 

rates. This difference muSt arise from the cost · of investments 

(e.g., boilers, refrigerators) in the residen_ti~l, commercial, and 

industrial sectors* that by definition are not included in Response 

17. 

,· 

User interests in these sensitivities vary. For some applications 

(e.a •• _uncertainty estimation), a nU.ber of parameters may be varied, 

sometimes in a correlated way. Therefore, many of the coe-fficients 

not underlined may be large enough to be important •. 

*Transportation sector investments were not involved because of the 
input data problems described in Sect. X. Investments in activities 
modeled with the transport process (e.g., gas pipelines, the Alaska 
oil pipeline, elec.tric line loss) were not modeled as part of the 
transportation sector. 
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Of the sensitivities shown, those for change in the date of 

commercial avaiiability seemed surprisingly_ small to the authors. 

The 5-year date change did produce a large r_elative change in the 

values of _response 15 (shale oil, coal synfuels production) for years 

1985 and 1990, but in these years the projected production levels 

were less than 1 x 1015 Btu •. 

. ·' 
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' Conclusions fro. rerun sensitivity studies. The tests that led 

to Tables IX.1 through IX.3 demonstrated that direct sensitivity 

studies can be useful if important or interesting parameters or 

parameter combinations have been identified. Such studies may offer 

a method for developing and presenting information on model.behavior. 

However, the data handling to obtain the tabulated values was 

cumbersome. 

The direct sensitivity studies of this subsection indicated that 

1. The Model 22C input error on the variable operating cost 

aging rate affected the ARC-78 published results significantly 

relative to some accuracy targets. 

2. The input error on the demand price elasticity lag parameter 

had no important impact on the particular responses studied in 

2010. 

3. Setting post-1995 income elasticities at their year 1995 values 

rather than at Model 22C values led to sufficiently larger year 

2010 demands that the projected total cost of energy per GNP in 

that year was increased by the greater portion of the accuracy 

target listed in Table 111.2. 

4. Concerted modifications to the allocation behavioral paramet.ers 

can produce important changes in some cost and liquid fuel 

production responses. 

5. Second- or higher-order, as well as first-order, sensitivity 

coefficients are required to express the dependence of some 

selected· responses on long-term GNP annual increases, global 

market share price sensitivity and behavioral lag changes, 

undiscovered resources of oil and gas that can be committed at 

up to twice the 1975 cost, and the oil and gas resource curve 

shape parameters. 
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6. Of the limited set of coupled parameter sensitivity coeffi

cients measured, those most important for. propagation of 

uncertainties to the selected responses were the (synchronized) 

GNP annual increases. demand-side behavioral lags. synfuel 

capital and operating costs. and the natural oil and gas 

resource curve parameters. 
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B. Pirst-Grder Sensitivities Obtained Vsiaa A4joiat 

Sensitivity 7hoory 

Model 22C relies on a data field that contains thousands of elements 

(i.e., for Model 22C, a few thousand numbers must be specified before 

a result of interest can be calculated). In general, not all of 

these data elements are of equal importance in producing a given 

result, but in the past, it has been very difficult to systematically 

determine which data elements have the most influence on producing 

a given result. This can be done by systematically varying the data· 

elements one at a time and completely redoing the calculations each 

time, but this method is prohibitive unless the computing time for 

each variation is very short. 

A mathematical methodology called adjoint sensitivity theory has 

~~en available for some time that determines, in principle, the 

sensitiv~t:r of re~ults obtained by solving large sets of nonlinear 

equ~tions t~ each element in the data field that enters into 

the calculations. More precisely, if R is a result of interest, 

the methodology pxovides an economical means, in principle, of 

calcula~ing dR/dx, hereinafter call the sensitivity of R to x, for 

every element x in the data field. After dR/ dx is known for all 

x's, it is a small matter to determine those x's for which dR/dx 

is large. It should be emphasized that the methodology used provides 

only the first derivatives (i.e., the first-order sensitivities) and 

gives no information about the higher derivatives. The qualifier, 

"in principle," used in the above sent"enoes is introduced because, 

in an lllPPlication such as that considered here, the very small 

sensitivities are difficult to calculate accurately. Because the 

small sensitivities are of little interest, no attempt has been made 

to improve their accuracy. The methodology has been applied in a 

variety of physical cases (see Cac80 for references to a large number 

of these cases) and has been applied to Model 22C by Alsmiller tl 

a1. (Als81) • 
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lle~loay. The theory as it applies to energy-economic models 

is discussed in detail in the report by Alsmiller et al. (Als81) 

and will not be described here. In general, the application of 

the methodology requires a very detailed knowledge of the equations 

of the model and considerable development time. In the course of 

applying the methodology to Model 22C, it was found, however, that 

for models of the special structure of LEAP, much of the work 

of applying the methodology could be avoided by using numerical 

techniques. This alternative numerical approach is discussed in some 

detail in the report by Alsmiller et al. (Als81), but was not used.· 

To carry out. a sensitivity analysis, it is necessary to define thEI 

responses of interest. The responses considered here are a subset. 

of those listed in Table III .2 and defined precisely in Appendix 

B. The sensitivity coefficients could be computed for other results 

(responses) if. needed. In particular, calculated results will be 

·presented for responses 1, 2, 13, and 20 (with qualifications--see 

Table 111.2, footnote h). 

The calculations required to· determine dR/dx for all x's in Model 

22C are substantial. In particular, in Model 22C there are 4359 

system variables (prices and quantities), and the determination of 

dR/dx requires that 4359 simultaneous linear equations be solved. In 

solving the equations, one is, however, helped substantiaily by the 

fact that the matrix defining the set of linear equations is very 

sparse (i.e., the matrix has approximately 10' elements, but. only 

of the order 104 are nonzero). The solution of the set of linear · 

equations was obtained using the work by Duff (Duf77). 

In principle, an estimate of dR/dx can always be obtained by changing 

a parameter x by an amount Ax and calculating AR/Ax by completely 

repeating the LEAP calculations. To test the accuracy of the 

sensitivities calculated by adjoint. methods, several sensitivities 

were Qbtained by direct calculations, and these will also be 
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presented and discussed. For these direct calculations, if the 

respons~ is not suf(iciently linear in x, the value of AR/ Ax will 

be a function of the size of the data perturbation employed. 

Bea.tta aa4 4iaouaaion. Results for the four responses considered 

hei:e are given starting in Table IX.4. In the tables, the first 

column gives the .sector nl1mber and activity number in this sector 

that identify the node or activity in which the data element, x, 

occurs. The sector number in column one is the same as the figure 

ntimber in Appendix A that shows the activities in a sector. The term 

"many" in the first column is used to indicate that the data element 

occurs at more than one node and that the sensitivity expresses the 

r•te of change of the response with respect to an increase in the 

data element everywhere that it occurs. The second column gives the 

descriptive name of the activity that is used in Figs. A-1 through 

A-9 (see Appendix A) if only one node is involved and the process 

submodel that is used at this node. When more than one node is 

involved, the comment in the second column gives an ·indication of 

the activities that are included. 

The third column gives the name of the data element, x, being 

considered and the time or other index that is needed. to completely 

specify the data element. When link i is specified, the i refers to 

the numbers on the links in Fi&s. A-1 through A-9. The dKL• element 

name given in the tables is the FORmAN name used .in the LEAP-78 

computer code. Information on the meaning of these data elements 

iS given in the footnotes to the tables and in the discussion 

below.• The fourth column in each table gives the value of the data 

element, x, in the Model 22C base case. The fifth column in each 

table gives the relative sensitivity obtained by adjoint methods, 

and the sixth column gives the relative sensitivities obtained by 

direct calculations using LEAP-78. In· comparing sensitivities of 

different data elements, it is usually preferable to consider the 

relative se=usitivlty defined by (x/R) (dR/dx), where x ·and R are 
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:. ' . .:. 

blatt.... uultiYltloa to I.Jip1lt para.etor8 for. tile ratio of tile total .aasuaal our.,. rolate4 'oost'··to 
all oad uaa. b tJae par 2020 to the poaa astiOIIAl.Proctuot ia. ~•·.70&r 2020 

The response, called ·R1 (10), has the value 0.15 in the base case. 
The rel,ative sensitivities are listed i~ the order o.f decreasing absolute value •. 

'Do•orlptl•• Raaa 
·• .,_ uul hoossa TJpo 

Many .CONY •. processes (Ala81, 809 in 
Table B. 7 of Appendi:l: B) 

Electric line loss: TRANS. 

All CONY. , I!LB. P. ·eoNv. , RES. , 
C-RES, '• 

Oil refining: CONY; 

All CONv'.'; I!LB. P. CONY., RES., 
c-RES • 

Appalachian medium-high sulfur 
coal: • C-RES. . ' 

Industrial demand for.electric 
services 

All CONY. , I!LB. P. CONY. , RES. , 
c-iBs. • .. ~ 

' Reaideni"ial demand for spa.ce and 
water heat ' 

Conventional nuclear (LWR): i!LB. 
P. Co~. 

All· CONY,', I!LB. P. CONY., RES., 
C-RBS. 1 

Conventional nuclear (LWR) { I!LB. 
P. CoNV. . . 

Industrl~l demand for indire~t heat 

Conventional nuclear (LWR): I!LE. 
1'· CONY; .. 

Conventi~~i nuciear (LWR): I!LE. 
P. CONY.-

Appalachian medium-high sulfur coal: 
c.~:. 

Transportation demand for vehicle 
mile a 

Automobile (oil): CONY. 

All CONY,, I!LE, P ... CONY., RES., 
C-RBS,'' 

Many ELE. P. CONY. processes (Alsgl, 
803 in Table 8.7 of Appendix B) 

All CONY. , I!LE. P. CONY. , RES., 
C-RES. 

EFFC 

PMI(lO)d 

QUANlY (lint 3)h 

PLI(lO)g 

.QUANlY (lint l)h 

QUANlY ~·link.2)h 
LOADFB(l)J 

. ' 
QUANlY (link 2)h 

Data 
Bl-at 
Value 

l!odal 22C 

1.0 

0.90 

1.0 

0.9:i. 

1.0 

0.98 

.2.66 

1.0 

5.64 

24.3 

1.0. 

0.32, 

2 ·.9?. 
0.8g 

o:go 

1.05 

0.10 i 

LO· 

0.10 

1.0 

.MJolat 

0.52 

-o.37 

0.30 

-o.26 

0.22 

-o.u 

0.17 

0.16 

0.16 

0.15 

-o.lS 

-o.l4 

0.14 

-o.l4 

-o.l4 

0.13 

0.12 

-o.l2 

0.11 

0.11 

-o.10 

Dlroot 

0.53 

-o.36 

0.23 

0.18 

-o.l6 

-o.ll 

• m 
0.16,0.09 

0.12 
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Pootnotoa to Table IX.4 

aThe first number denotes sector, and the second number denotes activity. 

bPOSTI.M is the production time-based operating technological change limit. It is the 
ratio of the operating input-output coefficient, after taking into account industry 
operating experience in terms of time since commerciaL availability of the technology, 
to the base operating input-output coefficient (Ste81, def. 17 in Appendix A). 

cEFF is the thermal efficiency of the process in 1975 or in the year the process becomes 
commercially available, whichever is later (Ste81, def. 9 in Appendix A). 

dPMI(J) is the price of materials in time J (before these prices are modified by aging 
and technological time-dependent factors) relative to the price at J=l, where J takes 
values 1 to 10 corresponding to the years 1975 to 2020 in five-year intervals, (Ste81, 
definition A-10 in Appendix A). · 

eiNRCST is the initial resource cost in 1975 billion dollars per quadrillion Btu (Ste81, 
def. 40 in Appendix A). 

fiNRCST was increased by 1% to obtain this sensitivity by direct recalcultion. 

gPLI(J) is the price of labor at time J (before these prices are modified by aging 
and technological time-dependent factors) relative to the price at J=l, where J takes 
values 1 to 10 corresponding to the years of 1975 to 2020 in five-year intervals (Ste81, 
definition A-9 in Appendix A). 

hQUANlY (link i) is the quantity in 1975 on input link i of the specified activity. 
For industrial, residential, and commercial demands, this data element has units of 
quadrillion Btu per year. ~o·or transportation demand, the units vary with input link 
(Ste81, def. 30 in Appendix A). 

iSCC is the capital cost of a representative facility per unit of capacity in 1975 or 
the year the technology becomes available, whichever is }ater. This data element has 
units of 1975 billion dollars per unit of capacity, 'where a unit of capacity can produce 
a quadrillion Btu per year (Ste81, def. 5 in Appendix A). 

jLOADFE(i) is the fraction of time that a dem~nd in category i is placed on an electric 
power conversion facility. In conversion processes, LOADFE is called LOADFC and has 
no argument (Ste81, def. 21 in Appendix A). 

kAVAIL(i) is the fraction of demand in load 
considering scheduled and unscheduled down time. 
argument (Ste81, def. 30 in Appendix A). 

category i that a plant can satisfy 
In conversion processes, AVAIL has no 

1BASEPR is the base resource price. Spe.cifying the resources avaqable at this price 
and at twice this price determines the resource curve for a given initial resource 
oost (INRCST). This data el<:>roP.nt has nn·i ts of 1975 billion dollars· per quadrillion ~tu 
(Ste81, def. 41 in Appendix A). 

~e two sensitivity values correspond to increasing BASEPR by 1% and 10%, respectively, 
in model reruns. . 

nROE is the return on equity and can be time-dependent. In the case shown, ROE is assumed 
constant at all model time points, and thus, the relative sep.sitivity here is· for a 
change in ROE at all model time points (Ste81, def. A-7 in Appendix A). 
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the base case values,; this is the manner in which the results are 

presented in Tables IX.4 throug;h IX. 7. The relative sensitivity 

may be interpreted as the percent increase in the response due to 

a 1tl increase in the data element (i.e., if the data 'element is 

mul tiplhd by 1.01). As indicated in Alsmiller et al. (Als81), 1% 

increments in the noninteger parameters were used to estimate, some 

of the. d~rivatives required in the adjoint sensitivity analysis• 

For each response, the relative sensitivity has been calculated for 

each data element in Model 22C. For each response, there a~e 1614 

nonzero sensitiviti~s. The large majority of the sensitivities are. 

very sma~ 1 and, therefore, of 1i ttle interest. Here, only the 20 

largest sensitivities for each response will be given and discussed. 

it'sh.ould be emphasized, however, that for each response co~sidered, 

the relative sensitivity has been calculated for each dat~ element, 

and *hus, those data elements that are considered in· this section 

are, to within the accuracy of the calculations, known to be the 

data elements with the largest relative sensitivity.· In Alsmiller's 

report ·(Als81), the relative· sensitivities are· given to many more 

data elements than are·considered here. Relative sensitivities have 

b~en obtained by direct calculations for only a few of the parameters 

considered in Tables iX.4 through IX. 7, and thus, value·s are not 

giv~n in column 6 for all parameters. Where there is no footnote on 

a direct sensitivity, the value was obtained for a relative parameter 

change of 10%. 

•Explicit definitions of these data elements may ··be found in the 
report by Stewart and G~ldstein (Ste81). . The ma~er in which the 
data' elements enter into ~he equations of the process sub~odels 
is shown in the report by Goldstein et al. (Go181a) ."·"The symbols 
in Goldstein's report (Gol81a) are not the FORTRAN names, but a 
complete cross reference between the symbols and the FORTRAN names 
is given by Stewart and Goldstein (Ste81). 
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Response 1. The response considered in Table IX.4 is the ratio 

of the total annual energy-related cost to ·end ·uses in 2020 ·to 

tlie ' GNP in 2020. The largest sensitivity in Table IX.4 is to 

the data element POSTLM. In LEAP-78, the change of operating cost 

resulting from technological changes is represented, and POSTLM -is 

a data·· element in t-his modeling. Basically, POSTLM is a data 

element that determines an ultimate relative change· that 

obtai~ed in production cost (see footnote b, Table. IX.4). 

can be 

This 

data element occurs in many conversion processes, and it is th~ 

option of the modeler to determine whether the value should be the 

same .or different for many different conversion proce.sses. If the 

mo~~l~r determines that it should be the same in many place.s, he 

m~y specify this to be the case- in the input data ~~bles, the.reby 

simpl,ifying the input tables. In Model 22C, this ~as done. with 

the .data 'dement POSTLM, and that is what is · indica.t.ed by "many" 

i,n. the first ~olumn of Table IX.4. In the sensitivity analysis, 

the convention establi~J:led by the. modeler has been fop~wed, and th.e 

;r.:elative sensitivity g~ven in T~'t!le. IX.4 is for a chang!' in ~STL~ 

for all the. ac~ivi ties. for. which the. mod~ler specifi~d that the ~am~ 

v~_lue should .be, .us~d.~ T.o some ext.ent, it should be. expected that 

a .,dat,a. ele~ent that is .. used very of~t:_n in the model will. tend to 

have a larger rela.t~v~ sensitivitr than a data .element. that is used 

on:lY.. one e • . . . . . . . 

.,. .. 
In the case of POSTLM, the base. case value of 1.0 (meaning that no 

technological change of this type .is assumed) greatly; simplifies the 
<j • ~. ~ • ~ • ,.. 

equations· and ·may have been used. by· the modeler for;' this. purpose. 
'I ~ ~ ~ • 

If. this is the case then·, at least for the modeler, ti{e sensitivity 

to POSTLM may have little significance. On the other hand, if the 

value is chattged, the model does show the indicated sensitivity to 

the ultimate value of ~eal operatina cost increases. 

•see Table B.7 in Appendix Bin Ref. (Als81). 
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It should be clear that all of the sensitivities in the tables 

are independent; if the reader feels that POSTLM or any other 

data element should not be varied, he may ignore the corresponding 

sensitivity. The equations that contain POSTI.M are such that, if 

POSTI.M.is increased above 1.0, operating costs are increased, thereby 

increasing the cost of energy to end uses in 2020 as indicated by 

the positive relative sensitivity to POSTI.M. In the case of POSTI.M, 

calculations have been carried out by direct and adjoint methods, and 

the two results are in good agreement. 

The second largest (absolute value) sensitivity in Table IX.4 is 

caused by the efficiency (EFF) of the transport process that is 

used to model the electric 1 ine loss in transporting electricity • 

. The equations of the transport process are quite simple, and an 

increase in efficiency has the effect of increasing the quantity 

out of the process for a given quantity of input and thereby of 

decreasing the price per unit of energy of the output for a given 

input price (Gol81a). A substantial fraction of the energy supplied 

to the demand sectors is in the form of elec~ri9ity~ and this 

form of energy has a somewhat higher price tha~ ~ome other energy 

~upplied to the demand sectors. Therefore, this efficiency increase 

. has a substantial effect on decreasing the total cost of energy to 

end users. That the effect of increasing the efficiency decreases 

.. ·.the respon~e is indicated by the :!legative sig:!l of the relative 

.·sensitivity. For this, data element. the relat~y~ se~sitivity has 

. also been calculated by both adjoint and direct ~eans, and the 

two results are in good agreement. In vario~s places throughout 

Tables IX.4 through IX.7, direct and adjoint sensitiviti~s ar~ giyen. 

Hereinafter, the comparisons will be mentioned only if they are 

thought to be of particular interest. 

The efficie~cy of the conversion process that is used to model 

oil refining also has a significant.: negative relative sensitivity. 

Efficiency here is defined in the standar4 manner (e.g., the ratio 
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of the units of energy out per unit of energy into the process). 

Because oil accounts for a substantial fraction of the cost of 

energy to end uses, it is to be expected that an improvement in 

the efficiency of oil refining would significantly decrease the total 

cost of energy to end uses. 

The data element, PMI(J), represents the price of materials, other 

than fuel, at time index J relative to the price of materials in 

1975 (J takes values of 1 to 10 corresponding to years 1975 to 

2020 in 5-year intervals). Likewise, PLI(J) represents the price 

of labor at time J relative to the price of labor in 1975. The 

data elements PMI(J) for each J and PLI(J) for each J have the 

same value in all conversion, electric power conversion, resource, 

and coal resource processes. That is, it is assumed, for example, 

that in a given year, the price of materials is the same for every 

activity that uses one of these processes. Thus, an increase in 

either PMI(J) or PLI(J) at a particular J induces changes at many 

nodes simultaneously and can affect the model results in a variety 

of complex ways. The fact that PMI(10) and PLI(10) have appreciable 

positive relative sensitivities is reasonable because increases in 

these quantities in the year 2020 have a direct effect on increasing 

the cost of energy to end users in 2020. The fact that PMI(5) 

has appreciable positive relative sensitivity in Table IX.4 is not 

so obvious. An increase in PMI(5) can increase the annual cost of 

energy to end uses in 2020 because the LEAP ~quations are coupled in 

time, but one might at first expect that an increase in PM1(9) would 

have a more appreciable effect in 2020 than an increase in PMI(5). 

The explanation for the importance of PMI(5) lies in the demand 

equations. These equations are such that each demand is independent 

of the price of energy through year 1995, but is dependent on the 

ratio of the price of energy in later years to the price of energy in 

1995 with a negative elasticity (Gol81a). Thus, each price of energy 
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in 1995 has direct influence on demand for energy in 2020, and prices 

of energy in 1995 are directly affected by the data element PMI(5). 

The relative sensitivity of the data elements PMI(5) and PMI(10) are 

positive, whereas the relative sensitivity of PMI(6) is negative. 

The fact that an increase in PMI(6) decreases the cost of energy to 

end users in 2020 is probably again due to the form of the demand 

equations. For the years after 1995, the demand equations contain a 

lagged price elasticity that decreases demand in the following years 

as prices increase. The response being considered depends both on 

the quantities and the prices, and the fact that an increase in the 

price of material decreases the annual cost of energy to end uses 

indicates that the decrease in demand is more important than an 

increase in prices for an earlier year. 

sensitivity in Table 

resource cost) that 

The sixth largest (absolute value) relative 

IX.4 is for the parameter INRCST (initial 

appears in the coal-resource process that is 

mining of Appalachian medium-high sulphur coal. 

used to· model the 

It is convenient 

to consider this parameter in conjunction with the parameter BASEPR 

(base resource price) because if one of these parameters has a 

hlgh absolute relative sensitivity, the other often does also, and 

the two parameters are related. In the resource and coal resource 

processes, the increase in both capital and operating cost as a 

resource is depleted is modeled (Adl78, Che80, Gol81a). The data 

elements INRCST and BASEPR enter into the de termination of this 

change in cost. These data elements enter in a rather complex 

manner that is discussed in detail in the reports by Adler and 

Cherniavsky (Adl78 and Che80). It is not in general possible to 

· determine how changes in these parameters will affect the resource 

curves without considering the base case value of these parameters 

as well as several others that enter into the determination of 

the resource curve. (However, if these two parameters are changed 

proportionally· for a particular activity, the effect is just to vary 
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by the same ratio the normalization of the curv«:l relating resource 

cost to the cumulative commitments to reserves.) In Table IX.4, 

INRCST at activity (6.17) (Appalachian medium-high sulphur coal) has 

a negative relative sensitivity, and BASEPR has a positive relative 

sensitivity. The high relative sensitivity of Appalachian medium

high sulphur coal to ~NRCST and BASEPR appears to arise because 

changes in these parameters have a significant effect on the price 

and quantity of. energy from the coal allocation activity (6.1) in 

Fig. A-6. These parameters also have some effect on the price of 

energy from the synfuel allocation activities (6.2) and (6.3) in Fig. 

A-6, but this does not appear to be a major cause of the observed 

sensitivities. In the case of INRCST and BASEPR, sensitivities have 

also been obtained by direct calculations. In the case of INRCST, 

a 1% increase was considered; and in the case of BASEPR, increases of 

1% and 10% were considered. A 10% INRCST could not be used because 

BASEPR must be greater than INRCST, and this is not the case at 

node (6.17) if INRCST is increased by 10%. The agreement between the 

adjoint and direct sensitivities are satisfactory. In the case of 

BASEPR, the difference between the two direct relative sensitivities 

may be indicative of a nonlinear effect (i.e., may indicate that 

AR/Ax is not an accurate value for dR/dx). Also, R may not be 

a continuous function of x. In the calculations of resource rents 

(Gol81), a maximization procedure is used; and because the function 

being maximized is calculated only at discrete points, a parameter 

change might induce a discontinuous change in tht: maximum vnlue 

obtained. Investigation indicates this effect is very minor. 

The relative sensitivities to the data elements QUAN1Y appear in 

Table IX.4 for specific input links into various demand activities. 

The quantity of energy per year in 1975 on each input link, i, of 

a demand node is called QUAN1Y (link i) and is specified in LEAP-78 

as an initial value (i.e., is not changed during the calculations). 

The demand for energy (or for an energy-related quantity in the case 
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of transportation demand) on a given input link at all later years 

is directly affected .by an increase in QUANlY. [This is seen from 

the form of the recurrence relation Eq. (VII-8) in Sect. VII.A.4.] 

Thus one would expect, as shown in Table IX.4, that the relative 

sensitivity to QUANlY would be positive. The data elements QUANlY 

(link 3) for activity (2.1) and QUANlY (link 1) for activity (1.10) 

have an appreciable affect on the annual cost to all end uses in 

2020 because the industrial demand for electric services and the 

residential demand for space and water heat constitute an appreciable 

fraction of the total demand for energy in 2020. 

The specific capital cost (SCC) of the electric power conversion 

process that models the production of electricity by conventional 

nuclear facilities has a significant positive sensitivity. The 

capital cost of a production facility is directly influenced by 

this data element, and thus, the price of electricity generation 

by a conventional nuclear facility will be increased when this 

data element is increased. In the year 2020, conventional nuclear 

facilities are projected by Model 22C. to produce a sizeable fraction 

of the total electricity demand. at a cost that is somewhat below 

that of other types of production facilities. Therefore, an increase 

in the capital cost of the conventional nuclear facilities would 

be expected to have a significant increase on the annual cost of 

energy to end users in 2020. Several other data elements from 

this .electric power conversion process appear in the table, and the 

reason for these sensitivities is similar to that given for sec. 
In particular, the base load factor and base-load plant availability 

data elements LOADFE(l) and AVAIL(!) enter into the determination 

of the capacity factor at which a plant operates at a given time. 

Increases in either of these data elements increase the capacity 

factor, thereby decreasing cost to end users as indica ted by the 

negative sensitivities in Table IX.4. 
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The cost of vehicle travel is a substantial fraction of the annual 

cost of energy end uses in 2020; it is to be expected that parameters 

in transportation demand and the conversion process that represents 

automobile (oil) should have appreciable relative sensitivities. An 

increase in QUANlY for auto vehicle miles [link 2 into activity 

(8.5) in Fig. A-8] increases the demand in 2020 and gives a positive 

sensitivity. However, an increase in efficiency for oil-powered 

autos [activity (8.2) in Fig. A-8] decreases cost and gives a 

negative sensitivity. 

Response 2. In Table IX.S, the relative sensitivities of the ratio 

of the annual cost of imported oil, oil products,. and gas in the 

year 2020 to the gross national product in 2020 are given. 

The data element POS1LM has the largest ·relative sensitivity for 

essentially the same reasons as those discussed in conjunction 

with Table IX.4. The disagreement between the direct and adjoint 

sensitivity for POSTLM in Table IX.S is larger (-20%) than in Table 

IX.4, but considering the rather elabora'te calculations that are 

involved, the agreement is considered satisfactory. 

The data elements INRCST and BASEPR for Appalachian medium

high sulphur coal, activity (6.17) (Fig. A-6), have quite large 

sensitivities. These data elements were -'discussed ino conjunction 

with Ttible IX.4, and much of that discussion is applicable here 

(e.g., INRCST has a negative sensitivity, and BASEPR has a po~itivo 

sensitivity). The reason for the high sen:s·i tivi ty of the response 

R2 (10) to · INRCST and BASEPR for this activity · appears to be, as 

in the case of the response R1 (10), that .these parameters have a 

significant_ effect on the price of coal from the coal allocation 

activity (6.1); and, through interfuel competition, this price change 

has the effect of changing_ the· projected quantities of imported 

oil, Oil p1·oduota, aru:l gas needed to satisfy demand. The prices 

of these imported products are fixed exogenously, so any change iu 



Many 

6.17 

10.1 

7.4 

6.17 

7.20 

3.6 

6.25 

7.10 

Many 

8.5 

8.2 

1-.16 

Many 

4.7 

Many 

6.25 

6.25 

7.3 

1.7 

4.7 
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'fA!IU1 n:. s 
2elativo a~naitivition to input porrumotoro for tho ratio of tho total aanu&l ooat of imported oil. 

oil prcdacte. and ;an Ia tho yeor 1010 to tho sross amtional product· ~ 
the yoar 1010 

The response, called R1 (10), has the value 6.8 x 10-• in the base 
case. The sensitivities nrc listed in the order of decreasing absolute magnitude. 

DoaoriptiYe NIIDil 
and Proceao JYpe 

Many CONV. processes (see 809 in 
Table 8.7 of Appendix B of Als80) 

Appalachian medium-high sulfur coal: 
C-RES. 

Price of imported oil in 2020: IMPORT 

Oil refining: CONV. 

Appalachian medium-high sulfur coal: 
C-RES. 

Transport of imported gas: TRANS. 

Electric line loss: TRANS. 

Western liquids, medium-high sulfur 
·coal: CONV, 

Share oil-mining and retort: C-RES. 

All CONV .. ELE. P. CONV., RES .. C-RES. 

Transportation demand for auto vehicle 
miles 

Automobile (oil): CONV. 

Transport upgrade (shale.oil): TRANS. 

All CONV .. ELE. P. CONV.,•RES,. C-RES. 

Conventional nuclear (LWR): ELE. P. 
CONV. 

All CONV •• ELE. P. CONV .• RES., C-RES. 

Western liquids, ~edium-high sulfur 
coal: CONV. 

Western liquids, medium-high sulfur 
coal: CONV. 

Crude oil: ALLOC. 

Conventional nuclear (LWR): ELE. 
P. CONV. 

Conventional nuclear (LWR): ELE. 
P. CONV. 

DatGI 
Blemeat 

Hodd 21C 
Val no 

INRCSTc 0.!18 

PRICIT(lO) (link 1) 0 4.35 

EFFf 0.92 

BASEPR8 0.!1!1 

EFFf 0.98 

EFFf 0.90 

IYRAVLi 1995-1975 

BASEPR8 2.57 

PMI(l)k 1.0 

QUAN1Y (link 2) 1 1.05 

EFFf 

EFFf 

PMI(9)1t 

sc~ 

AVAILn 

FREQPR (link 4) 0 

LOADFE{l)P 

AVAIL(l)n 

0.10 

0.95 

1.0 

24.3 

1.0 

10.8 

0.90 

0,20 

0.88 

0.80 

Adjoint 

0.79 

-0.67 

0.59 

-o.59 

0.48 

0.47 

-0.43 

0.41 

0.40 

-0.37 

0.35 

-0.35 

-0.35 

0.32 

0.31 

0.30 

0.27 

-0.27 

0.26 

-0.26 

-o.26 

Direct 

0.!16 

-o.65 

O.S!I,0.31h 

-0.35 

0.38,0.20,0.llj 

-o.29 

0.44 

0.37 
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Footnotes to Tmblo IX.S 

aThe first number denotes sector, and the second number denotes activity. 

bPOSTI..M is the production time-based operating technological change limit. It is the 
ratio of the operating input-output coefficient, after taking into account industry 
operating experience in terms of lime since commercial availability of the technology, 
to the base operating input-output coefficient (Ste81, def. 17- in Appendix A). 

ciNRCST is the initial resource cost in 1975 billion dollars per quadrillion Btu (Ste81, 
def. 40 in Appendix A). 

dTNRCST was increased by 1% to obtain this sensitivity by direct recalculation. 

ePRICIT(J) (link 1) is the exogenously ·Spocified ptice of imported oil at time index 
J. This data element has units of 1975 billion dollars per quadrillion Btu (Ste81, 
definition A-14 in Appendix A). 

fEFF is the thermal efficiency of the process in 1975 or in the year the process becomes 
commercially avnilable. whichever is later (Ste81, def. 9 in Appendix A). 

11 BASEPR is the base 1·esourcc price. Specifying the resources available at this price 
and at twice the price determines the res·ource curve for a gjven initial resource cost 
(INRCST). This data element has units of 1975 biilion dollars per quadrillion Btu 
(Ste81, def. 41 in Appendix A). 

hThe two sensitivity values correspond to increasing BASEPR by 1% and 10%, respectively, 
in model reruns. 

iiYRAVL is the year when the technology first became available. The code uses the actual 
year available (e.g., 1995). To define relative sensitivity here, ·the data element year 
IYRAVL has been defined by. subtracting 1975 (Si:e81, def. 12 in Appendix A). 

jiYRAVL was increased by 0.2~. 1.· and 2 years to obt~jn these sensitivities by direct 
recalculation. Because LEAP-78 expects IYRAVL to be an integer, the code was changed 
internally to make the 0.25-year change. 

kPMI(J) is the price of materials in time J (before these prices are modified ·by aging and 
technological time-dependent factor~) rela~ive to the price at J=1, where J takes values 
1 to 10 corresponding to the years 1975 to 2020 in 5:-year intervals (Ste81, defi.n'ition 
A-10 in Appendix A). 

l QUAN1 Y (1 ink i ) i s the quantity in 1975 on input link i 
residential, and commercial demands,. this 
per yeaT. For transportation demand. the 

in Appendix A). 

For industrial, 
quadrillion l:ltu 
(Ste81, def. 30 

of the specified activity. 
data element has units of 
units vary with input link 

111
SCC is the capital cost of a representative technology per unit of capacity in 1975 
ClT the year the technology becomeS available, whichever ·iS later. This data element 
has units of 1975 billion dollars per Unit of cava .. lty, whore a tmit of cap11cHy can 
produce a quadrillion Btu per year (Ste81. def. 5 in Appendix A). 

nAVAIL(i) is the fraction of demand in load category i. that a ·plant can satisfy 
considering scheduled and unschedu.led down time. In conversion pr.ocesses, AVAIL has no 
argument (Ste81, def. 30 in Appendix A). 

0
FREQPR Oink i) is the equal-price share on link i. It is the fraction of the demand 
that would be allocated to link i if all input links to the allocation process had equal 
prices and no behavioral lag applied (Ste81, def. 3 in Appendix A).· 

PLOADFE( i) is the. fraction of time that a demand in category i. is placed on an electric 
power cunver s ion fao il ity. Jn conversion processes, LOADFE is called LOADFC and has 
no argument (Ste81, def. 21 in Appendix A). 
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the imported quanti ties has a direct influence on the import-cost 

response. Changes in these INRCST and BASEPR values also have an 

influence on the production of coal liquids (activity 6.2) and high

Btu synthetic gas (activity 6.3), but this does not appear to be a 

major effect. Direct sensitivities have again been obtained for a 

1% increase in INRCST and for a 1% and 10% change in BASEPR. The 

diferences between the adjoint and forward results are again of the 

order of 20%. The large difference between the 1% and 10% BASEPR 

direct calculations appears to be due to nonlinear effects. As 

stated previously, it could, in principle, be due to a discontinuity; 

but in this instance, this is not thought to be the case. That is, 

the difference is not due to a change in the time index at which 

the maximum in the resource rent calculation occured (see previous 

discussion) in the medium-high sulphur Appalachian coal resource 

equations (activity 6.17), but there are many resource and ·coal 

resource processes and, in principle, a discontinuity in the response 

can be caused by a change in the time index of the maximum in any 

of these processes. 

The third largest sensitivity in Table IX. S is for the data 

element PRICIT(lO) that represents the exogenously specified price 

of imported oil in 2020. Because the response being considered is 

the cost of imported oil, oil products, and gas in 2020, it is not 

surprising the the price of imported oil in 2020 should have a large 

positive sensitivity. 

The fourth largest (absolute value) sensitivity in Table IX.S is for 

the efficiency of the conversion process that is used to model oil 

refining. Because the cost of imported crude oil accounts for a 

part of the cost of imported oil, oil products, and gas and-because 

imported crude oil goes through the oil refining process (see Fig. 

A-7), it is expected that an increase in the efficiency of oil 

refining would significantly reduce the import-cost response. 
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The efficiency of the transport process that is used to model 

the cost of transporting imported gas has a rather large positive 

sensitivity. The sign of the sensitivity in this case is interesting 

because an increase in the transportation efficiency caused an 

increase in import cost. The positive sign arises because the 

increase in pipeline efficiency reduced the price of gas out of the 

transport process, and because of this reduced price, imported gas 

became competitive with the other sources of gas and more gas was 

imported. 

The efficiency of the transport process that is used to model 

electric line loss has negative sensitivity because an improvement 

in the competitive position of electricity is projected to decrease 

the quantity and the total cost of imported fuel needed to satisfy 

overall demand. 

The year of commercial availability (IYRAVL) of the conversion 

process (activity 6 .25) that is u~ed to model the production of 

liquids from medium-high sulphur western coal is computed to have an 

appreciable positive relative sensitivity. In the model, the year 

of availability is input as an absolute integer time (e.g., 1995). 

To define a relative sensitivity. this data element was defined by 

subtracting 1975. This definition is somewhat arbitrary and does 

affect the magnitude of the relative sensitivity (i.e •• if some 

year oth.er thRn 1975 had been used in the definition, a different 

relative sensitivity would have been obtained). In the conversion 

process, the year of availability is not used as the time before 

which production is not possible, but as the time before which a 

price premium is required, and because of this premium, very little 

is produced. The fact lhat a dolay in the year of availability, 

which is 1995 in the base case, has a significant affect on the cost 

of imports in 2020 appears to be due to the behavioral lag built 

into the allocation process. If liquid production from medium-high 

sulphur western coal (activity 6.25) is delayed beyond 1995, only a 
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small share of the .market is allocated to this source in 1995 by 

the coal liquids allocation process (ac·tivity 6.2, see Fig. A-6 in 

Appendix A). Then, because of the lag, this small share influences 

the share allocated to activity (6.25) in subsequent yea~s. The 

behavioral lag for the coal liquids allocation activity is only 3 

years; it is interesting that the effect persists into years as late 

as 2020. The direct relative sensitivities in this case are rather 

interesting because they show an ·appreciable nonlinearity. [It is 

to be noted that, in general, those quanti ties that are specified 

to be integers in the input to . LEAP-78 can be changed by nothing 

smaller than 1 year. In the present case~ a change of 0.25 years 

was used (by changing the code internally) because the 1-year change 

was too large to obtain agreement between the forward (recalculated) 

and the adjoint results.] · 

The data element BASEPR for the coal-resource process that is 

used to model shale oil-mining bas an appreciable positive relative 

sensitivity in Table IX.5. When this base price is increased, the 

price of oil from shale oil is increased, and oil is imported to 

replace the more expensive oil from shale • 
. ;. 

The data elements PMI(J) occur in a va:rie·ty of places in Table IX.5. 

These data elements have been discussed in conjunction with Table 

IX.4, and much of the discussion there is equally applicable here. 

The data element QUAN1Y for auto vehicle miles that appears on link 2 

into the transportation demand (acti'\Tity 8.5) has a reasonably larg~ 

positive sensitivity. An increase in this data element increases 

the demand for oil in 20ZO, thereby increasing oil imports and 

the cost of oil imported in 2020. Conversely, an increase in the 

efficiency of the oil-powered automobile conversion process (activity 

8.2) decreases the cost of oil impo~ts. 
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·An increase in the specific capital cost of a conventional nuclear 

facility raises the cost of electricity from such facilities and 

thus through interfuel competition increases the amount and cost of 

imported oil. Similarly. an increase in ·the specific capital cost 

of western liquids from medium-high sulphur coal increases the cost 

of imported oil. 

The data element AVAIL(!) and LOADFE(I) were discussed j.n conjunction 

with Table IX.4. In conversion processes such as that for liquids 

from western coal. these quanti t;i..es have the same meaning as in 

.electric power conversion prooesscs, but have no arguments. and 

LOADFE is called LOADFC. In Table IX.S the data elements of AVAIL 

for western liqu;i:ds from medium-high sulphur coal and AVAIL( I) and 

LOADFE(l) from conventional nuclear generation of electricity all 

have negative relative sensitivities, as would be expected from the 

previous discussion. 

The data element FREQPR (link 4) for the crude oil allocation process 

occurs near the end of Table IX.S. The data element FREQPR (link 

i) designates the fraction of the demand that would be allocated to 

a given supplie1r (after behavioral· lags have run their course) if 

all suppliers offered the same price. Input link 4 to activity (7.3) 

(sec Fig. A-7 in Appendix A> represents the allocation of crude oil 

demand to ~mport~d crude oil. In the base case. FREQPR (link 4) 

has the vsllue 0.20. and thus, if there were no price differential 

between the suppliers to this crude oil allocation activity. only 

0.20 of the demand would be allocated to imported crude oil. Even 

when there is a price differential, this data element still enters 

the determination of the fraction of the demand that is allocated 

to a given supplier. and an iu~;:tease in thi& datil eltr.!llfmt on liuk 

i increases the fraction of the demand that is allocate(} to the 

supplier on link i. In Table IX. 5 an increase in FREQPR (link 4) 

inoreases the fraction of the demand that is supplied by imported 

cru~e oil and thus increases the cost of imported fuel. 
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Response 3. In Table IX.6. the relative sensitivities of the total 

annual imports of oil and oil products in year 2020 are presented. 

This response is in some ways similar to that considered in Table 

IX. 5. but because quanti ties rather than costs are considered and 

because imported gas is . omitted. the sensitivities differ. Since 

many of the data elements in Table IX.6 are similar to those listed 

in Tables IX.4 and IX.5. they will not be discussed again. Also. 

in Table IX.6 as in Tables IX.4 and IX.5. a variety of comparisons 

between adjoint and direct sensitivities are given. For the most 

part. these comparisons are similar to those given previously. and 

they will be discussed only if they are thought to be of particular 

interest. 

Near the end of Table IX.6. the data element NEWRS2. for the resource 

process that is used to model Domestic Oil and Natural Gas Liquids. 

appears (activity 7 .12). This data elem~nt. which represents new 

resources at twice the '~ase price." is related to the data elements 

INRCST and BASEPR because it .is used to determine the changes in 

capital and .operating. cost as the resource is depleted (Adl78). 

( Che80) • (Go181) • The actual manner in which this data element 

enters in the determination of the resource curve is complicated 

and is explained in detail in Refs. (Adl78) and (Che80). An 
increase in NEWRS2 for domestic oil and natural gas liquids in this 

case increases the cost as the reserves are depleted; because this 

increase makes domestic oil less competitive. more oil (and oil 

products) is ~mported. 

Near the bottom of Table IX.6. the data elements QUANlY occur on 

links 4 and 5 into the activity (7.3) that allocates crude oil 

(see Fig. A-7 in Appendix A). Although the data elements QUANlY on . 
input links to allocation processes serve as initial conditions in 

somewhat the same way as the data elements QUANlY on input links to 

demand processes. there are significant differences. For allocation 

processes QUANlY (link i) is not itself the initial value that is 
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used, but the quantity QUAN1Y(j) /~QUAN1Y(i) (where the sum over i 
1 

is over all input links to a given allocation node) is used as 

the initial value. That is, the quantity on link i in the final 

solution is not in general the QUAN1Y (link i) that was specified 

initially. An increase in QUAN1Y (link 4) increases the share of 

the demand in 1975 that is allocated to imported crude oil. Because 

of the behavioral lag, which is 15 years in this case, an increase in 

QUAN1Y increases the share of the demand in 2020 that is allocated to 

imported crude oil. Thus, an increase in this data element increases 

the quantity of crude oil imported and has a positive sensitivity. 

On the other hand, an increase in QUAN1Y (link 5) increases the share 

of the demand in 2020 that is allocated to domestic oil and natural 

gas liquids, thus decreasing the amount of imported oil and producing 

a negative sensitivity. 

Near the bottom of Table IX.6, the data element VOC (variable 

operating cost) appears for the production of liquids from western 

medium-high sulphur coal. An increase in this data element increases 

the cost of production in all years after the technology becomes 

commercially available. Thus, an increase in this data element 

increases the cost of coal liquids and makes them less competitive 

with imported oil, resulting in more oil imports. 

Finally. at the efid of Table IX.6, the data element Y(2)* appears. 

This data element represents percent aJmual increase in the gross 

national product in the period 1976 to 1980. It enters into 

the demand equations (Go181a) in such a manner that it tends to 

increase demand in all subsequent years. Because an increase in Y(2) 

increases demand in 2020, it has a positive sensitivity because more 

oil and oil products are imported to satisfy this demand. 

*Here, Y(J) is noted to be defined somewhat differently than the 
corresponding quantity in Eq. (VII-9). 
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Many 

7.4 

6.17 

6.25 

7.10 

7.16 

6.17 

8.5 

8.2 

l!llany 

6.25 

6.2S 

7.12 

7.3 

Many. 
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TADLB Dt.6 

2ola~l•o aoaalt!y!~loa ~o imps~ pmrSDDtora for the ~o~ol ocuaal lgporta of 
o!i cra4 oU proclROto ilil tl'il.o ;,ear 20ZO. 

The response, called R1 (10), ~as the value 7.4 quadrillion 
Dtu per year iu the base case. The relative sensitivities 

are listed in the order of decreasing absolute value. 

Data 
Data lillmoont 

Doaor!ptlvo ~ Bl_., .. ~ lllodel 12C 
a9.l!l hcco ae '!)p9 n= VB~lll<J· 

Many CONV. processes (see 809 in POSlLMb 1.0 
Table 8.7 of Appendix B of Als81) 

Oil refining: CONV. EFFc 0.92 

Appalachian medium-high lNRCSTd 0.98 
snl fnr coo 1: C-RES 

Western liquids, medium-high IYRAVLf 1995-1975 
sulfur cool: CONV. 

Shale oil-minin~: c-:REs. BASEPRh 2.57 

Transport upgrade (shale oil): EFFc 0.95 
TRANS. 

Appalcchien inedium-hiah snlfur ~ASEPRh 0.9.9 
CO!ll: C-RES. 

Transportation demand for auto QUANlY (link 2)j 1.05 
vehicle miles 

Automobile (oil): CONV. EFFc 0.10 

All CONV., ELE. P. CONV •• RES., PMI(l) It 1.0 
c-REs. 

Western Hqnids, medium-high scc1 10.8 
sulfur coal: CONV. 

Western liquids, medium-high AVAILm 0.90 
sulfur coni: CONV. 

Domestic oil and natural gas NEWRS2n 47.3 
liquids: RES. 

Crude oil: ALLOC. FREQPR (link 4)p 0.20 

All CONV., EI..E. P. CONV., RRS., Pifi(,S)k 1.0 
C-RES. 

Crude oU: ALLOC. QUANlY (link 4)j 8.68 

Crude oil: ~LOC. (lUANlY (link S)j 20.2 

Electric line loss: TRA\'ISP. EFFC 0.90 

Western liquids medium-high vocq 1.18 
aulfur: CONV. 

All demands Y(2)r 4.6 

i;'"'!")~::~;)" 
a.uo> u 

A4jolmt Dlroot 

0.72 0.89 

-{).57 -0.64 

-{).53 -{).528 

o.so 0.46,0.20,0.118 

0.45 

-0.39 

0.38 0.49,0.26i 

-0.38 -0.48 

-0.37 

-{) .34 -0.24 

0.32 

-{).32 

0.32 

0.30 

0.29 0.35 

0.28 

-{).28 

-0.28 

-0.26 

0.2S 
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Footeotea to Table IX.6 

aThe first ~umber denotes sector, and the second number den~tes activity. 

bPOSTI..M is th.e. production time-based operating technological change limit. It is the 
ratio of the operating input-output coefficient, after taking into account industry 
operating experience in terms of time since commercial availability of the technology, 
to the base operating input-output coefficient (Ste81, def. 17 in Appendix A). 

cEFF is the thermal efficiency of the process in 1975 or in the year the process becomes 
commercially available, whichever is later (Ste81, def. 9 in Appendix A). 

diNRCST is the initial resource cost in 1975 billion dol.lars per quadrillion Btu (Ste81, 
def. 40 in Appendix A). 

6
INRCST was increased .by 1% to obtain this sensitivity by direct recalc.ulation. 

fiYRAVL.is the year when the technology first became available. The code uses the actual 
year available (e.g., .1995). To define relative sensitivity here, the data element year 
IYRAVL has been defined by subtracting 1975 (Ste81, def. 12 in Appendix A). 

11 IYRAVL was incJ:eased by 0,25, 1, and 2 years to obtain these sensitivities by direct 
recalcululion. Decause LEAP-78 expects IYRAVJ .. to be an integer, the code was changed 
internally to make the 0.25-year·change. 

b.BASEPR is the base resource price. Specifying the resources available at this price 
and at twice this price determines the resource curve for a given initial resource 
cost (INRCST). This .data elell!.ent has units of 1975 billion dollars per quadrillion Btu 
(Ste81, def. 41 in Appendix A). 

iThe two sensitivify values correspond to increasing BASEPR by 1% and 10%, respectively, 
in direct model reruns. 

jQUANlY (link i) is the quantity in 1975 on input 
For industrial, residential, and commercial demands, 
quadri.llion Btu per year. For transportation demand 
(Ste81, def. 30 in Appendix A). 

link i of 
this data 
the units 

the specified node. 
element hus units of 
vary with input link 

kPMI(J) is the price of materials in time J (before these prices are modified by aging and 
technological time-dependent factors) relative to the ·price at J=1, where J takes values 
1 to 10 corresponding to the years 1975 to 2020 in 5-year intervals (Ste81, definition 
A-10 in Appendix A). 

1scc is the capita.i cost of a representative facility per unit of capacity in 1975 or 
the year the technology becomes. available, whichever is later. This data element has 
units of 1975 billion dollars per unit of capacity, where a unit of capacity can produce 

·a·· quadrillion Btu per year (Ste81, def. 5 in Appendix A). 

mAVAIL(i) is the fraction of demand in load category i that a plant can satisfy 
considering scheduled ami u11:.~.:hcduled dolvn timo, In conv"'r~:inn processes, AVAJ.L has no 
argument (Ste81, def. 20 in Appendix A), 

nNEWRS2 is the new resource at double base price. It is the amount of resources in 
addition to resources at the beginning of the model horizon, including expected new 
discoveries, that could be produced without a loss. It has units of quadrillion Btu 
(Ste81, def. 42 in Appendix A). 

PFREQPR (link i) is the equal price share on link i. It is the fraction of the demand 
that would be allocated to link i if all input links to the allocation process had equal 
prices a~d if no behavioral lag applied (Ste81, def. 3 in Appendix A). 

<!.vor. is the Vl!;J;iable operating cost in 1975 or the year of commercial availability, 
whichever is later. It has units of 1975 billion dollars per quadrillion Blu (Ste81, 
def. 7 in Appendix A). 

rY(J) here is the rate of change (%per year) in gross natio~al products at time index J, 
where J takes values 1 to 10 corresponding to the years 1975 to 2020 in 5-year intervals 
(Ste81, def. A.3 in Appendix A). 
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Reapoa.e 4. In Table IX.7, the most important relative·sensitivities 

of the ratio of the liquid fuels (annual) input to all demand sectors 

to the total fuel input to all demand sectors are given. This 

response differs somewhat from those considered previously because 

it involves many more links and is therefore more complex. Again, 

many of the data elements that appear in Table IX. 7 are similar to 

those that appear in Tables IX.4, IX.S, and. IX.6; thus, only those 

that are thought to be of particular interest will be discussed. 

Also, the comparisons between the adjoint and direct sensitivities 

are very similar to those given previously and will, therefore, not 

be discussed. 

In the early part of Table IX. 7, the data element VOCRAT occurs 

for the conversion process that is used to model the oil-powered 

automobile (activity 8.2). This data element is used in Model 22C 

to represent the rate of change of efficiency with time due to 

technological improvements. Its· value determines how long it will 

take for the ultimate improvement allowed due to technological change 

to be reached. Because the value assigned this parameter implies 

that the improvement will not have "saturated" by year 2020, an 

increase in this data element has the effect of increasing efficiency 

and decreasing cost. In the case of the oil-powered automobile, 

an increase in VOCRAT decreases the quantity of liquid fuel needed 

to satisfy a major transportation demand, thus causing a decrease 

in the response considered in Table IX. 7. The magnitude EFLIM of 

the eventual improvement in efficiency of the oil-powered auto also 

appears in Table IX.7; the reason is essentially the same as for the 

value of VOCRAT. 

Near the end of Table IX. 7, the data elements G2(6) for demand for 

industrial indirect heat (activity 2 .1) and G2(6) for auto vehicle

mile demand (activity 8.5) occur. The 2 in these data element names 

specifies link 2, and the argument value 6 is the usual time index 

representing year 2000. An increase in these data elements has 
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the effect of increasing demand on link 2 into activities (2 .1) 

and (8.5) in all subsequent years. The time index 6 has a special 

significance because G2(J) values for J = 7 ,8,9 are obtained by 

linear interpolation between G2(6) and G2(10) (Go181). The two 

data elements are interesting because the relative sensitivities have 

opposite signs. In the case of auto vehicle-mile demand, an increase 

in G2(6) increases the demand for liquid fuel; thus. for the response 

being considered, the sensitivity is positive. In the case of 

demand for industrial indirect heat, an increase in G2(6) increases 

the deMand for energy. but not necessarily in the form of liquid 

fuel; thus, for the response considered. the relative change in the 

response denominator is larger than the change in the numerator. 

This results in a negative sensitivity. 
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'UIIL8 II. 7 

Relati•e aenaiti9itiea to iaput parameter• for the ratio of the total annael liquid faels iaput 
to all demaad sectors iB the yoar'2020 to the total annaal faa! iaput 

to all cleaarul 8ootora iu tile ,.ear 1020 

The response, called R•(lO), has o value of 0.32 in the bose case. The 
sensitivities are listed in the order of decreasing absolute value. 

hta ('"'!"x"::::::r 
Data Bl ........ t •• (10) ck 

Doaoripti•o'Naae Bl.....,at =o.lel 12C 
uod Prooe .. Type n .... Value Adjoint Diroot 

Transportation demand for QUAN1Y (link 2)b 1.05 0.25 0.25 
vehicle miles. 

Automobile (oil): CONV. I!FFC 0.10 -0.25 

Oil refining: CONV. EFF0 0.92 0.22 0.22 

Industrial demand for QUAN1Y (link 2)b 2.99 -0.16 
electric services 

Automobile (oil): CONV. VOCRATd 0.035 -0.16 

Appalachian medium-high INRCSTe 0.98 -0.15 -0.13f 
coal: C-RES. 

Industrial demand for electric services- QUAN1Y (link 3)b 2.66 -0.11 -0.11 

Automobile (oi t); ~ONV. I!FLIM g 4.5 -0.10 

Industrial demand for truck/bus QUANlY (link 7)b 0.28 0.099 
vehicle mile 

Truck. bus~ diesel/gas: CONV. I!FFc 0.067 -0.097 

Appalachian medium-high sulphur coal: BASEPRh 0.99 0.093 0.090 .o .49i 
C-RES. 

Many CONV. processes (see 809 · POSTI.Mj 1.0 0.088 0.12 
in Table B. 7 of App. B of Als81) 

Truck, ·bus, diesel/gas: CONV. I!FLIM8 1.5 --0.086 

Oil (+LPG) seater: CONV. IDLIFEk 5 -0.084 

Industrial demand for electrical G2(6) 1 1.70 -0.083 
services. 

Geothermal: CONV, EOcf 2.1l4 -0.082 -0.60 

Transport demand f. or auto G2(6l
1 

1.1 0.082 
vehi~le mlles 

Geothermal: CONV. AVAILn 0.90 0.082 

Industrial demand for direct heat QUANlY (link 1)b 0.96 -0.072 

Oil (+LPG) heater: CONV. sc~ 51.0 -o .072 
-----------------·~------·--
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Po~tnotes to Tmble IX.7 

aThe first number denotes sector, and the second number denotes activity. 

bQUAN1Y (link i) is the quantity in ·1975 on input link i of the specified node. 
For industrial, residential, and commercial demands this data element has units of 
quadrillion Btu per year. For transportation demand the units vary with input link 
(Ste81, def. 30 in Appendix A). 

cEFF is the thermal efficiency of the process in 1975 or in the year the process becomes 
commercialiy available, whichever is later (Ste81, def. 9 in Appendi~ A). 

dVOCRAT is the operating change rate (% per year) and is used to model change in cost 
and thermal efficiency due to experience (Ste81, def. 18 in Appendix A). 

eiNRCST is the initial resource cost in 1975 billion dollars per quadrillion Btu (Ste81, 
def. 40 in Appendix A). 

fiNRCST was increased by 1% to obtain this sensitivity by direct recalculation. 

8EFLBI is the thermal efficiency limit and is the ratio of the therm~l efficiency (for 
fuel) to the initial efficiency at the year of commercial availability or in 1975, 
whichever comes later (Ste81, def. 19 in Appendix A); 

hBASEPR is the base resource price. Specifying the resources available at this price 
and at twice this price determines the resource curve for a given initial resource 
cost (INRCST). This data element has units of 1975 billion dollars per quadrillion Btu 
(Ste81, def. 41 in Appendix A). 

iThe two sensitivity values correspond to increasing BASEPR by 1% and 10%, respectively, 
in direct model reruns 

jPOSTI..M is the production tirne-based operating technological change limit. It is the 
ratio of the operating input-output coefficient, &fter taking into account industry 
operating experience in terms of time since commercial avaiiability of the technology, 
to the base-operating input-output coefficient (SteH1, def. 17 in Appendix A). 

kiDLIFE is the term on long-term corporate debt. It is an integer and is expressed in 
years (Ste81, def. 25 of Appendix A). 

1
GI(J). is the demand sensitivity on input link I at time J to a demand node·. The demand 
sensitivity is the rate of c:!Iange in the demand with respect to the rate of change in 
GNP (Ste81, def. A-4 in Appendix A). 

mSCC is the capital cost of a representative facility per unit of capacity in 1975 or 
tile year the technology becomes available, whichever is later. This data element has 
units of 1975 ~illion dollars per unit of capacity, where a unit of capacity can produce 
a quadrillion Btu per year (Ste81, def. 5 in Appendix A). 
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Conclusions fro. adjoint sensitivity studies. Relative to the 

innovative techniques used here, the applicability of adjoint 

sensitivity methodology to a large, energy-economy model was 

demonstrated by applying the methodology to LEAP Model 22C. The 

agreement between the adjoint and direct sensitivities in Tables 

IX.4 through IX. 7 indicates that the methodology can be applied 

successfully to give reasonably reliable results at least for 

sensitivities that are relatively large. The method provides only 

first derivatives, but it is very powerful because it treats all 

data elements and determines, for a given response, which data 

elements have appreciable sensitivities. The methodology, as used 

here, required considerable development time because considerable 

analytical differentiation was required, and a substantial effort was 

needed to evaluate these derivatives. However, in the course of the 

work, an alternative method was developed that would allow all these 

derivatives to be obtained numerically by using the LEAP com.puter 

code. 

Relative to the results of the sensitivity studies on LEAP Model 22C 

for the four responses covered above, one may conclud.: :· 

1. For the broad responses studied, no relative sensitivity 

0 

coefficients were greater than unity in absolute value. Ten 

to twenty or more parameters for each response had re·lative 

sensitivities with absolute values larger than 0.1. 

2. Data elements used in Model 22C to scale costs simultaneously 

in many modeled industries tended to have sensitivities of 

large magnitude. Two examples were the real cost e·scal.ation 

factors for materials and the global technological ch:an.g.e 

parameters; in both examples the parameters themselves we·.re 

set to unity in Model 22C. The high sensitivities to the 

technological change parameter POSTLM imply that major results· 

like the projected total cost of energy were sens·itive to the 
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Model· 22C assumption ·that there will be little future cost 

reduction through evDlutionary technological change in generic 

industries already commercially available. 

3. Important relative sensitivities were found for some parameters 

that affect the energy price mark-up in generic industrial 

activities like oil refining that process the major Model 

22C energy flows •. (This finding may not be very important 

for policy analysis because processes like nil refining and 

electric power transmission already enjoy relatively high 

thermal efficiency, and significant national effort would 
. -

be required to change these average efficiencies by a few 

percent.) 

4. Some of the parameters that had important relative sensitivity 

are known to be strongly correlated. For the example of 

the ''base price" and "initial cost" resource cost curve 

parameters of Model 22C, the signs of the computed sensitivity 

coefficients indicate that an alternative parameterization of 

the resource curve would permit more effective sensitivity 

studies. (For more recent models than 22C, EIA has upgraded 

the parameterizatio~ of resource ourves.) Iu othe~ case&, 

expected -data correlations would effectively sum several minor 

sensitivities to produce an enhanced effect. 

5. Many of the parameters found to have important sensitivities 

are amenable to -measurement or firm estimation; this fact 

suggests that increased effort on input data can improve the 

reliability of LEAP output performance. Examples are initial

year energy balance, industrial process eff; ~ienci's, plant 

overall availabilities, capital and operating costs of plant 

types already commerc-ially proven, and even· the resource curve 

cost parameters. There can also be ·a reasonable basis on which 

to estimate values for the important parameters reflecting 

expected technological change and the ratio of the future cost 
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of labor and materials, compared to present 

the possibilities of countervailing future 

other regulations introduce uncertainty. 

experience; here 

environmental or 

6. Some of the parameters having sensitivity coefficients 

of important magnitude depend more strongly on cultural 

preferences. These are amenable to estimation for the future 

only to the extent current trends continue. These parameters 

include automobile efficiency (miles per energy unit) within 

the bounds of technical feasibility, the discount rate for. 

energy facilities, the times at which new technologies will 

be commercially proven, and most of all the parameters that 

determine future energy demand. 

7. The list of large sensitivity coefficients for the studied 

responses did not highlight any behavioral parameters like 

time lags and price sensitivity coefficients--parameters that 

represent imprecise concepts and therefore may be difficult to 

estimate. One reason for this finding is that many of these 

par~meters !lre individually assigned to each generic activity 

in the model. While each such parameter may have small 

sensitivity, the values may be correlated to the extent that 

a common difficulty in their estimation leads to a significant 

collective effect. (See Tables IX.l and IX.2, especially 

Examples 2-4.) This area deserves more study. 

These conclusions are based on sensitivities computed from Model 

22C and are, therefore, the sensitivities of model responses and 

not necessarily those of the future energy market. To the extent 

that the model correctly represents future trends, the listed 

sensitivities and those that could be computed for alternative 

r~sponses should be an aid to the student of energy affairs. 
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X. '1BB mDBL P.AIWIB'mRS FOR LEAP IIODBL 22C 

The input to the LEAP-78 computer· program included data that (1) 

caused the system program to organize computer storage for the 

needed model variables and input parameters, (2) defined for the 

program the energy flow network and the subroutine block to be 

associated with each modeled generic activity,* (3) gave values of 

the parameters required by· the process model subroutines for each 

of these activities, and (4) gave the initial estimates for the 

model variables required to start the iterative solution process. 

This section addresses ·only the model parameter data; here, as in 

most of this report, the terms "data" and "parameters" are used 

interchangeably to refer to those input values of energy-economy 

parameters required to operate· Model 22C of LEAP.· A discussion and 

thorough display of these parameters may be found i'n Stewart and 

Goldstein's report (Ste81). 

A. Classification of the ~1 22C Input Para.eters 

Section II.B of th'is report contained a brief des·cription of each 

of the process submodels used to r.epresent the various energy-

related economic activities. For each energy conversion activity, 

Model 22C requires the technical, historical, financial, and nonfuel 

cost data needed to obtain, at each model time point, the present 

value of the capital cost and the stream of net (price minus cost) 

dollar flows associated. with the model energy flows. The electric 
. . 

utility conversion ac~ivities require these data and·the portions of 

electricity generation devoted to base, intermediate, and peak load 

service. In addition to the parameters re~uired for basic conversion 

activities, the resource extraction activities require the resource 

curves that reflect the i~creasing effort required to recover en~rgy 

commodities from depleting resource bases. 

•"Model 22" wu defined by its energy flow network and organization 
of parameter storage. With the assignment of a submodel for each 
activity and a particular set of model input parameters,-Model 22C 
was defined, 

\ 
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Each real allocation activity requires (1) the relative energy flows 

(market shares) of the various inputs from competing suppliers for 

the initial model year (1975), (2) the market shares that .would 

eventually apply if the prices from all suppliers were equal, and 

(3) the parameters used in modeling the price- and time-dependent 

market penetration dynamic.. Some allocation activities require 

price increments on input or output links to reflect differentials 

in quality, average transportation cost, etc. The "transport" 

activities require price increments and transport efficiency. factors. 

The final demand activities require, for each class of demand, the 

parameters to determine a demand path (nominal demand for each model 

year) and the short-term price elasticity and lag parameters used 

to modify the demand-path quantities in the later model years. The 

oil and gas import prices, hydroelectric production quantity, and 

metallurgical coal export quantity are required for each model time 

point. Most parameters, including prices for labor, materials, and 

capital, are assumed to be independent of time in Model 22C. The 

selection of values for these parameters depends on the submodels of 

the LEAP-78 program and the aggregation of the :real economy chosen 

in the network 4efinition for Model 22. 

The data can also be characterized according to whether their 

values were determined from (1) major assumptions of the scenario 

detailed along with the results in ARC-78 (EIA79a); (2) historical 

data on the national energy balance, facility costs, and trends in 

financing and tax accounting; (3) engineering estimates of values of 

cost, efficiency, and availability parameters for generic industrial 

technologies that are not yet "commercial"; or (4) parameterization 

of the departure of economic behavior from that expected under 

perfect competition within a compact geographic region. 
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B •. Modeler's .. thod for .. etias'Modol 22C Iaput Data Reqaire.aoata 

The material in the 1978 Energy Information Administration (EIA) 

Annual Report to Congress and in the draft data report (Die79) 

indicates the main features of the EIA plan for obtaining the 

needed parameter values. Behavioral parameters (e.g.. behavioral 

lags. price sensitivities)· were chosen by· the modelers at EIA or 

were taken from the authors of previous work using generalized 

equilibrium modeling (SRI77. DFI demonstration model). Data for 

advanced technologies were provided by the corresponding divisions 

of the EIA and sometimes other DOE offices. Data on existing and new 

technologies were obtained from the work of Bhagat et al. (Bha79). 

Resource curves were obtained by reinterpretation and modernization 

of values given (using different definitions) by the U.S. Geological 

Survey (USGS) UH178) and the output of other models. and the 

1975 energy balance was adapted from EIA data. More importantly. 

because results from this model were needed primarily for the time 

period after 1995. output for times through 1995 was "calibrated" 

to assure a general tracking with output from the Midterm Economic 

Forecasting System of EIA. described in ARC-78 (EIA79a. Chapter 

4 and elsewhere in that report), (See the following paragraph.) 

Parameters for certain activities were adjusted (away from the values 

initially chosen) to take into account information not directly 

parameterized in LEAP-78. For example. the use of biomass and 

renewables was "constrained" (EIA79a. p. 410); a · price increment 

was included in the uranium fuel upgrade activity to equalize coal 

and nuclear costs (EIA79a. p. 410. Die79. item 5.2); future cost 

of electricity generation by oil and gas boilers was increased 

to incorporate expected government restrictions (Die79. items 4. 9. 

4 .11); the penetration of oil product imports was constrained in 

the refined oil allocation activity (Die79); and " ••• Estimates of 

new technology penetration are obtained from preliminary targets 

developed for NHP-II analysis ••• " (EIA79a. p. 409). Finally. at 
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least one tabulated result (residential solar use) was determined 

after the model runs because reasonable model parameters had not 

given a result satisfactory in the light of the modeler's knowledge 

(Pea79). Note that, overall, the impact on the model projections of 

these assumption-driven parameter adjustments was quite significant. 

Considering the number of parameters required and the modeling 

goals, the overall method for obtaining parameter values does 

not appear unreasonable for Model 22C considering manpower and 

schedule constraints. As an approach for future work, it would 

be unsatisfactory because data inconsi~tencies are likely when 

information is compiled from diverse sources. Advanced technology 

information must be obtained from experts, but evaluation is required 

to avoid unrealistic estimates therefrom. The required data analysis 

effort is very large. and techniques for this analysis may not 

yet be developed. Most questionable was the method of adjusting 

the market share at equal prices and (sometimes) the allocation 

behavioral lag parameters of allocation activities to achieve results 

corresponding to the mid-range model output in 1995 (Die79. items 

1.1, 2.4. 2.5. 2.8. 2.28, and 9.1). The LEAP modeling efforts in 

1979 and 1980 avoided use of the market shares at equal prices for 

model "calibration" (Hut80b). 

The method for acquiring Model 22C data involved use of a 

questionably large amount of information comparable to the output 

of Model 22C; input parameters were used to give the desired output 

values at least through the 1990 time period. Such calibration 

of model output against the results from another model of the same 

part of the economy is questionable because there seems little 

assurance that projections will extrapolate appropriately; however, 

use of other models may sometimes be valid if the other models 

contain information not available to the model being calibrated and 

if calibration will not warp the analysis of those variables the 

receiving model can deal with. 
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C. Precision of Paraaeter Definition 

At least two types of parameter definitions have proven very 

important in the evaluation of LEAP Model 22C. One is the definition 

of the parameters of the LEAP-78 program so. that the model user can 

know just what information is required. The other is the definition 

of the exact mode of aggregation used in the representation of the 

economy; this information is used by the modeler to prepare the 

inputs and is used by the modeler and implicitly by the ARC-78 reader 

to interpret the outputs. The paragraphs below detail problems in 

Model 22C with each of these classes of definitions. 

Stewart and Goldstein ( Ste81) report some instances where existing 

parameter definitions were sufficiently ambiguous that the LEAP 

modelers at EIA erred in pr-eparing Model 22C input data. Examples 

follow. Imprecision in the definition of the variable operating cost 

aging rate in Adler et al. (Adl79) (percent per year vs relative 

change per year) led to an input parameter in error by a factor 

of 100. Based on comments and format statements in the DEMAND 

subprogram. ambiguous definition led the price sensitivity and lag 

parameters to be entered on a per year rather than per period (5 

y~ar) basis. Confusion as to whether final auto demand was measured 

in units of 10' or 101 Z vehicle miles per year led to inconsistencies 

among the parameters for the oil/ gas-powered automobilt:. Analogou& 

problems occurred for the other transportation demands. To forestall 

such mistakes in the future. Stewart and Goldstein (Ste81) furnish 

a complete set of corrected definitions of LEAP-78 input parameters. 

including many not used in Model 22C. Cherniavsky and Juang (Che80) 

have also provided some updated definitions for resource submodels, 

many of which apply to LEAP-78. The effects on some model results of 

correcting two input mistakes were shown in Table IX.1, cases 1 and 

2. of this report. Examples are also given in Stewart and Goldstein 

(Ste81). 
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Options inevitably occur in aggregating the energy economy for a 

finite model. How does one treat natural gas liquids, the use of 

natural gas for power in the field, and the separation of the coal 

resource by region and quality? The reader of the tables in ARC-78 

(EIA79a) needs to be able to learn exactly how this aggregation was 

accomplished. The sophisticated user may obtain this information 

from the listing of the RPORT subroutine that produces the summary 

printout from which most of the tables in ARC-78 (EIA79a) were 

drawn and from the ENBAL/DATA data set used in that subroutine and 

discussed by Cohen (Coh79, Sect. 3) and Ford (For81). (Unfortunately 

for the student of ARC-78, no readable edit of this data set was 

programmed by the LEAP modelers at EIA.) One can alternatively infer 

many of the aggregation decisions from the text of the draft document 

by Diedrich et al. (Die79). Diedrich et al. also clarify that 

many of the labels on the model input and output tables printed 

by LEAP from the Model 22C data base are misleading; however, this 

misdirection is no problem to the reader who depends entirely on the 

tables in ARC-78 (EIA79a). 

Failure to document eY.act ly tho defin.i l.iuu of model parameters 

injured the Model 22C effort to an extent because, as a result, 

some parameter values were entered in error. In addition, imprecise 

definition of the exact market aggregation in the model network and 

the published output tables diminished the clarity of the results. 

Because not all of these definitions change from one model version 

to the next, the authors of the present report recommend that extra 

care be exercised to establish and publish precise definitions for 

each major set of projections. 

D. Traceability of Input Data to Its Original Source 

Some information on the sources of data used in Model 22C may 

be found in the published ARC-78 report (EIA79a) and in the text 

and computer listings of the draft report on data by Diedrich 
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et al. (Die79) of the Office of Applied Analysis (OAA) in DOE. 

The information from these reports is summarized · in Stewart and 

Goldstein (Ste81). Generally, the available information steers the 

reader toward an information source, but does so with too little 

specificity to permit a review of the logic behind the chosen 

value. In some cases, the referenced report used a different 

aggregation of energy supply or use from what was needed for Model 

22C; in other cases, (1) the original data (e.g., resource curves) 

were updated and reinterpreted to permit derivation of the required 

input parameters, (2) the parameter values were adjusted to obtain 

projections satisfactory to the modeler (see Sect. X.B above), or 

(3) the reference was just to an organizational unit within DOE that 

specialized in the required area. By contrast, the serious user 

requires a worksheet for each data element that shows how it was 

obtained from intermediate values, given precise sources. If the 

source is published, table and line number or equivalent are needed; 

if a private communication is the source, the ~ and organization 

are required, as well as the type· of analysis that led to the value. 

Because this specificity is lacking, with few exceptions, for the 

Model 22C data base, the present authors concluded that a usefully 

complete in~ut data audit trail would not generally be possible. 

More recently, the analysts in the Long-Term Energy Analysis Division 

of OAA have maintained chronological log books that serve as 

permanent.in-house documentation of the derivation of input parameter 

values. Perhaps this approach could be extended via computerization 

and careful formatting to provide a data audit trail that is both 

complete and reasonably economical. The lack of such documentation 

restricts the ability of a use~ to upgrade the data in selected areas 

and limits the credibility of the whole modeling effort. 
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B. Model 22C Data Quality aJUl Uncertainty 

Data quality. As indicated above, the general failure for Model 

22C to provide fully traceable data prevents assessment of data 

quality in terms of the validity of its sources and the care 

with which the primary data were processed to the form required. 

Quality could also be assessed by performing an independent parameter 

evaluation and then comparing the results of this evaluation against 

the Model 22C input; this process was found too expensive for the 

present study. At a less comprehensive level, the evaluator may 

compare input values against those values used by others in similar 

models. In most cases, the Model 22C data base qoes contain roughly 

similar values, but the meaning of this qualitative assessment is 

constrained by the extent to which the alternative data base itself 

is documented. Finally, the evaluator may scan the data set for 

unreasonable values. Stewart and Goldstein '(Ste81) indicate cases 

where such a scan of the .Model 22C data base turned up flaws (e.g., 

the high efficiency of future solar-assisted residential heat pumps 

without a corresponding capital cost) • A limited review of much 

of the Model 22C data base is reported by Hansen et al. (Han81). 

The assessors concluded that of the about 340 parameters examined, 

about " ••. 35 percent were found to be within reasonable bounds, 

8 percent appeared to be in conflict with information from known 

sources, and 21 percent appeared. on intuitive grounds to warrant 

further examination. The group found the remaining 36 percent 

difficult to assess either because the parameter definition was 

incomplete or because it was insufficiently linked to known data or 

familiar concepts." Questionable values included the residential and 

commercial income elasticities of demand and some of the allocation 

market shares at equal prices. The Analysis Quality Report of the 
' 

Office of Energy Information Validation (OEI80, Appendix B) also 

contains a discussion of the quality of the input information to 

Model 22C. 
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In summary, the present evaluation effort concludes that the Model 

22C data base appears to contain some input errors, some unreasonable 

estimates, and some unrepresentative values chosen to force outputs 

toward assumptions. Many of the data, however, are plausible and 

similar to values used in comparable models. This is a much less 

favorable conclusion than a user might wish a model evaluation to 

reach! Note that, 

preparation task is 

for a model the 

very large and 

size of 22C, the input. data 

the traditional practices of 

modelers and the support levels available have made it difficult to 

produce the detailed documentation necessary for a high data quality 

rating. 

Data UACortainty. In the authors' view, an adequate model input 

data base would oontain information on the uncertainties of the input 

data and any correlations among them. Only in this way (1) can the 

data analyst record his assessment of how well a value is known; (2) 

can a user or another modeler quickly determine which data require 

improvement; and (3) can one obtain, with the aid of sensitivity 

studies, the minimum ("perfect model specification") uncertainties in 

model outputs. Such uncertainties can be compared against accuracy 

targets for important responses (see Sect. III.B and Pee80). 

A prop~rly developed set of parameter uncertainties and correlations 

for Model 22C would be costly because in only _a few cases do data 

sources [e.g., the USGS report on oil and gas resources (Mil78)] 

include any uncertainty data. Such a data base of uncertainty 

information can reasonably be developed only as part of the effort 

to compile the parameters themselves. Significantly increased effort 

would be required, so it would be important to concentrate this 

effort on the parameters most likely to be important. To evaluate 

uncertainties in a separate effort would also -entail a reevaluation 

of the input 

analysis to 

data. However, 

approximate the 

it _is possible 

magnitudes of_ the 

without a detailed 

uncertainties for 

the various types- of parameters. To perform such an !lppro:xima te 
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analysis, one must take advantage of general knowledge about the 

types of data likely to be available to those who estimated the 

model input parameters and about the plausible range of variation 

of each type of parameter. Therefore, the uncertainty estimates are 

not strongly linked to the particular values chosen for Model 22C. 

Table X.1 gives a set of uncertainty estimates of this type that was 

developed by the present authors. Where mistakes of large magnitude 

affected Model 22C, as described in Stewart and Goldstein (Ste81), 

the uncertainties refer to the corrected values. 

Correlations among the parameters are not explicitly treated in Table 

X.1, although in some cases they are likely to be large (e.g., cost 

parameters for types of facilities not yet commercially available 

and for the same parameter in different time periods). Where the 

uncertainty is given for a "global" parameter, the uncertainty is for 

the national average. Because relative costs presumably govern to 

a great extent the relative market penetration of new technologies, 

some known fully-correlated uncertainty components were intentionally 

omitted in this approximate analysis. For example, the -g.ncertainty 

in the differential inflation rate for the cost of pipefitters would 

affect all complex energy facilities in a similar way, though to 

different degrees. 

In Table X.1, uncertainties are placed in broad categories for 

convenience and to emphasize the approximate nature of the values; 

that is, an entry of "20%" corresponds to estimates from about 

15 to 30%, and uncertainties that may be at least as large as 

a factor of two are classified as SO%. In this table, the same 

parameters for all similar activities are approximated to have 

equal uncertainties. Many parameters have been omitted from the 

table in the expectation that they are less important (see Sect. 

IX.B). Generally, the values in such a table must be used with 

discretion because numerous footnotes would be required to detail 

all the qualifications. Moreover, in any use of these uncertainty 
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TABLE X.l 

Approxt.ate uncertaiaty eatt.atea for IOdel 22C iaput para.eters 

ldeatification 
Nu.ber8 

A-1 

A-2 

A-3 

A-4 

A-5 

A-7 

A-8 

1 

2 

3 

s 

7 

9 

10 

12 

13 

18 

FOJl'l'RAN 
Naae Sllort Definition 

SENS Demand behavioral lag 

ELAS Price elasticity of demand 

Y(JT) GNP growth rates (average) 

GAMMA Income sensitivities of demand 

TRANS! Link differentials 

ROE Return on equity 

RDEBT Return on debt 

SHSENS Allocation price sensitivities 

BELAG Allocation behavioral lags 

FREQPR Allocation shares at equal 

sec 

voc 

EFF 

IPLTI~ 

IYRAVL 

EARLY 

VOCRAT 

prices 

Specific capital costs for 
basic and electric power 
conversion: 

Other than final conversions 

Final conversions 

Variable nonfuel operating 
costs 

EfficieP~ies for other than 
final conversions 

Some final conversions 

Planning lead times 

Year commercially available 

Precommercial premium per year 

Operating cost change rates 

Approd ... te 
± Unoertaiatyb 

SO%c in (-1n SENS)- 1 

SO%d in ELAS/(1-SENS) 

2% ·per yeare 

SO% 

$0.20/MMBtu (197S$) 

0.02f yr- 1 

o.o1f yr- 1 

SO% 

SO% 

20%g 

10 - 20%h 

SO%i 

20 - SO%h 

2 - S'Wih 

10%j 

SO% 

10 yr 

SO% 

20% 



Table X.l (contiaaed) 

Identification 
ll1al])er• 

19 

20 

22 

23 

25 

29 

30 

31 

37 

40 

41-43 

41-43 

44 

48 

EFLIM 

AVAIL 

ICLIFE 

VOAGRT 

IDLIFE 

EQFR 

QUAN1Y 

RAT IN 

CFSENS 

INRCST 
BASEPR 

(N) 

C2 

CCCF 

R~N 
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Short Definition 
Approxiaate 

:!:. Unoertainiyb 

Limiting efficiency multipliers: 

Other than final conversions 

Some. final conver.sions 

2 - S%h 

50%j 

Plant availabilities 

Facility lifetimes 

Operating cost aging rates 

Debt life 

Equity fractions of capital 
cost 

Initial quantities 

Resource historical capacity 
additions change. rates 

Capacity factor price sensiti
vities 

10 - .20%h of ( 1-AVAIL) 

20% 

20 - SO%h 

20% 

0.2 

50% 

Resource cost curve normalization 

Established resource types 10% 

Oil shale, enhanced oil and 50% 
gas 

Cumulative resource commitments 50% 
for which price is twice the 
initial resource costm 

Slope parameters for resource 50% 
.m curves 

Current capital cost fractions 0.2 
for resoqrces 

Resource owner's interest rate 0.02f 

Oil/oil products/gas import price escala- 50% 
tion raten 

(footnotes on next page) 
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llOO'JJtO'mS 10 TABLE X.l 

8 Parameter number as in Appendix A of Stewart and Goldstein (Ste81). 

bDefined so that the probability is about 2/3 t·hat the true value of the parameter 
lies within this range on either side of the assigned value. Wher~ver this range 
extends beyond the region over which the input parameter is def.ined, a suitab,le 
correction is to be understood. (Behavioral parameters may not have true values 
because they may not correspond to valid concepts!) When given as a percentage, the 
uncertainty is that percent of the parameter value in the model or the indicated 
parameter combination, unless otherwise noted. These approximate uncertainties 
were assigned by the authors. 

cThe relative uncertainty is given in the number of model time periods required for 
the demand to reach -60% of its eventual change following a step change in price. 

dThe uncertainty in the long-term elasticity is given. 

eGiven as a percentage of the prior year GNP, just as is the growth rate itself. 
This estimate is for the long-term average, not the 5-year averages entered in 
the data base. Because Model 22C assumes zero inflation, this is the uncertainty 
in the average real GNP growth rate. 

fOwner's interest rate and the returns on debt and equity are strongly correlat~d 
through the market. The uncertainties here are supposed to include the general 
long-term behavior that affects all of these, but not· the variations that arise 
from perceptions of risk. 

gBecause this parameter was selected for several ac.tivities to make Model 22C output 
track the midterm model results, uncertainties here could be assessed on that 
basis, if midterm model output uncertainties were known. Othe~ise, the FREQPR 
uncertainty given is too small when the various links have been assigned greatly 
different FREQPR values. FREQPR uncertainties are constrained by the unit sum over 
all links. 

hThe smaller uncertainty applies to processes now commercially available, the larger 
to those not yet available. 

iThis applies to the conversion processes just ''below" final demand where there is 
often a question just how much equipment is included. For example_, does a heat 
pump include ductwork? 

jThis applies to the conversion processes just ''below" final demand in the cases 
where final demand does uot carry energy units. For example, the term "vehicle 
miles per gallon" requires a yet-undefined standard f.leet-averaged vehicle. Where 
a true thermal efficiency is implied, this is the uncertainty for (1-EFF) or 
(EFLIM-1). 

~is value applies to disaggregated quantities; smaller relative uncertainties 
generally apply to more highly aggregated quantities. 

1This value does not apply to the artificial RATIN values used in Model 22C for 
the Oil-Gas sector and western coal resource activities. 

~ese parameters are combinations of input parameters for undiscovered resources 
and prices. Equation (1) in Stewart and Goldstein's report (Ste81, p. A-65) gives 
the equation for C2; the equation simplifies greatly for Model 22C. Adler (Adl79, 
p. 7-55) gives the equation from which one may derive the first parameter. These 
two parameters are strongly correlated for a given resource. 

~is uncertainty is estimated for the long-term rate 
escalation. Model 22C has exogenous input prices by year 
one can represent this input as KJl avciroge 2% real rate 
So far, prices have risen much more rapidly than estimated. 

of oil import price 
as its parameters, but 
nf increase per year. 
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estimates, it should be remembered that they were obtained from 

general b~k&round knowledge rather than from an evaluation of the 

data base that could be validatec. For particular parameters in some 

of these catego~ies, detailed uncertainty estimates might vary from 

those in Table X.l by a factor of 2 or more •. 

The reader can observe in Table X.l that large uncertainties are 

estimated for many parameters. Perhaps more advanced techniques 

exist to obtain the parameter val~es than were assumed by the 

authors, or perhaps better techniques can be developed. Certainly, 

data correlations would not be treated as lightly in a thorough 

analysis as they are in this ta~~e. If the sensitivities for 

the grossly uncertain parameters are sufficiently small for some 

important responses, then the data base can support projections for 

these responses (see Sect. XI). Note that energy analysts are 

accustomed to contingent studies. in which major assumptions such 

as final demand growth are taken as given (i.e., as having no 

uncertainty). 
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P. Conclusions and Reca.aendatioa on Model 22C Par ... ters 

o The Model 22C data base included some errors. some unreasonable 

estimates. and some unrepresentative values chosen to force 

outputs toward assumed "futures." Many of the data. however, 

are plausible and similar to values used in comparable models. 

o The modelers at EIA used methods for selecting parameter 

values that were generally adequate for the first LEAP modeling 

effort (22C). These methods would be inadequate for future 

LEAP models because (1) cost and performance data on the 

various technologies were obtained from a variety of possibly 

inconsistent sources and (2) in too many instances. information 

comparable to the output of Model 22C was used to adjust input 

data. 

o The parameter values employed for Model 22C could not in 

general be traced to their precise origins. This lack of 

traceability limited model output cre·dibility and the potential 

for EIA or others to build on the data analysis already 

performed. It is recommended that for comparable future models 

the EIA develop a computerized log of the sources and analysis 

steps that lead to each parame·ter value. 

o Some of the LEAP-78 parameter definitions assembled by and 

for EIA were mishuding. Thi'l difficulty led to· at least 

three significant parameter input errors. Also. imprecise 

definitions of the aggregation of the economy employed in Model 

22C prevented the reader of ARC-78 from knowing the exact 

meaning of the tables published there. In both cases. it is 

recommended that EIA publish precise definitions to support any 

future use of a complex model like LEAP. 

o Although approximate uncertainties can be obtained ~ post 

facto for the various classes of parameters to permit a 

paradigm of uncertainty propagation. a thorough analysis of 



the uncertainties of input parameters must be performed in 

the same process 

values. Future 

as the evaluation of 

EIA model input data 

the nominal parameter 

analysis should work 

toward inclusion of uncertainties and correlations for the most 

important data elements, even though such an effort will be 

costly. The existence of such uncertainty information is vital 

to support rational decision analys~s. 
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n. CONCLUSIONS AND RRCOJOIBNDATIONS 

Some conclusions ,reached in this study apply only to Model 22C, 

whereas others apply. as well to the generic LEAP and to similar 

generalized equilibrium models. Because LEAP Model 22C and its data 

base are now obsolete, the recommendations apply to future models in 

the LEAP system. 

A. The Bffect of Input Data Uncertainty on :LBAP llodel 11C Results 

Using the relative sensitivities given in Tables IX.4 through IX. 7 

and the estimated data element uncertainties given in Table X.l, 

it is possible to obtain a preliminary estimate of the uncertainty 

(square root of the variance) for a given response. These 

uncertainty estimates can then be compared to the response accuracy 

targets specified in Table 111.2 to see if there is reasonable· 

probability . of reaching these targets considering data element 

uncertainties alone. Estimates obtained here are very approximate 

because the data uncertainty estimates in Table X.l are preliminary 

~nd because only first-order sensitivities are con.sidered. Also, 

propagated data uncertainties are only part of the total uncertainty, 

which also includes the effect o'f model specification difficulties 

(see Sect. VII). · 

To illustrate the procedure for propagating input data uncertainties, 

the uncertainty in each of the four responses considered in Sect. 

IX.B (see Tables IX.4 through IX. 7) due· to· estimated data element 

uncertainties will be given. Some of the data elements [e.i.·. 

POSTLM, PMI(J). PLI(J), and load factors] that have appreciabl'e 

sensitivities in Tables IX.4 through IX. 7 do not occur 'in Table X.l. 

(All of these exceptions but the load factors have unit value· in 

Model 22C.) For the purposes of the illustration here, if a data 

element uncertainty estimate is not given in Table X.l, that data 

element is not considered in the uncertainty analysis. 
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The relative uncertainty in response I in year 2020 (ARI(10)/RI(10) 

is calculated as 

ARI(lO) 

2 [ ~~;~0) dR1(10)) (::i)]' (XI-1) = 
· RI(lO) dx. 

i 
1 

2 [~ 
(x.(J) dR1(10)) cj(J))r 1/2 

+ 
R:(lO) x. (J) X. (J) 

j J J 

I = 1 to 4, 

where the sum over i is over all data elements that are assumed 

to be uncorrelated and the sum over j is over time-dependent data 

elements that are assumed to be fully correlated. Those data 

elements that are assumed to be fully correlated over time are also 

assumed to be uncorrelated with the other data elements. Only a 

few time-dependent data elements (e.g., the price of imported oil, 

oil products, and gas) were assumed to be fully correlated in time. 

For the most. part, correlations were neglected, and for this reason, 

the results presented here must be considered illustrative rather 

than definitive. Also, it is being assumed that first-order (i.e., 

linear) sensi ~ivity coefficients are applicable independent of the 

magnitude of the uncertainty in the data element. 

. The results are given in Table IX.l. On the left in the table, 

the calculated uncertainties are given, and on the right in the 

table, the assumed accuracy targets from Table III.2 are given. The 

calculated uncertainties in Table XI.1 contain contri.butions from a 

large number of the smaller s~nsitivity cneffide.uL~t that wo:ro not 

shown in Tables IX.4 through IX.7. 

The estimated uncertainties for these particular .responses are 

comparable to the assumed accuracy targets even though (1) the 

underlying parameter . uncertainties did not include values. for 

parameters like the relative price of materials and the technological 
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Taltle U.l 

Bst~te4 aacertaiaty iD seleote4 year 2020 respoaaea 4ue to iaput 4ata 
UDCertaiatiea. ('llae four responses ooaai4ere4 •ere are ~se ooaai4ere4 

iD Taltloa IX.4 to IX. 7, reapeotively .J 

Respoaae Aas._4 •ta tive Aoouraoy 
(Short a-> Bat~te U.Oertaiaty Taraet (See Taltle IU.2) 

,Total energy- AR
1 

(10) AR~(lO) 
related cost per .X 100% = 15% X 1001i = 12% 
GNP R

1
(10) R1 (10) 

Cost of imported AR
3

(10) AR~(10) 
fuel per GNP X 100% = 45% X 1001i = 1001i 

R
3 

(10) R
3 

(10) 

Imports of oil and AR
3 

(10) AR'!'uo> 
oil products X 1001i = SO% X 100% = SS% 

R
3

(10) R3 (10) 

Fractional liquid AR4 (10) AR:(lO) 
fuel use by the X 10()% = 20'!11 X 1001i = 29Ci 
demand sectors R4 (10) R4 (10) 
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change limits, (2) most data correlations were not considered, and 

(3) the effects of higher-order sensitivities were neglected. As 

shown by some of the direct sensitivity runs of Sect. IX.A and 

the OEIV Analysis Quality Report (OEI80), the neglected effects 

are sometimes important. Also, these responses were designed to 

reduce the effect of some irrelevant data uncertainties. Therefore, 

if the data uncertainties of Table X.l do represent current 

knowledge of the uncertainties in the parameters listed, one 

concludes that data· uncertainties do not support these year 2020 

response values within the estimated accuracy targets, even if 

model specification ~noertainties are neglected. In turn, certain 

qualitative conclusions that could be drawn from these Model 22C 

response projections are indicated not to be supportable by the 

input data base. (Projection of oil/gas import cost per GNP is the 

possible exception based on the present analysis~) 

B. Prhoipal Streqtlla _. Yeabea••• of LBAP-78 aa4 IIINlel 22C 

This subsection includes the authors, conclusions on the model, s 

usability for meeting relevant DOE needs, ·its understandability to 

the model users and their clients, its realism in projecting the 

future impacts of what is now known about energy-related aspects nf 

our economy, and its credibility with potential users in the agency 

and particularly with interested members of the public. (Note the 

additional and more detailed conclusions at the ends of Sects. IV 

through VIII, IX.A, IX.B. and X.) 

Usability. Usability must be considered relative to the 

Congressional mandates on the DOE to provide projections of energy 

supply and use, under alternative assumptions and uncertainty, a~d 

to estimate the consequences of potential government actions. 

LEAP is v~ry flexible as to what portions of the energy economy 

are represented in detail; therefore, it can be a useful tool 

for studying the effects. of various resource and energy conv:ersion 
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development assumptions. Some model assumptions, noted under Realisa 

below, affect the usefulness of the LEAP-78 modeling system for some 

applications. Also, not all policy options were readily modeled. 

The impact of loan guarantees and tax incentives should be readily 

modeled in LEAP-78, but limitations on industry output could not 

be modeled without use of a "shadow price" option not known to 

work~ Regulation of supplier prices at values below those given 

by· the model price forecasting system could not have been handled 

in LEAP-78, but such a feature could be compatible with the LEAP 

system. Price guarantees could have been handled with difficulty 

and minor model revisions. If LEAP correctly represents a condition 

of economic efficiency from which the economy cannot deviate too far 

in the long run, the difficulties in handling regulation may not be 

significant for LEAP's modeling role. However, these deviations are 

crucial ones in policy analysis. 

Usability also depends on a user's power to alter the model and 

to quickly obtain new results. Although long-range models treat 

the time period of a professional career, results assuming modified 

policies or other data are often desired within a few hours of the 

time the idea is formulated. The overall turnaround time depends on 

the ease of preparing a revised model as well as the computer system 

turnaround. LEAP has the major advantage that only one program is 

required rather than a chain of programs representing supply, demand, 

aAd. integration. Some minor model network revisions could be rapidly 

introduced using LEAP-78, but major network modification for LEAP 

models will be an arduous process until additional software aids 

are developed. However, to compensate for this difficulty, small 

models and partial models of any variety can be constructed from the 

available subp~ogram modules without any reprogramming. Data changes 

and process subroutine program modifications (even for use in only 

a few activities) can be introduced very efficiently in LEAP-78. 

Computer system turnaround is inhibited because of the large storage 

required and the slow running times. LEAP-78 appears to require 
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about twice 

it uses a 

the computer memory 

relaxation system of 

estimated 

questioned 

as being necessary; 

efficiency that has 

caused excessive running time in some cases, and many intermediate 

quanti ties dependent only on the input parameters are repetitively 

recalculated twice per model iteration. All of these problems could 

be mitigated, but until such improvements are made, only very. small 

LEAP models will enjoy short computer turnaround time. 

Considering the problems described in Sect. V, usability of LEAP-78 

by persons outside of EIA would have been even more restricted. 

Understandability. 

simpler, as its 

and generally as 

1 ike LEAP have a 

A model is more understandable as it becomes 

results can readily be traced to their causes, 

its documentation is enhanced. Simulation models 

natural advantage in understandability because 

many of the data for LEAP are cast in engineering and financial 

terms for ready intercommunication with typical DOE users. The 

model networks are easy to comprehend, but some of the process 

submodels are difficult to understand in any detail. With the 

completion .of the present evaluation project, the documentation of 

LEAP-78 generally meets established standarns, except for the clata 

base, and documentation on later versions could build on this base. 

(However. none of the documentation makes it easy for either an 

engineer or an economist to understand the· detailed equations of 

the resource extraction or electric utility submodela of LEAP-78.) 

With the publication and analysis. of sensitivity coefficients for · 

Model 22C, the behavior of the model can be more readily studied. 

Some of the complexity of the LEAP program comes from the lengthy 

discounting formulae required to support the particular form of the 

parameterization of· time-dependent discount rates used in LEAP-78; 

the .complexity is not needed because a simpler form (e.g., rate 

constant within.S-year intervals) would suffice for the needed model 

capabilities. 
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On balance, understandability is a potential plus for LEAP systems, 

but was a neutral factor for use of LEAP-78 at EIA. For users 

outside the agency, it would have been a negative factor. 

Realisa. Because LEAP functions by simulation of generic energy 

activities, its limiting success must depend on ~hether the essential 

features of economic interactions have been included. LEAP gains 

the potential for realism by permitting whatever subdivision of 

generic industries of interest is deemed necessary for the problem 

at hand, even though Model 22C suffered from. very uneven treatment 

of its various sectors. LEAP does not march stepwise through time 

looking only at the past; current prices are based on estimates of 

future prices. This feature adds realism if the "perfect foresight" 

forecasting formula resembles the performance of the aggregate of 

real decision makers. For example, in LEAP it is possible to price 

resources at their scarcity value. LEAP-78 suffered by failing 

to (1) allow substitution of capital for ·other production factors 

through plant retrofit; (2.) provide significant coupling of demand to 

variables other than price; and (3) eliminate the plants with highest 

variable cost in periods when there is surplus . plant capacity. 

Although sensitivities to the behavioral parameters seem modest, a 

rationale is required for choice of the various price sensitivities 

and behavioral lags to permit belief that they represent real 

economic. factors, particularly in the market penetration submodel. 

Within the basic conversion modeling, the. capacity factor has had 

inappropriate dependence on price vs operating cost, but improvement 

is readily possible. LEAP-78 suffered from a fully inadequate 

fuel import module, supplies of labor, capital, and materials that 

were available without limit at exogenous prices; final demand that 

became elastic only for the next century; and electric utility 

pricing that was inconsistent with present pricing (but perhaps 

more representative of the future). The assumption of infinitely 

divisible plant sizes may be ina~propriate for parts of the prqjected 
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electric utility and synfuel industries, and no provision was made 

for depletion of available sites as a finite resource. 

Creclibility. Model credibility depends not only on the level of 

documentation and a model's realism but also on the degree of 

familiarity with model characteristics enjoyed by potential users 

and other interested professionals. LEAP credibility is enhanced by 

the broad use of generalized equilibrium models (see Sect. II), the 

public nature of its origin, the broad publication and review of its 

results. and the relatively compl~te documentation of the 1978 Model 

22C accomplished with the aid of the present proj eot. Credibility 

is reduced by the lack of a well-documented data base and by the 

fact that users outside of OOE have little ''hnnds ·on" "xperience with 

the particular model. Public use would eventually lead to a variety 

of compatible subroutine packages with enriched intellectual content; 

this outcome requires that a future LEAP be readily transportable 

for use at lower cost and/or on smaller machines. To obtain maximum 

possible credibility, LEAP would have to become an "open" code, one 

that is well documented, widely used, closely studied by members of 

the interested communities, and frequently modified by persons other 

than the originator. 

For the overall evaluation of LEAP credibility RS a public 

information model, its public origin and th_e archiving system now 

used for input and results are strongly favorable factors. The 

ohief :u.ega tive factor is the laok of full documentation of input 

quantities, including their original sources and explanations of 

any modifications made. The need for comprehensive input data 

documentation may also apply to other publio information models. 

The recommendations based on our study vary in scope from some that 

may apply to all EIA models to others that apply only to the 1978 

LEAP Model 22C. The. recommendations are presented generally in 
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order of decreasing breadth, not importance. (Equivalent specific 

recommendations were included in the Executive Summary.) 

o Major conclusions from long-term analysis need not vary 

markedly in successive years. Thus, rather than developing and 

evaluating projections on an annual basis, a 2- to 5-year cycle 

for generating markedly a1 tered long-term ·projections would 

permit higher quality results, far better documentation of what 

was done, and more comprehensive evaluation. 

o An evaluated and standardized energy- and economy-related data 

base should be developed along with the associated software 

needed to process the given data to particular forms used 

by alternative models. The data base should contain data 

uncertainties and correlations as well as the nominal values. 

The generation and update of such data would be quite costly; 

mechanisms for sharing such thoroughly reviewed information 

should be formally put into place. In any case, input data 

for programs like LEAP should have complete documentation that 

allows information to be traced to its precise source and 

provides an explanation ·Of any modifications to the source 

information. Standardized problems (benchmarks) similar to 

those considered by the Energy Modeling Forum should be 

developed as a means of comparing and evaluating results of 

alternative models. 

o Special efforts should be made to make energy-economy models, 

used by EIA in its projections, transportable and usable by 

interested parties ·in the general public. The concept of 

the "open" code is relevant here and provides a mechanism for 

external rev.iew, feedback, and code maintenance that goes much 

further than the ·simple archiving of models used for annual · 

projections. 

o Models exist because problems need to be solved that, because 

of the number and nature of the complex interactions, cannot be 
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addressed precisely using intuition and experience. However, 

analysis using these models is best focused by relating the 

issue of concern (e.g., cost of energy, satisfaction of liquid 

fuel demands) to an explicit combination of the model output. 

values. Furthermore, target accuracies for desired results 

need to· be developed to allow a determination of whether the 

model result with its associated uncertainty can meani'ngfully 

contribute to the resolutio-n of the issue in question. 

Explicit use of this concept in future Annual Reports to 

Conare~~ would strengthen th~ir impact. However, development 

work is required to permit valid assignment and propagation 

of parameter uncertainties, particularly where higher-order 

sensitivities will be required. 

o The approach of calibrating the long-term output to match 

midterm model n'!llllerical outputs at year 1995, by adjusting 

various input parameters, unnecessarily complicates the evalua

tion of long-term models. Rather than to adjust data, if 

long-term and midterm_projections must agree, it would be more 

straightforward to start if possible tlie long-term calculation 

at year 1995· using the midterm results as boundary conditions. 

(Otherwise.. it must be. demonstrated that midterm models are 

adequate for determinin& the parameters for the lona r.un.) 

Genorally, mode 1 input data _should not be "tuned" to obtain 

desired projections. When this is done, it is difficult to 

understand p~~cisely what is output and what is ·input! 

o The fixed-cuefficient production function in LEAP-78 energy 

conversion submodels (no factor· substitution) appears to be a 

serious problem in model speoificatiun fo~ a modei designed to 

assess the long-tenn impacts of increasingly limited supplies 

of energy. Endogenous .consideration of conservation and other 

retrofit issues, for example, seems difficult (although not 

impossible) with the present approach. Attempts to incorporate 

some measure of substitution within processes should be 
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considered (see Sect. VII); otherwise. the number of activities 

mo.deled may need to grow unnecessarily. (A problem will be 

to increase flexibility while maintaining the clarity of a 

simulation model.) 

o The capacity factor specification of LEAP should be changed to 

correspond to a reasonable production function so as to avoid 

the situation of produc_ers operating while sustaining losses 

(see Sect. VII) • Making a change of this type appears to be 

a straightforward matter. 

0 In LEAP Mode 1 22 C • the unlimited supply of capital. 

labor. materials. and oil imports at predetermined fixed 

prices are major assumptions that appear to be inconsistent 

with expectations of. reality. Similarly. the essentially 

exogenous specification of demand limits the possible range of 

applications. Further model development in these areas seems 

justified. The relaxation algorithm currently used is not 

soundly based; the groundwork for using a more complete Newton. 

scheme (still time-independent. but including off;....diagonal 

elements) ~hould be tested (see Sect. VI). 

o The data specification errors discussed in Sect. X for the 

ARC-78 version of the data base should not be retained in 

future LEAP versions. 

The ARC-78 long-term modeling results represented a good first effort 

·at using the LEAP economic modeling system. That system has good 

potential for helping the EIA meet statutory man.dates for long

term energy-related projections. However. numerous developments are 

required to achieve the capability to ·obtain projections to the 

future of our present understanding of factual energy data and 

the political and economic interactions that modulate the texture 

of energy demand and the realities of its supply. We could not 

determine that generalized equilibrium modeling systems like LEAP are 

the most appropriate modeling tools for these ·efforts. but LEAP was 
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a reasonable choice if one includes the inherent flexibility toward 

improvement. 

.. 
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY 

OA ,. I!P • 111 memorandum 
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IUIJICf Rcvie.t7 of ORliL Draft Fin.!ll Ref;)Ort on th~ LEAP Hodel 

ro Yvonne M. Bishop 
Actinu Director 
Statistical Standards 

This re~ort pres~nts a well balanced summ~ry of the nearly three 
years vor•~ that Oak Ridqe National Laboratory (ORNL) did for 
the Office of !nerqy Inform~tion Validation (OEIV), to validnte 
tha L£AP modelinq system. 

ln 1ummary, there is very little wrcnq 'nth the repor~. On the 
wnole. thQ authors ~rc to De commended• Mv comments on the 
rec~mmend<Jtions at the end suqge&~ sever.~!· chanqea to the 
executive awnmary, Dut the principle comments in this rev1e~ 
addr~s• the scope and em~hasia 1n the study •nd the rl!ports• 
recommondations. 

Commente on the Scooe 

1he scoQe of .the re~ort is not What •toulcl be ex{)eeted •ince it 
dOftS not cover the easent1al com90nents ot the LEAP model 
uniformly. The ARC-78 vera1on of LEAP contains six ma1or 
elements as tollowaa 

1. Resource MOdules 
1.. Conversion Modules· 
3. Market Modules 
4. Technolo~y Data . 
5. ~n Overall Eauilibriuin Theory 
6. A Solution Strate9y 

The or1qinal request to OEIV vas .to validate item 4 .• tbc:t tC!ch
"oJ.oqy data in the form of a Brookhavc:tn. National LaboL·atory 
(BNL) . stuev referenced in the· report. Th~ eaohas iB of the studv 
~•• tn taci ont · · · 

~. Convcrs1on Modules 
~. ~ Solution Strateqy 
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In addition the study introduced ne\·1 subjects: 

7. An adioint ~ens1tivitv ~n~lvsis 
s. The •usability" of the modei 
9. The •environ~cn~· of the model. 

':'he ncw·subjects unfortunately do not compensace for the lack of 
~etaU on items 1. 3, ~. and 5. LEAP in many respects, ·. 
re~resents a very different a9proacn. to enerqy modelinq and 
eradttionalists .raised many quest1ons both ~eneral and a~ecific. 

'!'he atudy does not answ~r che followinq questions directly 
relevant to the ARC-78 r.esults. 

·1. Is the econom1c and enqinccrinq basis for tho ~atroleum 
:tosourcc ~odules theoretically sound~ 

:. Is thP. MarJ:et MOdule a correct cnl\racterization of 11ar.k~t 
1m~rfectlons and unccrtaintyl 

J. Did the Technology Data represent any cn~ractertzation of 
reality ln 19781 

4. Is there an.overall market equ1librium ~roblem that ARt~78 
iolvccf by its etrateqy of decompositio·n. i.e~. what docs 
an ARC-78 solution reorcsent? 

':'beso arn non:-tr1vi~l problems. whose ans\·IP.rs wou.l.d be extre~RCly 
usetul to future on~rqy modeling effortsa and which were the 
focus of many unrosolvoc discussions within the Office of 
Applied Analvsis~ 

1'hc Emoh.:\s is and Dir(!ction of the. Act·u~i Studv 
. 

Thia aection commants on the study r.esulta in each of its areas. 

The Conversion. ,.,C,ciules. The theoretical.· analysis of the 
~onvers1on module stands out as betnq th~ most useful piece 
ot analysis.!~ th~ study. 

1'he analysis lndie:at'!d i.;.po~tant .flaws in. th!i, ecol)oiuc theory 
of the constant returns· to seal~ lftddcH, and its c:omooncnts such 
as the C89ac1ty. factor equatiOn and thn laclo: .of eapttal-labor 
enerqy-mater1al fKLEMl substitution. 

ffcw~vcr. t~~ cinalys is le~ds to ~n exccutivn rccor.\r.u~ndn~ion C that 
fCL£H substitution be added),thi\t is not on.ly c:ur10u9 b·ut also 
indicatP.s the lack of undcrstandinq by th., an•\lysts of hOtl the 
conversion modulo is used ln th.e ARC-7a mottl11. 
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The recommendation is curious b~caus~: 

~ There is v~ry little data even at th~ national level to 
su~port KLE~ ano1!yses ~ven for hiqhly a9grc9~~e models 
sucn as Jorqcnsons 9DGE:O!. h"hereas th~ ARC-78 Would 
!lOed at least technoloqy spec1fic nation~! level data 
tha·t does not exist •. 

Caoital enerqy suostitution is modelled in ARC-78 by 
lettinq many capital int~ns1ve technoloqies compet(! to 
~atisty an energ~ demand. 

In focusing on the micro-level details, the Analysts overlooked 
the •acro~level and for examp!~ did·not an31ysc wnether the 
market allocation formula was a9propr1ate to potiut the capital-· 
enerqy •uostitution in those sectors f9r which data do~s ex1st. 

l'he recomendation to lnclude .. KLEM in all c:onvers1on modules is 
c:erta1niy innovative. No othar enerqy model in the.u.s. does 
so at this level of det:.U and those that u\cludc it utilize the 
theory exclusively in modeit.nq .a99regate enerqy dema\ds in a 
sector. 

1'he Solution ~t!:_ate~. Here th~ analysts· m·edc many useful 
contr16utlons, no~ all of which were re~rced in the summary 
volume. 

The Adioint Sensitivity J\nalvsi~. As the ma'}or consumer ot 
study resources, the var1ous scns1tivity analyses were ~he 
!liCJ90St cHsappolntmcnt ot the study • 

., 'ftt~ results th.::tt standout arc unto·rtun~tely obvious •. -..q. reiinery g~1n ·and '!loc:trical ioss factor a·re key 
s1nqlo numb~r• to wnich the. model .is sens1tivc. 
!lowever, 1 t is difficult to see hotl, thes.e data ch~n(JP. 
~clative results. 

·l .. '·l'he resui ts' that did. not l!ltjUi.dPUt..: were prooably more 
~mPOrtant. "nle r.t~rk~t share aftalvaes introduced kov 
~ancerta1n parameters to wnic:h the.· results are no~ · 
.sensltivel This is a·ma')or resuJ.t. · 

o 1'hc.study tearn.1n rccommr!ndinq fU'rthcr study, cloarly 
:ou.i.d not make anythinq s1gnific:ant of the results and 
!:his is the disappo1 ntmcrn.. · 

FrO!ft discus,;; ion~ w1 th the study teatr. 1.c can D£: c:Jeduc:!d th<:~t a 
trelnendC\us effort was put 1nto .the !lld'jofnt m~thod• lt would 
bP. us~ful to know At som~ r.~aqe: 

, How 1 t was 1m~! em e-n t~d? 
., ..:an the adjoint cquat1ons o~ related to th~· rc<Jular 

~oua~1ons oi th~ modol?· 
, Is the mothod · u:5able cin ot.her Pnerqy macicls? 
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l'hc final re~rt 1s s.il~nt on these 1ssucs that l;)robably 
caused tho loss of othar ptccP.s of analysi~. 

'l'hc •usabUita" of the ~todel. This section is ~o!lll!'l~ntary 1n 
a vacuum anclsplays ttie lack of ex~;>~r 1~nc~ oi ~he rev1cwers 
ot en~rqy mod<'linq practice. Larqr. enerqy models are.J.arqe.and 
difficult to use, period. LEAP and ARC-78 were no exce9tion. 
tt would bo nice if this were not true. 

In the 1980's all useful computer soft\~are is propr1etary. 
The LE!\P data base uses ~vste~~t 2000, a standard uata base. 
?acka9e co~~only used for.l;)ayroll system3. ~e only alter
~~~~ive~ actively :.nalyz~d were aiso ~-roprietary~ 

A core storaqe.requ1remcnt of 2 mP.qanytes 1s not excess1vc. 
A vers1on usinq less than l meqabyte · Wils sne.lved for lack of 
~esourceD to compJ.r.te it. 

The •Environment" of the Model. rterc the analysts colftplete.~.y 
tl\ Ued to appreciat-e-that the -Anc~7 6 wor.k was and is done in 
1 contributory .envaonm~nt, to a puolication schedule. 

"anv coJIIJ11cnts ·and recommendations po1nt to this ·lact: of 
~Jnderst'lndinq: 

o l'he sco~e ot the ARC-78 mocei was. defined in.· 
1-4 months noe 3 years. 

',: 

•calibration to mld~term~ ~c~ults are a conse
quence ot the orq~n1zation • 

. , 011 irn~rt assumptions arc putsucd in a scpi\rate 
Int~rnational Analysts. 

Demand assumpi1ons are sp~c1fied by sepftrate 
:onsumpt1on analysis. 

~ etc. 

Com:ne:ntary 1n thiS" aroa naads to .address thco'.! orqan1zation•H 
quest1ons to be usatul. 

CommentR on the Recommendations 

l'tu~ recommendation~ 1n the ox~cu'tl'Je. ,ur.unr.rv are r<irnat~ably wo!l 
b~lance~. and with f~~ ~xce9t1ons difficult to t~~o ljsti~ ~1th. 

t ~oncur w1eh the rcco~~~ndAtion fot: 

~. Less irequcnt !onq~t~rm anAlyses, 
:). St"lnct.1rdizaci ~n~rqy ~cchno10t:f:Y dco.to, 
i. :mprovcd error i'lnalysis, 
?• !m~roved en~i.\Clt.Y '/lnt~qlng. 
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t do not understand ~ccommcndatiOf1S ( i) on· data. s"ecification 
errors. It needs to be s~ecific Qr del~ted. 

'Jnder recommendation (c) most if not. all o·f tiA 's models. 
Lncludinq LEAP. have an o~cr:t 'cod~ •. flowever. the concept of 
individuals in the tJC!i'lcra1· public !ICUrr.ying away Wlth a copy 
l.S. and will always remain absurd. Only larqe _orqan1zatiOns 
have the resources to undertake this work. Acc·css is 
adequately ~a ~ntained for an O.t"qanl zatiOn .•. but. resources Wlll 
never DC av,ulablc to orov1dc ·individual access •. ':hus, I 
recommend deletion. · 

I do not understand fe) and·i recor:tmend deletion• ARC-78 never 
.:ontuscd mid-term forecasts and 1 t ls a fa:ct of .l.ife that EIA 
will not wUllnqly p-ut out two forecas~s of the same 1 tem 
.:oncurrentlY• 'rhus mid-terni ann .lonq-term have to be . 
conslstcnt. Startinq from 1995. is it()t a ao,hition either. 't'here 
is no 1995 forecast until ~Rt-78 forecasts arc scheduled to be 
eom~icte~ 

Finally rccoinmendation (f) suqges.t1ng_ repiacinq Sor:1c Sectors by 
nauonal aqCJreCJnte production functions taken for exam·.;;lc. from 
'DCtM work. 'l'his appears ~o tic a .scns1blc ·idea •. Clearly it· 
.auld not work at a fine~ level of d@ta1l. It fs this latter 
suqqcstlon that is bcinq made by the body of the repdtt.. This 
"eeds to be aade <:lear. 

tn conclu$1on thP. r,oort 18 qood ~nd over the yeats lt has been 
evident that much of~thc qoodn,ss has been derived from the 
caretul redirection of tti~ worJI: by DOuq Half! arid his staff. 

·•· ,•.) I .•. 

Jimmie L. Petersen 
\ctinq ·Director 
Office of ou and Gas 
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.APPBMDIX A 

1BB 1978 LBAP JI)J)BI. 22 NJmfORI: AND D'S lll'l1DIPilEDTION 

Section II of this report gave an overview of the 1978 LEAP model and 

included Fig. 11-1, a diagram showing the interconnections among the 

sectors of the energy economy that are recognized in this model. The 

purpose of this appendix is to give additional details that may be 

required about the model for study of this final evaluation report. 

Figures ·A-1 through A-9 are the detailed Model 22 network diagrams, 

edited from those supplied to us by Colleen Cornett of the Office of 

Applied Analysis (Cor79) and subsequently checked against the input 

linkage tables of the "frozen" model version supplied to our group 

at ORNL (For81). (The figure number is in each case the same as the 

sector number, except that Sector 10 is shown on the same figure with 

Sector 5.) Each major circle, box, or other geometric figure on these 

diagrams represents a particular generic economic activity modeled 

using one of the process model subroutine packages listed in Table 

A.l. Each activity has an Activity Number in italics at the bottom 

of its box. Sector . and Aciivi ty numbers together provide a unique 

identification for each activity in Model 22. Some (text) activity 

labels in the figures hav.e been modified, on the basis of the draft 

network documentation. (Die79), to better correspond to the portion 

of .the economy included; these labels are marked with an asterisk, 

.and. the figure ... caption cites the activily title that is given in 

the Model Input Tables (MITs). The numbered "tabs" at the periphery 

of the detailed figures indicate the links to other sectors; the 

numerical values are helpful only when studying the MITs. 

Some of the allocation activity symbols (circles) in the figures 

include small triangles adjacent to the links. These represent price 

increments that operate on the system variables before or after the 

operation 9f the usual allocation equations. The allocation variant 

for the electric utility sector includes treatment of the three 
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TABLB A.1 

Use of LEAP S~roatiaea iD .odel 22C 

ALCNBO 

ALDUPR 

CNHOLP 

1 
4 

7 

8 

1,7 
8 

s 
9 

Title 

Allocation of demand 
Allocation of demand 

for electricity 
Allocation of 4emand 

with price ~gcre
ments before 

Allocation of demand 
with price !ncre
ments afterd 

Common supply 
Common supply with 

price increment 
afterc 

Load duration process 

Homogeneous flat-load 
conversion (~asic 
conversion) 

Uaaae by Sector• 
1 2 3 4 5 6. 7 8 , 10 

3 s 0 
0 0 0 

0 0 1 
1 0 0 

1 2 3 0 
0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 0 3 3 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

2 s 0 4 0 s 0 1 
0 0 s 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

2 0 
0 0 

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

9 13 0 0 0 8 1 s 11 0 

11 Homogeneous load-profile 0 0 0 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 

DUMMY 

RESORC 

CESORCg 

'mNSPT. 

IMPOR'I: 

D~P.. 

17 

20 

22 

38,39 

40 

42 

conversion 

(No computation£) 

Resource process 

Coal resource process 

Transportation 

Oil/gas import 

End-use demandh 

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 0 0 0 0 6 0 

0 0 1 1 6 1 0 

0 2 0 1 4 6 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 
0 1 

1 0 

· 
8Nume~ical values indicate the number of cactivities, by sector, that are 
modeled with the indicated subroutine and logical kind. number. ~ector 

numbers correspond to numbers in Fig. Il-L 

bFor LKN=7, price increments are l!dded to link prices from the alternative 
sources of energy flow befo're the demand is allocated among these sources 
as for LKN=l and before the weighted average price is calculated. 

cFor .LKN=8, price increments u·~ .addc4 tu .link prices for. the various .energy 
flow destinations without affecting the allocation of demand or the prior 
~al~ulation of a weighted average price. 

4Allocation with only one source of energy flow. Energy de111ands are l!dded 
to for~~~ an aggregate demand; all pr~ces are the same. 

eSyngas penetration actually has zero transportation increm~nts. 

fThe metallurgical coal export activity has no proce&s subroutine associated 
with it; therefore, initial estimates C?f quantity cannot be altered by the 
model during iteratio.n toward a solution. Hydroelectricity production is 
also handled with a "dummy" proc~~s; the .allocation of electricity demand 
treats this input as a special case. 

2Modified version of RESORC. 

~e end-use demand process includes a separate demand function for each link; 
thus, there are actually 19 such independent demand functions. 
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sublinks for the load categories and a special treatment of the link 

having the hi$hest index. This treatm~n1; forces the quanti ties on 

that link to retain their original values for all time points as 

iteration proceeds. 

As indicated in Sect. II. each line . ("link") interconnecting two 

activity "nodes" represents an ene_rgy flow "up" the network diagram 

toward final energy demand activities and the associated credit 

flow "dow~" the network toward resource activities. The ~ink 

identification numbers shown are important in locating model output 

values in the computer listings. The annual energy-relate~ qua~tity 

flow and the associated price per unit of that co~odity are 

stored by the model for each time point as endogeno~s. variables 

. that are refined ~s the model seeks to obtain a solution for the 

variables that are consistent with· the equations contained in the 
'. . 

process models for each economic activity. As the iteration process. 

proceeds. the computer progr~ progresses from one activity node to 

the next. first "up". the ov~rall net~~rk of Fi~. 11-1 towa~d end-use 

demand to compute prices and then "dow~" toward re .. source ·.and import 

activities to compute energy q.uantities. At each node, the solution 
. . . 

is updated for all __ ti~e- po~~ts s~arting at the more diStant times 

(year 2020) for prices and ~it~ the initial year for quantities. See 
• • • • . • • 4 • 

Sect. VI for· a description of the· ~ehxation techllfques _l;l;$ed' during 

the iteration process-. 

The ne_twork ·diagrams. Figs. .A-1 through A-'9; cont:a~~ the inf.oJ:1!la tion 

codes (from MIT 7) that prec~se.ly deUne the· moctel·-··equations 

(subroutines) and the data element.s. from . the MITs. that are to be . . . 

used in th('se equations in Model 22C. (Network ·22. par~eter set 

c.) Each. activity label in the figures shows in parentheses (LKN, 

GP, SP) the logical· kind number (LKN), generic process (GP) type, 

and specific process (SP) type, as defined in the data input Activity 
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Pointer Ta~le (MIT 7). Functions of these keys are indicated in the 

next paragraphs. 

The MITs associate an LKN with· each activity in the model, and 

a master subrou~ine (SOLVE) associates each of these LKNs with a 

subroutine 1Jackage. Sometimes several different LKNs lead to the 

same subroutine package, but define different flows of computer 

control through. that package. Table A.1 tabulat,es the number of 

activities in the various sectors that use the different subroutine 

packages in Model 22C. As indicated above, the subroutines listed 

in ':·.Table A.1 ate in most cas~s subroutine packages; the calling 

hierarchy in each case is detailed by Ford et al. (For81). Table 

.A.1, in its footnotes, also attempts to clarify the var~ous types 

of "al)location" processes that are used·. in Model 22C. 

Generic ·and ~pecific process inde·xes given on the flowcharts 

precisely identify many of the input parameters required by the 

process subroutines for particular generic activities. For example, 

time-independent-parameter sets ihat are held fixed for whole classes 

of activities are given different GP indexes and are tab-ulated in 

MIT 11, whereas the parameter $ets that are rather unique to one or 

a few activi t,ies are identified by (GP, SP) pairs and are tabulated 
I·' • 

in the more extensive MIT 12. 

The form of the detailed network, as well as the submodels and data 

s«;ts·, ·stron-gly ~,f~~cts the' red-ism and_-~sability of ~ny .LEAP fuodeL · 

\ ,. 
·,,i• 

.; 
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ORNL-DWG 80-7671 

MODEL 22 RESIDENTIAL SECTOR (NO. 1) 

HEATER 
(9, 9, 11 WIND. etc. 

_, 

3 

LIGHT OIL 
FROM 
DISTRIBUTION 

5 f3 
(9, 9.181 f4 

Figure A-1. Network diagram for the residential sector of the 1978 
LEAP Model 22. 'The numbered boxes represent aggregate 
national energy-related economic activities, and the 
lines represent the links between them along which 
the model estimates energy commodity and payment flows 
for the time points 1975 through 2020. The links 
are numbered in accordance with model input and output 
tables. The circles represent the pToces$ of allocation 
of demand among two or more competing suppliers. The 
intersectoral links can be traced iB Figure 11-1. 

•Activity 7 is labeled "Lighting and Electrical Appliances" in the 
model input tables. 
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FAOII NGL 
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~etwork diagram for the industrial sector of LEAP Model. 
22 (see cap·tion of Figure. A-1 for basic symbology). 
Node (activity) 22 represents facilities in the 
industrial sector to ·generate electricity at industrial 
sites or to replace use of utility electricity. 

_, 
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Figure A-3. Network diagram for the distribution. sector of LEAP 
Model 22 (see caption of .Figure A-1 for basic 
symbology) • The large figures with semicircular 
tops represent aggregation of demand from different 
sectors for each. major fuel. The small triangles 
represent differential price increments to compensate 
price differences caused, for example, by different 
distribution oosts. 
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HYDRO 
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18 

Figure A-4. Network diagram for the electricity sec-tor of LEAP Model 
22 (see caption of Figure A-1 for basic symbology). 
In Figure 11-1. this sector is called the Util i"ties 
sector. Electric generation by central utilities is 
represented by three load .categories; thus. most line·s 
connecting generating activities to the electricity 
demand allocation node represent three "sli:b.links" for 
base. i.ntermediate. and peak l~ads. 
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MODEL 22 IMPORTS/EXPORTS SECTOR (NO. ·10) 
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Figure A-5. Network ··diagrams for the nuclear and imports/e.xports sectors of LEAP Model 22 (see 
caption of Figure A-1 for ·basic symbology). 
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Figure A-6. 
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Network diagram for the coal, sector· of LEAP Model 22 (see caption of Figure A~l 
for the basic symbology). 
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Figure A~7. Network diagroill for the oil/ gas secto.r of L.EA1J Model 22 
(see caption of ~igure A-1 for basic symbology). 

•In the model input data tables. n~de 11 is la~eled ''North Slope 
Oil," node 12 is labeled "Domestic Oil and Associated Ga.s."- nod~ 14 
is labeled ''Non-AssoCiated Gas," and node 13 is labeled "North Slope 
Gas." 
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MODEL 22 COMMERCIAL SECTOR (NO. 9) 
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Fi&ure A-9. Network diagram for the commercial sector of LEAP Model 
22 (see oaption of Figure A-1 for basic !symbology). 
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Section III of this report analyzed the uses of the LEAP Model 22C 

projections and defined some important model results or "responses" 

that focus on those uses. Section IX discussed the sensitivity of 

these responses to alteration of sets of model input parameters. The 

purpose of this appendix is to make entirely explicit the definition 

of these responses in terms of the mo~el variables. 

Table B.l lists 24 responses that have been defined, gives the 

LEAP Model 22C numerical values for each response, and in each case 

indicates the identification of related or component responses. For 

values that are not dimensionless, units are given for the first and 

last item on each line. The responses used in Table 111.2 have their 

identification numbers underlined. The "component" responses that 

a~e included may help when studying the important responses of Table 

111.2. 

Table B.2 identifies the specific energy-quantity and dollar flows 

to be summed or otherwise combined in each response with reference 

to the network diagrams given above in Appendix A and in terms of 

sector (SC), activity (AC), and output link number (OL) indexes. In 

addition, each referenced model generic activity is identified by 

the "node number" assigned by the LEAP prugram ·when the particnhr 

Model 22C network is run. The node number defines the order in 

which the LEAP-7~ program chooses to "visit" the various modeled 

activities during the iteration process. The node number has 

significance here beoause output edits from the operating model are 

sequenced and labeled by this number. Some . model flows do not 

app~ar in the responses with unit weight; the values chosen are 

generally consistent with those values used in the compilation of the 

ARc-78 report and the available explanations of the model input data 
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(Die79). Note that the defined responses are not independent of each 

other. and the presence of flows common to ~ore than one response 

is taken advantage of to shorten the table. 



TAIILB 8.1. "-rloa1 'f'Olaoo of roopoaoeo for U.O toa _..1 78UO 
(~ roopoaoeo uo orooo-roforoaoo4 to pomalt ro~ t4oattftoattoa of tatorro1ate4 oaoo) 

! Total energy-related cost to end 
nsors· per GNP. 

! Fuel import cost per GNP. 

1t75 

0.19 

0.01!1 

3 Industrial sector annual energy 17:1<1011 
use (Btu). 

4 Total annual energy use by the S2x10LI 
.four demand sect~rs (Btu). 

1 Fractional 
energy use. 

industrial sector 0.33 

6 Total annual use of electricity 6 .3x1011 
by demand sectors (Btu). 

1 · Electricity fraction of energy 0.12 
use in the demand sectors. 

10 Annual domestic primary energy 12x101 ' 

supply provided by ~oal (Btu). 

11 Fraction of Lonrenewable domestic 0.1~ 

primary energy supplied b7 coal. 

11 ·Annual domestic natural crude oil 3gx101 ' 

and gas production (Btu). 

U. Annual imports of oil and oil 
products (Btll). 

12d011 

14 Annual imports of oil, aas, and 13xl!011 
oil products (Btu). 

U Annual dome.stic production of O.OC•d0 1 • 

shale oil, coal liquids, and 
high-Btu sy~thetic gas (itu). 

16 Annual GNP in bii lions of 1975 1.53:110• 
dollars. 

ll Total energy cost to the four 0.13 
demand sectors per GNP. 

18 Annual domestic pdmary energy 69xJ:011 
supply (Btnl. 

1.2. Primary energy inputs to liquids 
as a frnction of total primary 
energy. 

0.47 

-...rtoal Yalaoo 

1910 1915 ltto 

0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 

0.017 0.015 0.016 0.016 

19 24 28 34 

64 70 78 

0.34 0.37 0.40 0.44 

7.7 10 14 

0.13 0.15 0.16 0.18 

16 20 27 3S 

0.21 0.24 0.28 0.33 

41 42 44 44 

13 14 13 13 

14 1S lS 14 

o.oo o.oo 0.4 1.8 

1.9 2.3 2.6 3.0 

0.13 0.13 0.13 0,13 

78 87 98 110 

0.44 0.40 0.37 0.35 

2000 2005 2010 2015 

0.17 0.17 0.16 0.1~ 

0.015 0.012 0.010 0.008 

40 45 so ss 

83 89 94 99 

0.48 0.51 0.53 0.56 

16 19 23 

2cno 

0.15 

0.007 

59J:1011 

103J:1011 

0.57 

25x1011 

0.20 0.21 0.22 0.24 0.25 

44 53 62 69 75d011 

0.37 0.42 .0.45 0.46 0.47 

42 39 35 31 27d0 1 ' 

11 10 9 8 7xtou 

12 10 9 !I 8d011 

s 8 12 16 

3.4 3.9 4.3 4.9 S.SdO' 

0.14 0.14 0.13 0.13 0.12 

111 133 145 156 165d011 

0.33 0.31 0.2!1 0.28 0.26 

eo.poao..t bopoaooo 
(ro1ato4 roopoaaoo) 

R16 

R16 

(See R4, RS) 

(SeeRS, R7, R!l, 
and R20) 

= R3/R4 

(See R7) 

= R6/R4 

(See R11) 

RlO 

(See Rl, RZ, R17, R21, 
R22, R23, R24, and 
R35) 

R16 

(See R19) 

R18 
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·TDLB 8.1 (-ti•u4) 

.... ,_.. 
~t ... .-. •• .Ka11ew .~t~Daflaltloa . -...wtoa1.Yal .. a 
(wo1ato4 woapoaaoa) 

1t75 1tl0 1!185 ltJO ltM 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020 

... 
!!!. Liquid fuel CODBIUIIptiOD iD the 0.50 0.48 0.45 0.43 0.40 0.38 o:.36 ' 0.34 0.32· .0.30 iw. 

demand sectors a a a fraction 
of total enersy UIO iD the lie 
sectors. 

21 Annual capital coat per GNP 5.2d0' 6.5 7.7 8.2 8.3 7.2 1.9 ' ·1.9 '7.5 7.4dD-' R16 (aeo 135) 
of DOW capacity ·added to the 
electric utility sector. 

22 Annual capital coat per .GNP 0.026 0.023 . 0.018 0.022 0.020 0.017 0.015 0;016 · --0·.015 0.013 R16 (see 135) 
of DOW . capacity added to 
the industrial, commercial, and 
residential demand sectors. 

23 Annual capital coat per GNP 0.053a ·o.o3o' 0.028 0.028 0.029 0.028 0.026 ,0.023 0.019. 0.016 R16 (aee 135). 
of DOW. capacity added to the 
resource sectors. 

u Cumuhtive energy .coat to the 0.13 0,13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 ·0.13 0.13 0.13 R25, R16 
. demand aectora per CIIIIIUlative 
GNP. 

25 Total enersy coat (bilHona. of 0.20dO' 0.24 0.29 0.34 0.41 0.47 0.52 0.57 0.62 0.65d0' · • R16zR17 ( aee R24) 
1975 dollars) to ·the demand 
aectora. 

u Total ener~related capital 0.084 0.060 0.054 0.058 0.057 0.052 0.049 0.047 0.042 0.039 ~ R21 + R22 + R23 
coat per GNP • 

aThia value h unreuonably hish because the value of the hi:etorical capacity additiona change rate. (RATIN) for .the •.domestic oil :and gaa activities 
precludee production in 1975 from any well a put into uae in earlier :model periods. Table 7.1 in ARt-78 (EIA79a) yields a value .18/1530 "' .012 
for 1975 for relative resource capital ezpenditurea. The referenced table yields 0.015 for the 1975 electric utility relative .capital ezpenditure, 
inconsistent with Reaponae 21. Note that definitions of ''capital ezpendUurea" differ a011ewhat. 

b'iith the LEAP-78 input paramet.or·a, the colt of additioi.a iD the tranaportat·ton. sector ia estimated to be neslisible relative to the other contributions. 

' .,. 



'h.bl• 8.2 

.. Deflaltl.,. of ~tut ..S.l ,..._... Ia tuaa or UI&P -.1 22 nrla!tlea 

Response 1 :· ·Total. e:lorgy-rolatod coat to end users i)or GNP. Value a ·are com
.:putod on links into"-end-use demand acti·rities in aoctora 1, 2, 8, 

and g. 

Olltpt 
Deaod1>ti01l Souto,. ·AatlYI.ty N¥P Lid: ll'aotor 

PC! Space and Water Beaters 1 143 GNP-• 
pq· · Space Cool iDs 13 135 GNP-• 

PC! Cockins ud.Other 12 134 GNP-• 

PC! Lighting. F':reezora, 
and Refriaerators 144 GNP-• 

PC! Direct Boat Conaervat.ioo 
Allocaiicm 2 2 137 . GNP-• 

PC! Indirect Boat/Geothermal 2 6 149 GNP-• 

PC! Electric SD:rvlcea 2 7 146 GNP-• 

PC! Food Stock 2 8 115 .1 GNP-• 
PC! Net. ·Coal f:rom Distribution 3 7 58 1 GNP-• 
PC! Heavy Oil 2 24 107 3 GNP-•. 

PC! Transportation Truck/Bus 8 113. GNP-• 

PC! Transportation RailfBarge 
Freight 8 114 GNP-• 

PC! .Aircraft •l>d Military 8 111 GNP-• 

PC! A.a:to Vehicle Milos 8 8- 124 .. .GNP-• 

PC! •Boat and Water 9 140. - GNP-i 

PC! . Cool 9 15 129 GNP-• 
PC! Lighting nd AppHauces' 9 7 141 GNP-• 
PC! . Other Electric :(Machines) 9 8 127 GNP-• 
PC! .Other Gas .9 9 99 ·, GNP-• 

Response 2:. Fuel iaport cost per GNP. 

PC! Imported Oil 10 1• 37 GNP-• 
PC! 'Imported on· 10 1 37 GNP-• 

PC! .Imported Pr'oduct a .-o··· 37 GNP-• 

•NVN- Node Visitation Number 

~Flow retrieved froa lint "above" the indicated act:..vity. In this 'column;·"' 
"q" refers to the anergy-related ~•entity· (per yell=) on the link·, and "p" · 
refers to the price per unit energy. Thus,· the "p•" product rafers to. the 
payment ·II~ per year. 

Roaponao 3: In4uatrial sector annual energy. uao. Use ia• measured at tho 

input lints to tho sector phu .generation wi·thin tho aector.b 

. Olltpt 
Plow lloaorll'tl01l Boo tor Aatldty ""'" Llllk ll'aotor 

q Light Oil to Industry 3 89 4 1.00 

Cl Heavy Oil to Industry 3 2 90 2 1.00 

Cl Gao to Illduatry 3 3 75 4 1.00 

Cl Coal. to Industry 3 5 66 2 1.00 

Cl Electricity to Industry 3 4 122 3 1.00 

Cl Met: Coal to In•haatry 58 1.00 

Cl Natural Gea Liquids to 
Jnduatry 1 80 1.00 

Cl Geothermal in Induatrf 21 5 1.00 

Response 4: Total annual eneray use by tho four demand sectors. Use is 
measured at input lints to tho sectors plus generation within 
the sectors. Gas used to drive gas plpel inos and electric 
line Losses are also lnclTJ.ded.c 

Cl Light Oil to Reoidentla1 3 89 1.00 
Cl Gas to. Rosidenti al 3 75 1.00 

Cl .Electrlcl~y to R.esld.ential 3 122 1 1.00 

Cl LlgU Oil to C0111111erc ial 3 1 89 3 1.00 

''I Beary Oil to Commercial 3 2 90 4 1.00 

q Gaa .to Commercl&l 3 75 3 1.00 
q Electricity to Commercial 4 122 2 1.00 

·,'I · Llsllt Oil to·Tnnsportatlon 1 89 5 1.00 
q .Electricity to Trans-

. portation 4 122 4 1.00 
q Heavy Oil to Transportation 2 90 3 1.00 

q ·Distributed Photovo1taic, 
Wind, etc. 14 2 1.00 

q Solar Rea t and Geothermal 5 33 1.00 
•NVN - Node Visitation Number. 

bNote that Table 5.2 in AI.C-78 (EIA7?al alae includes the use of oil in 
'"reflne'rles and tho use '"of natural gas in the plant and the field with 
industrial energy disposition. whereas here industrial uae la defined more 

·narrowly. , For e:n.mple, in the· year· 2000, these es.tra us.es are projected 
to amount to about Z.9 and 1.6 s. 10" Btu; respectively._ 

0 Table 5.2 in ARC-78 (EJA'i9a) does not. include pipeline loue~. for imported 
""·· gai or 'o.lectric lin.o loss. but does include the othOr. gal· pipeliDI'l losses. 

' Ull 



T.AIIUI 8.2 (oontillD04) 

. Response 4 (continued) 

Cloltput 
Deaorlptton Sootor .Aatlvlty - Liak l'!lotor 

q 
q 
q 
q 
q 

q 

q 

q 

q 

q 

q 
q· 
q 

Solar Cool 
Distributed Electric 
S.olar Rea t 
Alaskan Ga.s (pipeline) 
Domestic Gas (pipeline) 

Enhanced Gas ·Recovery 
(pipeline) 

Transportation Western Hi. 
Btu/Low Sulfur 

Transportation Western Ri. 
Btu/Med .-Hi. Sulfur 

Transportation Mid-Continent 
Hi. Btu Gas 

Transportation Appalachian Hi. 
Btu Gas/Med.-Hi. Sulfur 

1 
• 7 

7 

Transportation Imported Gas 10 
Electric Line Loss 4 
Total Industrial Sector ~emend 

(Response 3) 

14 
16 

5 
13' 
14 0 

.8 

27 

35 
36 
1 

24 
25 

20 

62 

54 

61 

63 

37 
110 

1.00 
1.00 
l.OOd 
0.10 
o.~3d 

o.o3d 

~ .0417~ 

0 .0417d 

0.0204~ 

0.0204d 

0.02:. 
0.10, 

1.00 

Response S: Fractional" industrial sector enez:gy use (Rersponse 3/Res~onse 4). 

Response 6: Total annual" use of electricity by demand sectors. This total 
includes generation within sectors. 

ElectriCity to Residential 
q Electric! ty to Commercial 
q Electricity to Industry 

·Electricity 'o Transportation 
q Distributed Photovoltaic, 

Wind. etc. 

q Distributed Eiectric 
q', Electric Auto Generatione 

4 
4 
4 
4 

14 

9 16 
2 22 

122 
122 
122 
122 

36 
119 

1 1.00 
2 1.00 
3 1.00 
4 1.00 

1.00 

1.00 
1.00 

dTbis factor multiplied by the output q from these processes is. used to 
estimate the energy lost during gas pipeline transportatio~ "and d~ring 
electricity transmission. 

eTable 5:6 in .ARC-:-78 (EIA79a) •docis 1 not ·includC 'tlis loSe of electricity 
generated within the industrial sector. but does include the .fuels uSed to 

' generate' the componeiit (about • 5 z 101.; Btu). ' 

TABU! 8.2 (oontiae4) 

Response 7: Fractional electricity use (Response 6/Response 4). 

Response 10: Annual domestic primarY· energy provided by coal. , Coal exports 
are subtracted from the totiil. ' 

Cloltput 
Doaorlptlon Sootor .Aatldty IIYII* Ll.ak Factor 

q We-stern LoW SulfUr Coal 6 16 11 1.,00 
• q .. Appalach-ian Med • ..:Hi. Sulfur 6 17 12 1.00 

q Mid-Continent Coal 6 18 13 1.00 
q Appalachian Low Sulfur Coal 6 19 14 1.00 

q Western Med.-Hi. Sulfur Coal 6 23 16 1.00 
q Appa!achian Premium Coal 6 24 17 1.00 

.q .Coal £sports 6 22 51 -1.00 

·Response '•11-a: Annual nonrenewable domestic primary energy supply other than 

coal. f (Geothermal Is tree ted as. renewable.) 

q Uranium Mining and Milling_ 5 1 9 1.00 
q Enhanced Oil Recovery 7 6 19 1.00 
q Enhanced Gas Recoveryg 7 7 20 1.00 
q Shale Oil MiningB 7 10 21 1.00 
q Alaskan Oil 7 11 22 1.00 

q Domestic Oil 7 ·12 23 1' 1.00 

~ Alaskan Gasg 7 13 24 2 1.00 
q Domestic Gasg 7 14 25 1.00 
q Imported Crude 10 1 37 1 1.00 
q Imported Gas 10 ·37 2 1.00 
q Imported Products 10 37 3 1.00 

fsensitivity studies are not available for this response. Shown· only· to 
&i!JlPiify presentation of Response 11. 

gNote • th~t 8.4'11 of the ·gas that is not imported· is subsequently lost to "plant 
and f"ield use and losses." The reported shale oil must also be upgraded with 
9S" efficiency. The definition in this table is the same as in Table S.l of 
~C-78 (EIA79a) and does not place the various sources on a comparable basis. 

= I 
0\ 



TABLB B.2 (contlll1U14) 

Response 11: Fraction of nonrenewable domestic primary energy supplied by 
coal [Response 11 =Response 10/(Responee 10 +Response lla)]. 

Response 12: Annual domestic natural crude oil and ges productiaL (quantity 

pr~or tc any losses to field use and tr!nsportatior:.). b 

O..tpat 
n- Deocrlptl..., Seoto .. ADtldtr N9IP Lid: Paator 

q Enha:~ced Oil Recovery 7 6 19 1.00 
q Enhanced Gas Recovery 7 7 20 1.00 
q Alaskan Oil 7 ll 22 1.00 
q Domestic Oil 7 12 23 1.00 
q Alas:tan Gas 

1 
7 13 24 1.00 

q Domestic Gas 7 14 25 1.00 

Response 13: Annual :.mported oil and oil products. j 

q Imported Crude 10 37 1.00 
q Imported Proau*'ts 10 37 1.00 

Response 14: Annual ~.mports of oil, aas. and oil pro. oct s. j 

q Imported Crude 10 37 1.00 
q Imported Gas 10 37 1.00 
q Imported Produ~ta 10 37 1.00 

hooes not include shlle oil. synthetic gas, or oil fr>m coal. but does include 
AI a stan product ion. 

iNote that 8.4'11 of th(l gas that is not imported is su·aequ.ently loet to "plant 
and field use and lJsses." The definition iD tbis table is the same as in 
Table 5.1 of ARC-78 [EIA79a). 

jNote that, on an e!lergy basts, these quantities,·a:re not quite comparable 
because the refining process in the model has an over-all efficiency of 0.92. 

Response 15: Annual domestic production of shale oil, ooal liquids, and high 
Btu aynthetlo 8aa. 

O.tpet 
n- DeacrlpUOll Sector ADtlYlty ..... Lid: 

q Shale Oil Up8radek 16 27 
q Coal Liquid· 2 60 
q Western Bi. Btu Gao/Lcnr Sulf~ 13 47 
q Western Bi. Btu Gu/Med.-Bi. 

Sulf~ 6 26 53 
q llid-Continent Bi. Btu Gas 6 11 45 
q Appalachian Bi. Btu Gee/ 

Med.-Bi. Sulfnr 6 15 49 

Response 16: Annual GNP in billions of 1975 dollars. GNP ia calculated 
from the Sectoral Index (SI).# which is an input parameter. 

GNP(!) = 1.53 ° 10' 

J'acotcr 

1.00 
1.00 
1.00 

1.00 
1.00 

1.00 

GNP(I) • GNP(I-1) • (1.00 + 0:01 • SI(Jll 5 J = 2, 3, ... , 10 (model year) 

Response 17: Totlll energy cost to the four demand sectors per GNP. 1 

pq Li8ht Oil to Residential 3 1 89 2 GNP-• 
pq Gas to Residential 3 3 75 2 GNP-• 
pq Bleotricity to Beaidential 3 4 122 GNP-• 
pq Distributed Photovoltsic~ 1· ·14: 2 GNP-• 
pq Met. Coal to Industry 3 7 58 GNP-• 

pq Coal to Industry s 66 2 GNP-• 
pq Gao to Industry 3 75 4 GNP-• 
pq Natural Gas Liquida to 

Industry 7 1 80 3 GNP-• 
pq Ll8ht Oil to I-ndustry 3 1 89 4 GNP-• 

tShale oil ... ·figures were tatoo after upgrading loss to mate them comparable 
to" crude oil. Tab!• S .12 of ARC-78 (EIA79a) includes tho 5'1> hi8her value 
at the input to the u.pgradins. prOcess. 

1Also includes· the coat of energy generated within the demand sectors by 
distributed photovoltaic in residential sector. distributed electric in 
commercial sector, seothermal in industrial sector, solar heat and solar 
cooling in commercia.! aectar, solar heat in residential sector, and gas 
pipeline and electric: line losses. '(Same lints and factors as for Response 
4.) 



TABU! 11.2 (ooat...-) 'fAIIU! 11.2 (_t ..... ) 

Responao 17 (continued) Rosponao -18: Annual clomettio primary energy aupply .~m 

O.tput O.tput ,.._ Deaodptloa Seoto:r .Aathlty - Llak llaoto:r ,.._. Deaodptloa Seoto:r .Aatldty - Llak Jlaotor 

Boavy Oil to Indoatry l 90 2 GNP-• 
q Yostorn Lcnr -Sulfn:r Coal 16 11 1.00 pq 

Appalachian llod.-Bi. Sulfn:r pq_ J!loctrlcity .to Industry 4 122 3 GNP-• 
q 

Coal 6 17 12 1.00 pq Li8ht Oil ·to Commercial 1 89 3 GNP-• 
llld-continont Coal 6 18 13 1.00 Heavy Oil to Commercial l 90 4 GNP-• 

q pq 
Appalachian ·Lcnr Sulfur Coal · 6 19 14 1.00 pq Gaa to Commercial 3 75 3 GNP-• 

q 
q Yostorn llod.-Bi. Sulfur Coal 6 23 16 1.00 

pq , J!loctricHy tc Commercial 4 122 GNP-• 
Appalachian Premium Coal 6 24 17 1.00 pq Diatributod l!loctric in q 

Commercial 9 16 36 1 GNP-• q Uranium lllnin8 and lllllin8 5 1 9 1.00 

pq Light Oil to Tranoportaticn 3· 1 89 5 GNP-• 
q Enhanced Oil Rocovory 7 6 19 1.00 

pq Heavy Oil to Transportation 3 2 90 3 GNP-• q Enhanced Gaa Recovery 7 7 20 1.00 

pq Electricity to Transportation 3 4 122 4 GNP-• 
·q Shale Oil 7 10 21 1.00 

. pq Geothermal In Indoatry 21 GNP-• 
q Alaatau Oil 11 22 1.00 

pq Solar Boat in Roaidontial 1 5 1 GNP-• q Dcmoatic Oil and Natural Gas 

pq Solar Beat in Comme-rcial 9 5 33" GNP-I Liquids 7 12 23 1.00 

pq Solar Coolin& in Commercial 9 14 35 GNP-• 
q Alaakan Gas 7 13 24 1.00 

pq. Alaskan Gas (pipollno) "7 13 24 0.1 'GNP-I 
q Domestic Gaa 7 14 25 1.00 
q Imported Crude 10 1 37 1.00 

pq Dcmoatic Gas (pipollno) 14 25 0.03 'QNP-1 
Imported Gaa 10 37" pq Enhanced Gaa Recovery q 1 2 1.00 

(plpollno) . 7• 20. 0.0·3 'GNP-1 q - Imported Product& 10 1 37 3 1.00 

pq Transportation Western Hi. q l!aportod Coal .6 22 51 2 -1.00 

Btu/Lcnr Sulfur 6 8 62 0.0417·'QNP-I q Central Renewable a in UtU ity 13 6 ln 3.00° 

pq' Transportation Western Hi. q Bydrooloctric in Utility 18 7 "ln "3.00° tp 
Btu/llod .-Bl. Sulfur 6 ·27 54 ·-·o .0417 'GNP-• q Blcmaas in Uti! ity ·4 19 8 ln 3.00° 00 

pq Transportation JUd-coatinont • q Geothermal in Industry 2 21 5. 1 1.00 
Bl. Btu Gas· 6. 61 0.0204'GNP-1 q Sol&r Beat in Residential. 1 5 1 1 1.00 

pq Transportation Appalachian Hi. 
q Dhtributod Photovoltalc 

Btu, Gaa/llod.-Ri. Sulfn:r 6 9 63 1 0.0204'QNP-1 
lind, etc., in Roaldonthl 14 2 3.ooP 

pq Transportation lllported Gas 10 l 37 2 0.2'GNP-1 q Solar Beat and Geothermal iu 

pq Electric· Line Loss 4 s 110 1 O.l'GNP-1 . Commercial 9 33 1.00 

q Sola·r· Cooling io Commercial 14 35' 1.00 
q Distributed Electric in. 

Commercial 9 16 36 3.ooP 

mNote that coal ezports are subtracted from production as was. done in Response 
10. 

"Quanti tioo aummod ovor throe sub lint. a. 

Dnia factor · la usod in LBAP-78 subroutine RPORT aod in Table 5.2 In ARC-78 
(EIA79a) for electric util itios to estimate tho quantity of primary energy 
in Btu's that would be required to replace tbia amount of· end-use electricity 
uaing. a conventional steam electric plant. 

PThia factor. ia uaed to bo conaiatont with the methodology uaed in subroutine 
RPORT as deacribed above 0

; however, the factor. UDity waa used in subroutine 
RPORT. (In llodol 22C, however, these quantitiea are smaller than 10- 1 quad 
for all model yo au.) 



BoapolliO 19: Priaary ..... IY inputs to Uqultlo 00 • rraotiOil of total priaary 
oDe ray. 

q 

q 

q 

q 

q 

q 

q 

q 

Ieaton Low- Sul'fur· Cod 
to Liquids 

Wooton Coal llloti.-Bi. Sulfur. 
to Liquitla 

lid-Continent ·Cod to Liquitla. 

Appalaohiu llo4.-Bi. Sulfur Cod 

6 

6 

6 

to Liquitla 6 

J.portatl Crude. 

Sbalo Oil 

Alaskan Oil 

Blllluootl Cr.tlo 

Doaoatio Oil mtl Natural 
Llqultlo 

J.portotl Protluotaq 

10 

7 

7 

7 

10 

4 

21 

6 

10 

11 

6 

12 

41 

50 

43 

42 

37 

21 

22 

19 

23 

37 

2 

3 

Boaponoo 20: Liquid fuel oonoaaption In tho tlomutl -aeotoro. u a fraotion 
of total one ray uoo · Ia thoao aootou. (Natural a•• Uqultlo .. for· 
lntluatrlal fontlotoot aot lnolntlotl.) 

q Liaht Oil to Booitlontial 

q Llaht Oil to toaaoroial 

q Llaht Oil to buluatrlal 

q Liaht Oil ·to 1'ranoportatlon 

q Heavy Oil to bulnatrld 

q Heavy Oil to 1'ranopcrtation 

3 

3 

3 

3 2 

89 

89 

89 

89 

90 

90 

q • Boavy Oil to C.O..orc ial 2 90 

q!.portotl protluota ~oro lnolutlotl booauoo thoy are aoatly Uqultla. 

4 

5 

2 

4 

..,. 
• ..,. 
• ..,. • ..,. • ..,. 
• ..,. ·-' ..,. • 

Tm& a.2 c-u_., 
aoaponao ll: Am>nal capital coat per GNP of neW capac l ty added to the electric 

utility eeotor (llydropowor not included). r,a 

O.tpt 
n- DeaodJiltln Seat~ AotldtJ'· ..,.. Lbk Jilaot~ 

cot Central Rea.owabloe· 4 13 6 GNP-• 
cc Bi011aaa 4 u 8 GNP-• 
cc Advanced Nacloar 4 6 39 GNP-• 
cc Coa.TCUltioul Nue~lear 4 7 40 GNP-• 
cc Low-loti. Btu Gao with 

Comb inotl Cyc 1o 4 15 68 GNP-• 

co Atmoopboric Flultlhotl Bot! 4 16 69 1 GNP-• 
co IIIIJ) 4 20 70 1 GNP-• 
co Coal Boiler 4 8 77 1 GNP-• 
cc Gao Boiler 4 11 78 1 GNP-• 
cc Gu Turbine 4 12 19 GNP-• 
cc Oil Boiler 4 9 92 GNP-• 

co Oil Turbine 4 10 93 GNP-• 
cc Fuol Cell Oil 4 17 94 GNP-• 

R.oaponae 22: Annual capital coat per G~ of capacity added to tho induatrial, 

cOIIUilo:rcial,. and reaidontial soot ora. r 

cc Solar Boat in Boaitlontlal GNP-• 
cc Diotributotl Photovoltaio 

,ill, aoaitlontial •. 1 14 2 GNP-• 
co Geothermal in Intluotrhl 2 21 5 GNP-• 
co Solar Boat anti. Geothermal 

in Commercial 9 5 33' GNP-• 
cc Solar Cooling in Commercial 9 14 35 GNP-• 

r'I'ho annual. capital coat of added capacity for each baaic conversion and 
olootric power aotlvity ia ouo-flf.th tho protluot· capacity atltlltlona (N•) 
and tho not present. value of capital COlt per unit of capacity (N ) , aa 
thoao oj'mbolo aro uootl In l!qo. (11.6, U.S, anti 111.2) in Goltlotoin~ worlr. 
(Gc181). !Tho factor one-fifth io applied booauao tho motlol oontomplatos 
capacity a44itiona o-nly in the model yeara, and the1e yeara are apaced at 
5-yoar intorvall.) 

1SUilllOtl ovor suhllnti . 

tSymbol for oapl tal coot of adtlotl oapacity. 

' ICI 



1'AIIUI 8.2 (ooati.Jme4) 

Response 22 (continned) 

O.tput 
Plow Deaoriptioa Seotor Aothity - Lialt Paotor 

•• 
cc 

cc 

cc 

cc 

co 

cc 

co 
cc 
cc 

cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 

co 
cc 

cc 

cc 

cc 

co 

co 
cc 
cc 

co 

cc 

cc 

co 

Distributed Blectric in 
Commercial 

Low Btu Gas (Indirect Beat) 
in Industrial 

Low Btu Gas (Direct Beat) 
in Industrial 

Direct Beat (Coall in 
Industrial 

Indirect Beat (Coal) in 
Induatrial 

AT. Fl uidhed Bed (Coal) in 
Industrial 

Light Oil Beater in 
Commercial 9 

Gas Beater in Commercial 9 
Other Gas in Commercial 9 
Heavy Oil. Beater in Commercial 9 

Oil and LPG Beater 
Gas Beater 
Cooking and Other Gas 
Direct Boat Gas in Industrial 2 
Indirect Boat Gas in Industrial 2 

Direct Beat Oil in Industrial 
Indirect Beat Heavy Oil in 

Industrial 2 
Solar (Oil Backup) in 

Industrial" 
Electric Auto -Generation in 

Industrial 2 
Electric Beater in Commercial 9 

Other Blectric (Machines) in 
Commercial· .. 

Electric Cooking in Commercial 
Electric Beat in Residential 
Cooking and Other Electric in 

Residential ' 
Space Cooling in Residential 

Lighting Appliances in 
Commercial 

Lighting. Freezers. etc •• in 
Com.m"ercial 

Electric Beat (Beat Pumps) 

16 

14 

15 

16 

17 

3 
4 
9 

18 

3 
4 
9 

12 
13 

10 

11 

18 

22 
6 

6 
13 

6 

8 
13 

36 

83 

84 

85 

86 

87 

97 
98 
99 

100 

101 
102 
103 
104 

'•105" 

116 

117 

118 

119 
126 

127 
128 
132 

133 
135 

141 

144 
147 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 

GNP-• 

GNP-• 

GNP-• 

GNP-• 

GNP-• 

GNP-• 
~-1 

GNP-• 
GNP-• 

GNP-• 
GNP-• 
GNP-• 
GNP-• 

'GNP-• 

GNP-• 

GNP-• 

GNP-• 
GNP-• 

GNP-• 
GNP-i 
GNP-• 

GNP-• 
GNP-• 

GNP-• 

GNP-• 
GNP-• 

1'AIIUI 8.2 (ooatlau4) 

Response 23: Annual capital coat per GNP of new capacity (proved reserves for 
resource activities) added to the resource sectors. Includes 
oil refining and synfuel production. u 

O.tput 
Plow Deaodptloa Seotor AotiYit}' II¥IP Lialt Paotor 

cc 
cc 
cc 

cc 
cc 

cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 

cc 
co 

cc 
cc 
cc 

co 
cc 
cc 
cc 

cc 

co 

cc 

cc 

Uranium Mining and Milling 
Western Coal Lew Sulfur 
Appalachian Mod.-Bi. Sulfur 

Coal 
Mid-Continent Coal 
Appalachian Low Sulfur Coal 

Western Coal/Med.-Bi. Sulfur 
Appalachian Premium Coal 
Enhanced Crude Oil Recovery 
Enhanced Gas Recovery· 
Shale Oil Mining· 

Alaskan Oil 
Domestic Oil and Natural Gas 

Liquids 
Alaskan Gas 
Domestic Gas 
Mid-Continent Liquid (Coal) 

5 
6 

6 
6 
6 

6 
6 
7 
7 
7 

7 
7 
7 
6 

Mid-continent Bi. Btu Gas 6 
Western Liquids/Lew Sulfur 6 
Western Hi. Btu/Low Sulfur Gao 6 
Appalachian Liquida/Med.-Bi. 

Sulfur 6 
Appalachian Bi. Btu· Gao/Mod.-

Bi. Sulfur 

Western Liquids/Med.-Bi. 
Sulfur 

Western Bi. Btu Gao/Mod.-Bi. 
Sulfur 

Oil Ref-ining 
6 
7 

1 
16 

17 
18 
19 

23 
24 

6 
7 

10 

11 

12 
13 
14 
10 

11 
12 
13 

14 

25 

26 
4 

9 
11 

12 
13 
14 

16 
17 
19 
20 
21 

22 

23 
24 
25 
44 

45 
46 
47 

48 

49 

52 

53 
72 

1 
1 

~uComputed as indicated in footnote r for the basic conversion activities 

GNP-• 
GNP-• 

GNP-• 
GNP-• 
GNP-• 

GNP-• 
GNP-• 
GNP-• 
GNP-• 
GNP-• 

GNP-•. 

GNP-• 
GNP-• 
GNP-• 
GNP-• 

GNP-• 
GNP-• 
GNP-• 

GNP-• 

GNP-• 

GNP-• 

GNP-• 
GNP-• 

~n the resource s.ectors. For the resource activities. the annual capital 
90st of developing reserves and bringing them into production is one-fifth 
the product of the new commitments to reserves (N ) times the sum of 
present values of the capital cost of thft\ re~erve•addition (NC) and the 
e9onomic profit associated with the lease payment (ll). both per unit of 
added capacity. · 



Reeponae 14: Cumulative ODOI'IJ' oo1t to tho 4oaaD4 eootora per 011mulatlvo 
GNP. Coat ad GNP for intomo4iato years wore ostlaatod 
uaina aoc.otrlo interpolation. Coat a for· aodol yoari an.cl·GNP are 
taken from Roaponaes 15 aud 16, reapootlvoly. 
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~ C(y) 

1975 
R24{y) • 

y 

~ GNP(y) 

1975 

Raaponao 25: Total onoray ooat (l9'15 dolhra) ta tbo do•and oootora. 
(Roaponoo 15 • Roaponoo U • Rnpoo.ao .17) 

Roaponae 35: Total onoray-rolatod capital corte in the roao•roo, olootrJo 
utility, ancl demand .aeotora per GNP. 

Roaponao 35 • Roaponao 11 + Rooponoo 11 + Rooponoo 23 + (li•ilar qaaDtlty for 

tho truaportatloa aoctor) v 

viJL llodol 22C, tho ohoaoa.· -paraaotorD s~vo a noallalblo capital coat for 
a4cUtlou in tho transportation aoctor. 

, 
.... .... 
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DDDIITUM Oil GIOJP PAJWiin:BR aJAI&IS FOR DDBCI' DNSITIYID SDJDIBS 

Section IX.A of this report gives sensitivity results for parameter 

changes of significant (10 to S~) size, changes typically made 

at the same time in the corresponding parameters of a number of 

activities. To avoid any ambiguity, this Appendix contains in Table 

C.1 an explicit definition of these changes and the activities in 

which the parameter changes were made. 

Note that the parameter (P) for the run with altered input is 

defined in Table C.1 directly or in terms of the base-case parameter. 

This format permits clear ~xplanation for a variety of types of 

~nput changes. For a given case,· the indicated change is made 

simul taneousiy in the corresponding parameters for all the listed. 

activities. 

A complete set of correct definitions of the parameters can be found 

in the report by Stewart and Goldstein (Ste81); these definitions can 

most readily be located by the parameter ID numbers given in Table· 

C.1. The sectors are identified by number in Figure 11-1, and the 

activities in each sector are identified on the corresponding sector 

network diagrams in Appendix A. 

. , 

'· \ 

'·:·'"' . 



Caae 
Na.ber• Short Defblitloa 

1 Operating cost aging rate 

2 Price elasticity of final demand; 
Behavioral demand .lag 

3 Percent GNP annual growth 

4 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

Percent GNP annual growth 

Percent GNP annual growth 

Percent GNP annual growth 

Initial resource cost; 
Base resource price 

Initial resource cost; 
Base resource price 

Initial resource cost; 
Base resource price 

Initial resource cost; 
Base resource price 

Undiscovered recoverable resources; 
New resources· at twice base price 

Undiscovered recoverable resources; 
New .resources .at .twice base price 

Undiscovered recoverable resources; 
New resources at twice base· price 

Undiscovered recoverable resources; 
New resources at twice base price 

Undiscovered recoverable resources; 
New resources at twice base price 

Depletion sensitivity for resource 
cost 

Depletion sensitivity for resource 
cost 

23 

A2 
A1 

A3 

~ 

A3· 

A3 

40 
41 

40 
41 

40 
41 

40 
41 

42 
43 

42 
43 

42 
43 

42 
43 

42 
43 

(41.43) 

(41.43) 

Table C.l 

VOAGRT 

ELAS 
SENS 

Y(JT) 

Y(JT) 

Y(JT) 

Y(JT) 

INRCST 
BASEPR· 

INRCST 
BASEPR 

'- INRCST 
BASEPR 

INRCST 
BMJEPR 

UNRCRS 
NEWRS2 

UNRCRS 
NEWRS2 

UNRCRS 
NEWRS2 

tJtiRCRS 
NEWRS2 

UNRCRS 
NEWRS2 
C2i 

Defiaitloa of Quae 

-0;3362d 
0.3277 

Y
0

(JT) + 1.5f 

Y
0

(JT) + 0.5 

Y~(JT) - 1.5 

Y
0

(JT) 0.5 

INRCST x 1.10g 
BASEPR0 

X 1.10 . 0 

INRCST X 0.9g 
BASEPR0 

X 0.9 
0 

INRCST X 1.30g 
BASEPR0 

X 1.30 
0 

INRCST x 1.50g 
BASEPR0 

X 1.50 
0 

UNRCRS X 1.10h 
NEWRS2° X 1.10 

0 

UNRCRS X 0.90h 
NEWRS2° X 0.90 . 0 

UNRCRS X 1.30h 
NEWRS2° X 1.30 . 0 

UNRCRS X 0. 70h 
NEWRS2° X o. 70 

0 

UNRCRS X 0.70h 
NEWRS2° X o. 70 . 0 

C2 X 1.10 
0. 

C2. X 0,90 
0 

ApplioablG·Sootora 
Aotlv!Ue11 

All basic, electric power, and 
resource conversion activities 

1.10,2.1,8.5,9.10e 
(all final demand activities) 

1.10,2.1,8.5,9.10 
(all final demand activities) 

(same as Case 3) 

(s'ame as Case 3) 

(same as Case 3) 

7.(6,7,11,12,13,14)e 
(domestic oil and gas resource· 
activities) 

(same as Case 13) 

(same. as Case 13 )' 

7.10 
(shale oil resource activity) 

7.(6,7,11,12,13,14) 
(natural oil and gas resource 
activities) 

(same as Case 17) 

(same as Case 17) 

(same as Case 17) 

7. (6,11.12) 
(natural oil gas resource activ~ties) 

7.(6,7,11,12,13,14) (natural oil and 
gas resource activities) 

(same as Case 22) 



26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

43 

Initial resource cost; 
Base price 

Resource owner's interest "rate 

Income elasticity of demand 

Import~d crude oil prices; 
lmport~d oil product prices; 

· Importe'd natural sas prices 

Imported crude oil prices; 
Imported oil product pric~s; 
Imported natural gas prices 

Allocation market share for equal 
prices 

Market share price elasticity 

Market share price elasticity 

Market share price elasticity 

Market share price elasticity 

Market share price elasticity 

Allocation behavioral ·log 

Allocation behavioral log 

Allocation behavio~al log 

Allocation behavio~al log 

Market aharea for equal prices; 
Allocation behavio~al lag 

Precommercial premium/year 

Capacity factor prlce sensitivity 

40 
41 

48 

A4 

A14 
AlS 
A16 

A14 
AlS 
A16 

3 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 
2 

13 

37 

INRCST 
BASEPR 

ROWN 

GAMMA(T>1995 I 

POIL(T>2000) 
PPROD(T>20001 
PGAS (T)20001 

POIL(T>2000) 
PPROD(T>2000) 
PGAS (T>2000) 

FREQPR 

SHSENS 

SHSENS 

SHSENS 

SHSENS 

SHSENS 

BELAG 

BELAG 

BELAG 

BELAG 

FREQPR 
BELAG 

EARLY 

CFSENS 

INRCST x l.SOh 
BASEPR0 

X 1.50 
0 

ROWN x 0.90 
0 

GAMMA (1995)j 

POIL(T-5) X 1.162k 
POIL(T) + t0.60 

c PGAS(T-5) X 1.162 

POIL(T-S) x 0.838k 
POIL(T) + t0.60 
PGAS(T-5) X 0.838 

1/N
1 

i 5.0 

2. 12.5 

SHSENS x 1.10 
.0 

SHSENSO X 0.90 

SHSENS X 1.30 
0 

BELAG
0 

x 0.90 

c BELAGO X 0.70 

= BELAG x 0.90 
0 

= BELAG x 0.70 
0 

1/N
1 

= BELAG
0 

x 0.70 

0.05
111 

6.(16,17,18,19,23,24) and 
7.10 (coal and shale oil resource 
activities) 

6.(16,17,18,19,23,24) and 
7.(6,7,10,11,12,13,14) 
(all resource activities) 

1.10,2.1,8.5,9.10 
(all final demand activities) 

10.1 (import activity) 

10.1 (import activity) 

(all allocation activities with 
two or more input "links 

1.12,2.(4,8),4.1 
6.(1,2,20,22),7.9,8.(8,9) 
(all multiple-supplier allocation ac
tivities with SHSENS ) 5.0) 

1.(1,12,15), 2.(4,5,6,7,8), 4.1, 
6.3, 7.(1,2,3,8,9), 8.8, 9.(1,15,17) 
(all multiple supplier allocation ac
tivities with SHSENS < 12.5) 

(all allocation activities with two 
or more input links) 

(same as Case 34) 

(same as Case 34) 

1.(1,12,15), 2.(4,5,6,7,8,28), 4.1, 
8.(8,9), 9.(1,15,17) 
(all demand-side allocation activities 
with two or more input links, includ
ing the utility sector) 

(same as Case 37) 

6.(1,2,3,22), 7.(1,2,3,8,9) 
(all supply-side allocation activities 

.with two or more input links) 

(same as Case 39) 

(the combination of Caaes 31 and 40) 

(all basic, electric power, and re
aource conversion activities) 

(aame a1 Caae 42) 



44 12 IYIAVL. 

45 Capital ·te.cluloloaical chaaae liait; .14 CLIJ( 
.TJlemal efficiency liait 19- EFLIII 

46 ·:Return OD debt .AS IDEBT 

47 Return OD debt .AB IDEBT 
.; 48 Return OD equitY, ~.J!-) A7 ·ROE 

49 Return on debt As IDEBT ... 
50 Specific capital coat; 5 sec 

Variable O,eratiaa "coat 7 voc 

ane aroup seasitivlty studies of Sec't. IX are keyed to 'these ·case -DUIIIbers. 

bAs tabulated by Stewart and Goldstein (Ste81), Appeadb A. 

IYIAVL - 5 ·yeara 
0 

1.00° 
1.00° 

o.o3P 

o.o1P 

0·.09P 

o:o7P .. 
sec & 1.10-
VOC

0 
& 1.10 

0 

4.(6,13,15,16,19.20), 6.(10,11,12,13, 
14,15,25,26), 7 .• 1"0 (ahde oil reaource 
and ·all aew-tecluloloay electric· util
ity aad ayafuel activitiea) 

4.U,11) .(oil and au-fired boiler 
electricity aeaeratioD) 

(all· balic, electric power, and reaource 
coaveraioa' activitiea) 

<•ame aa Caae 46) 

(aame aa Caae 46) 

. '(aame 11 Cue 46) 
t 

6.(10,11,12,13,14,15,25~26) 
(aU- activitiea for ayafllel coaver
-lioa of ·coal) 

cThe. base case. uses a valu~ of 3.0 based on a ·misinterpret'~tioa of the defiaitioa (Ste81, Sect. III.B). 

dThese value·s. yield tho 1oag-term elasticity of -0.5 aad the approximately 4-year lag·· iateaded by .the modeler. .The ·Model 22 
values were -0.1·aad 0.8 (Ste81). 

eThe aotatioa "1 .• 10" is to be read Sector 1, ·Activity 10. The ilotatioa 7. (6, 7, ••• ) means Sect·or ·7, Activity 6; Sector 7, ·Activity 
7; •••• 

fy (1T) is the base-case perc eat aaaual GNP arowth for the model period ·precediag model year wfth · index 1T. : The. (o) · subscript 
· rgfers to the Mode'! 22C .value. ·The chaage started with Y (3) representiag the 1981 - 1985 .time period. 

0 

&This chaage scales the resource cost curve by the iadicated coastaat factor for all values of resource depletion. 
h • - C2 . 
. If the resource cost ·curve is writtea as Cost= INRCST[1.00 + .(N/N)] , where INRCST is the model's initial resource cost parameter 
aad N is the c11111ulative ·co111111itmeat to reserves for productioa, N is the parameter varied by these changes. It· represeats the 
reserve co111111itmeat at which the: resource cos't is doubled, based oa preseat teclulology. 

iThe LEAP model parameter C2, shown ia·the equatioa for footaote h, is computed from resource data parameters iacludiag BASEPR(41) 
and NEWRS2(43) (Ste81, t• A-65, shows the case UCCF = NCCF = Cc). These ·two parameters were altered .simultaneously to perturb 
C2 without chaagiag the N of footnote h. 

jThe FORTRAN name GAMMA·has more than oae use ,ia the DEMAND submodel. Here GAMMA refers to its first use. 

~e eaergy import :price iacrea11e -~o~tiD~l!s·· the. tread I!SSUIIIed ia earlier years ia Model 22C. (The decrease is iaterestiag· mostly 
as a· linearity .te.st.) 

1Here ·N ·is the a11111ber of .suppliers· for the alloc&'tor. Chaages. were _required oaly_ for activities for which. FREQPR was aot already 
the .aame for each iaput link. · 

~is relative premium is set at 0:10 ia Model.22c. 

~ecause of a computer program override di-scussed· by Stewart aad Goldstein ( Ste81 ~ Sect. III .D)_, the . relative chaage reaching 
the basic coaversioa model was only 0.896. ·The resource extractioa·models, however, accepted the .indicated change. 

°For Model 22C, these parameters have the value CLIH = 2.0, 2.0; EFLIM = 1.21, 1.11, respectively. 

PModel 22C values are RDEBT = 0.04, ROE= 0.10, per year. 
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